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This edition of The Alembic is dedicated to Jane Lunin Perel, whose
vision, creativity', and guidance have inspired Women s Studies stu
dents and creative writers alike since she began teaching at Provi
dence College in 1977.
Thank you!
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A word after a word
after a word is power.
- Margaret Atwood
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BLACK-FINGERED GIRL

s

Anna Dumais

o

Your hair’s stopped growing and your voice has shattered like
icicles
but you won't give up, don't you dare slow down,
you little doorstep child, you little dark-woods-open-wound
hero.
Look me in the eyes, look yourself in the eyes,
paint your face with the ashes of your burning;
chant the song of your feet on the ground and don’t break.

p h o to g ra p h y

You’re an angel with homemade ramshackle wings
and the tick tick tick of the stopwatch in your bones
keeps your pace in the still mountain fog.

p o e try

Hey little black-fingered girl, little-dried-ink-new skin girl,
don't play with fire, you're made of paper and w ith one careless
spark
you'll lose those words boiling in your veins.

I want your blood on the table; 1 want your heart in my hand.
Don’t you call my name in your back-alley prayers
unless your pores are ready to open like roses
and be filled with me and my thousand shades.
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THE DEPRESSION BETWEEN TWO FRIENDS

~

Rebecca Harris

Z3

The depression between two friends,
A labyrinth of conversation
Soft on the edge of a new current.

.g
°
■<

p h o to g ra p h y

Cataclysmic shift between youth and the blackbird
A wild flower lost between tectonic plates
A small fire fostering the dark.

It is our curious nature that subdues the nettles
The rise and the fall of the disconsolate sting
Clinging to walks of the earth.

In the grain of air we stray
Beyond the color and the silence
Damp in the foreign rain.

=>
o
<
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The silk of a spider’s web in-between two fingertips
The alchemy of an old rustic steeple
The complex map of loves solitary drift.
Our legs and our arms
Branches of trust
Embroidered with tree-rings of ancient oak.

Moths stretch apart ponds of drowsed light
Whilst sheaths of ivory arrows cascade
From prehistoric starlight.
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And we rest in-between the city and the forest
Delicate as elements
Diving through skin
Whittling jewels
From the cairn of our beginning.
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P NOT p■ AND JELLY
Benjamin Wright

p o e try

p h o to g ra p h y
«>
<
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Before sunrise, in that time, peanut butter and jelly spread onto
plain bread and set in a Lightyear lunchbox formed the basis of
a sandwich. Let a set, /A formed of vectors with a span which
defines a vector subspace be a basis if and only if every morning
I spread that peanut butter across plane bread in disbelief I would
ever outgrow youth, if and only if P« has at least one vector per
row, and, in truth, if and only if Pa, the matrix w hose vectors are
those of/A has a pivot in every column, if and only if I spread
that jelly if and only if a vector misses home in its belly, if and
only if its stomach space is null and not full. If only, if only these
dining hall trays came one-to-one with PB & Js. In that time, my
mother teased, “Ben, learn; make yourself a sandwich! If you're
in middle school, and you can't pack a lunch, how can I send you
to college? How can you be independent, son?" Vectors forming
columns of a matrix representing the coefficients of a system of
first-degree equations whose null space is only the trivial solu
tion are the elements of a linearly independent set. Therefore, let
no sun set in me.
QED

PURPLE GLOVE
Saudamini Siegrist

p o e try

p h o to g ra p h y

I lost the glove somewhere between
44th and 53rd Streets, on the East Side.
For days afterward, 1 retraced my steps,
scoured curbside slush, queried salesclerks,
neighborhood joggers, dog walkers,
trash-bin-bottle and -can collectors.
Lovingly, 1 described the glove—what color,
w hat texture—and displayed, for all to see,
the glove’s mate. I explained how innocently
I bought the gloves under floresccnt light,
an ordinary medium brown, I thought,
until outside the store they turned on me,
the color of sundow n just before the sun
is blotted out, of dead roses and bruises,
of eggplant and eye shadow, how they altered
my wardrobe, picking up accents---priestly vestments, royal personage,
penance and decadence, trace fragrances
of abundant bloom, of summer plumage
ripe and rotted, trampled vineyards
spilled into the gutters of the city,
soaked into sores and crevices of the body.

g

One entire w inter I wore them, plunged
my hands into the Pluto-world, fitful
as sparrows smuggled into subterranean
caverns. At night, Persephone stole
into my dreams, beckoning to me.
Shy at first and then more brazen,
she coveted my possession, her eyes drunk
w ith darkening rose, her mouth
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saturated in pomegranate.
Even now, I suspect she has the glove,
stashed away in a tear-streaked passageway,
where she digs with bare hands,
long after her knuckles and fingernails
are worked raw,
preparing the gravel of an early burial.
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THE BOOK

o

Holly Hendin

o

p o e try

p h o to g ra p h y

If it is written somewhere
Or being writ between now and then
Having forgotten to sign the thing
Or maybe just I was never invited.
If it will be written
In our blood, our breath,
A heart pushing it all around and
Down to our toes and back
Small voices caught still in the web
During the silence
At least.
At least, I said, at least.
Unwrite the story
Apple moon sifting honey sky
Write it in the stars
Trace it on my back
The story is an ice cube
The story is a convenience store
Pour it on
Make a plaster cast
Untell me everything good
It only stings the first time
And the paper towel in the sink drain
Turning opaque with purpose
That is the only thing I might have signed
But the water won’t go down
And the paper tears and as
The basin overflows
Quietly I am untold
Too.
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READING DANTE’S INFERNO
Jim Daniels

p o e try

p h o to g ra p h y
®
<
®
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I’d never read it before, and felt I shouldkept hearing people talk about circles
of hell and I wanted to know which one
1 was in. 21, still all about me, soft
tiny dot among all the thick steel blocks
of machines, a smudge easily erased
from the picture—woe and alas.
Help, 1 yelled, help, as a joke in the mighty din
of metal upon metal. I sat on the floor
in the cool satellite cafeteria across from a line
of vending machines—Twinkies and a Coke.
Breakfast of Champions, and wasn’t 1 one,
the scholar/bard of the plant if anyone
cared? Hell? What did 1 know
about it, eating Twinkies in God’s holy satellite?
Nobody cared. Not the guy 1 almost tripped
who cursed my idiot foot. Dante, Schmante,
he might’ve said as he stomped
his steel-toed boot on my steel-toed boot.
That kind of says it all, Dante.
I never finished the book, but it's a comfort
to call you by your first name.

DON’T BLOW NO SMOKE ON ME
Sheryl L. Nelms

stretches
gnarled

p h o to g ra p h y

across the kitchen
linoleum

p o e try

he sings
as he drags
his crippled
hindquarters

arms
out

o>
claws
his way

*
§
CO

to the supper
table
still
singing

his blues
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WAGON TRAIN WEST
James Doyle

p o e try

The grained wheels fingerprint
this land for posterity, but the wife,
leaning over the rock road,
loses track, hour by hour.

p h o to g ra p h y

So many months now, but she still
loves her husband, still cuffs
the children for their lessons
and hugs them in the slant light

when that day's run is over,
dinner fires lit, and the families
in a circle of blue flame,
shorthand for progress, a page

tom out of some history book
a few hundred years later. Listen
up, posterity, the ancient remains
say, there arc no shock absorbers
a thousand miles in a covered
wagon, and the dirt so much
more than skin deep. Prayer
books aside, rewrite beginnings
and endings for every hour, try
futures when noon’s at its bare
highest and unknown shadows
still crease the next set of hills.
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Another wagon on its side, family
cutting up the tom axles
for firewood, the coast only five
or six or seven months away now.

23
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MONDAY, 8:23 AM

q

Nicole Mazza

D
■o
°

There is no troll guarding the bridge that binds student life and
academia. Only myself, a creature who doesn't grant access to
knowledge-seekers in the form of steel encrypted riddles, yet
still puzzles those that cross the threshold all the same.

p h o to g ra p h y

While the entirety of our college town peacefully slumbers, I
have already been awake for hours. As vivacious as the earliest
sunbeams that signal my transition into morning, I creep along
the concrete crosscuts of campus, meekly stalking my prey.
The alluring aroma of caffeine that saturates your double-shot
espresso, the glint of sunlight that reflects off the smartphone
you tightly clench between your fists. Sight and smell render
you ignorant.

=>
<t>

My beady black eyes lock onto your body. 1 sense your vulner
ability. Perched on my plastic throne, I leap from trashcans with
the ferocity of a mountain lion. You expect to find yourself face
to face with the braw n of a bear. Instead, my petite stature and
puffy tail send a shriek of terror through your body. Instantly,
your coffee drenches the pavement, and cracks spread like ivy
over your once pristine phone screen. Eyes of the passerby drill
holes into your skull as you gather your bearings. After recap
turing the rainbow of books and binders that extend from know l
edge's pot of gold, all you have to show for your encounter with
the “beast” are flushed cheeks and broken belongings.

<

Call me a pest, call me a nuisance. I won't be offended because
I am a rodent at heart. Scavenging and storing are in my blood.
I am the squirrel of Providence College.
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o

Terrv Sosnowski

o

While I was carrying my first daughter,
my cat and I lived alone
in a rented Victorian farmhouse.
I agreed to keep acres of lawn neatly mowed,
re-established flower beds,
harvested a bounty cherries,
rolled pie dough, put up jellies,
and coaxed beans, com, peppers, and tomatoes
out of the long-fallow earth.

-o

p h o to g ra p h y

BETWEEN THE PINES

Muskrats plied the burbling waters
in the east pasture's tiny brook,
and a huge male otter
(who was supposed to be extinct
in Ohio's northern parts)
arched his back and faced off
with my dog,
backing him down the drive beside the bam
and disappearing into a hole
in the stone foundation wall.

1 picked blackberries
and set out hive boxes
for a passing sw arm of bees.
I was Eve without Adam,
gathering easy bounty
from orchard and gardenpreserving and putting by.
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Neighboring pastures resounded with
the bleating of lambs and the
lowing of an occasional cow
in search of her calf.
My cat and 1 grew round and full together;
It was a season of fecundity.
In early autumn, with kittens tumbling over my feet
I rocked my infant on the front porch
with a white pine standing guard on each side.
In that forty acres
I was first owned
by an elkhound puppy,
gardens and a lawn,
a tabby cat named Martha
(who had first appeared
on Washington's birthday),
an old farmhouse,
and a tiny infant daughter.

I have not lived there
for over thirty years,
but still in spring
I watch other fields
and dream I am once again
in my grandmother’s wicker rocker
on a porch flanked by pines.
I am holding my baby in my arms.
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I WAS REBORN

a

Anna Halberstadt

Lithuanian witches
had been mixing the potion
mix of sw eat, blood, tubercular phlegm
from the lungs of young poets and artists,
coal dust from chimneys
in medieval cobblestoned streets,
pigeon feathers and cat fur.

p h o to g ra p h y

1 did not appear
from sea-foam
like Venus.
I was bom in a hot cauldron
in the pine woods
near Vilnius.

Also, morning dew
from the fields of linen and buckw heat,
fragrant berries from w ild raspberry bushes,
chanterelles and green velvet moss
warm from late summer sun
in Lithuanian forests.

Then 1 was murdered together
with grandmother Frieda and uncle Ruvim,
Frieda's one-hundred-and-two-year-old mother,
my mother's parents, Liba and Moshe,
her twenty-two-year-old baby brother Leibale—Leo
a blond boy with gentle green eyes,
her first love, the handsome socialist Arye,
six-year-old Sara,
shot in the arms of aunt Alta
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who would not give her away.
Mother’s twelve-year-old cousin
whose name 1 do not recall,
her picture w ith a rag doll
hanging in her right hand
I still have in a family album.
I was reborn
w hen my parents met in 1947;
my beautiful mother was looking
at a pinstripe gabardine jacket
in the window of a resale shop
on Komjaunimo.
She and Father first met during the war
some place between Kursk and Oriol
in the 16th Artillery division.
I was reborn
w hen they took a photo
with me at two weeks of age;
they were sitting on the grass
in the Zhalgirio Park,
Mother smiling in her w hite dress.
I was reborn
when she cooked and baked with her sisters
to celebrate Passover
when they sang “Katyusha”
and painted each other’s nails red.

My father was wounded several times;
fragments of the bullets
remained in his back,
under the skin,
for the rest of his life
a reminder of five years in the front
w here he knew
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what he fought against
and did not always know
w hat for.
I was reborn
w hen my son turned seventeen
he tried on his grandfather's coat
the old tweed overcoat
fit him just so
his shoulders are the same width as my father’s.
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CHILDREN OF ANOTHER CENTURY
Elisabeth Murawski

p o e tr y
n
ZT
■<

With you
there are no blindfolds.
Sometimes
I want to cry out:
our ocean is too deep,
these skeins from the heart
too fine
to bear so rich a weight.

But then the torch we light
bisects the dark.
And when we speak,
our words stand eggs on end
to prove the world is round.

<»
<

And I am Isabella,
crossing beside you.
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ADMIRAL TO ISABELLA
Elisabeth Murawski
here are my credentials
to be your Columbus
navigate waters

to gain in concert
a realm of sunlight
nothing broken

p h o to g ra p h y

exotic and pure
guiding eyes and fingers
a potpourri of bones

-o

could you be
my gnostic angel
my gold in a purse

s
w

velvet wings descending
in a haze
do birds know this too
I say to heaven
O Seigneur
I must learn your language

flora and fauna
double helix on Plato’s wall
double rainbows Isabella
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I AM FAT AND DOUGHY
“

Isabel Brome Gaddis

Z3

■o

I am fat and doughy.

o

I count calorics.
I count Weight Watchers points.
I count fat grams.

p h o to g ra p h y
=>
®
<

I measure out a half cup of 2% milk.
I measure out a half cup of skim milk.
I measure out a half cup of almond milk.
I eat foods with a glycemic index less than 40 and a glycemic
load less than 10.
I stop eating dairy.
I stop eating gluten.
I stop eating preservatives.

co

S
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I make a smoothie with soy protein.
I make a smoothie with whey protein.
1 make a smoothie with organic hemp protein.

1 order grilled fish and vegetables with a wine spritzer.
I order grilled fish, no oil, no butter, and a green salad with just
vinegar, and water, with no ice.
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I order the Office burger with gruyere and blue cheese and aru
gula and a pint of the Craftsman 1903 lager.
I eat shoestring fries with garlic aioli.
I order another pint of the lager.
I am fat. And doughy!
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TREYF
Eleanore Lee

p o e try

p h o to g ra p h y
=>
<t>
<
®
w
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Breathing, feeling, self restraining, shut.
Mussels stuck
On beach, on rocks, in tidepools, wet and black
Pure muscle inside I’m told
Clams stay closed.
And mollusks cling shut—
Collective silent presence—
Maintaining constant tension.
Locked.

Bare fingers fail,
But boil alive or slash with pick or knife
And you can pull them open.
Gaping.
Rip dripping fishy flesh,
Tear lean grey meat,
Scrape
Flesh from shell
Splayed open, mucoid, dead.

DIGESTION
Isabel Brome Gaddis

I fall into the luxury of this information,
into the neutral, clean place of facts,
into the relief of something other than my mother’s pain,
into a world w here I can be useful,
into rules 1 can understand, and then,
I fall
into the container of bile,
which dissolves me into a nutritious slurry
to feed to my mother.

p h o to g ra p h y

The nurse explains that,
while Mom can’t eat,
bile accumulates in her stomach
and can make her sick.
So next to the breathing tube
is a tube to drain the bile.

p o e try

Mesmerized by the liquid in the tube
(it is the same green as fairy tale poison)
I watch it move back and forth, back and forth.
One end of the clear plastic tube is fastened into the top of a con
tainer fixed to the wall.
The other end of the tube is in my mother's stomach.

D
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FRUIT FLY THAT SAW ITSELF
Matt Gillick

“
Z3

p o e try

p h o to g ra p h y
®
<
«
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Out! Free from egg and now to—what these for? W-wings?
Wings! Why would I have—keep flapping, keep flapping but no
aim I want to—smell food—everything many and everything
grey so what color are my—I smell sweet and there it is—big
ger than me like all else, must play part in all—more of us eat
ing—keep flapping—made it—now what, eat sweet sweet quick
quick quick—flap away—feeling strange see other me—looks
at me, follows me are you me from other—females—fly next
to them and sing song dance 1 just know and she come—ready
forelegs mounted top—what is your name did you just get out
too—loud air like gusts through cracked window—what—how
do I know—finished and she fly away—mist above, white, what
was I—some of us gone now—eyes see so much mist touches
down and bums—Bums!—keep flapping, leave, leave—others
fall around—my wings still, go g—choking—shriveling, getting
smaller—hurry!—what stare down at me—blind now choking,
choking—

TWIN HOPE

o

Shervl L. Nelms

p o e try

two blue-eyed
baby

boys

one whose thigh bone
was broken
before

p h o to g ra p h y

one blonde
the other brunette

he was bom

the other
perfection

I wish with
every ounce
of my self

that I could
make his
short
leg
match
his
other
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THE CHANGE
Marilyn Ringer

p h o to g ra p h y

Something about the scarlet shoulders
of blackbirds in flight before the car
reminds me of the fluctuating
chemistry of our bodies.
You count the days
to your emancipation,
1 tick off fertile months.
Our temperaments rise and fall
on such wings.

Each day you traverse a new landscape.
I remember its painful embrace,
that first I Am that separated
sky form earth, my body
from the air around it.

CD
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At the edge something elusive
skirts the mundane facts of our days.
You will need me less,
and this is as it should be.
Unexpected, the balance shifts to me,
to need you more than this quiver
of blood-red w ings.
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BELTS
Kevin Salvaggio

II.
Twins; inseparable combatants.

Dueling skeletons, our human birdcages were mirror reflections
of each other. His adolescent aggressions throbbing as he fought
my malleable shape. Schoolyard psychos pushed me to the
ground, the pebbles enveloping my figure as his friends' taunts
entangled my limbs. Despite our identical genes, we always
practiced attrition.
III.

I came out years later.

Teasing indifference transformed into seething hate. He swal
lowed my shriveling voice, leaving me a tongue tied labyrinth
abstaining from utilizing vocal cords. His slurs slapped bruises
on my cheeks. Fueled by an ignorant disease, my un-twin was
convinced sexuality could diffuse from my pores into his. He
made sure our skin never touched.
Last night at the kitchen table, he asked my father to beat the gay
out of me with a belt.

p h o to g ra p h y

The coagulated cries of my four pound body trickled shards of
glass.

p o e try

I.
Against mother’s orbiting organs, tucked away beneath her crev
ices, we fought for oxygen. Detached spheres, him and I collid
ed; carved glaciers from an obsolescence. Our existence, a mere
fracture of our father’s blemished sperm. One. Splintered. Two.

fic tio n
p o e try

p h o to g ra p h y
<
®
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THE BEAUTIFUL ROAD
Harley April
was forever being evicted, or at least that's what it felt like
whenever my daughter Electra decided to show up at home
from college and set up shop in the kitchen. I had to ad
mit, I did very little to discourage this arrangement, which had
been repeated the last few times she came home for some break
or another. It must have been 3 or 4 a.m. when she slipped
through the front door, having finally learned to be quiet enough
to avoid confrontations. By the time I returned from my grocery
shopping and errands, it was nearly dinnertime and Electra was
tapping away on her laptop at the kitchen island counter, not to
be disturbed, even with a welcome kiss. The aroma of stale cig
arettes pervaded the air all about her, and though it was a sen
suously leather smell from the wintertime cold, I couldn't help
making a stink about her smoking. I sniffed the air avidly, which
she ignored, as she always did.
“So I didn't even realize you'd be coming in last night,” 1
said, trying to sound cheerful, but no sooner were the words out
of my mouth than I knew I had made a mistake.
“Don’t you ever listen when I talk to you?” she said, still
not looking up. “I told you I'd be coming in after I turned in my
take-home final.”
Art projects covered the kitchen table. I abandoned my
plans to start making a salad since the water would undoubtedly
splash onto Electra’s laptop and I'd be accused of monopoliz
ing the prime kitchen space. Music was blasting over the sound
system, this time, reggae; Electra was wearing cut-off shorts and
a button-down Western-style shirt, her favorite old Birkenstock
sandals on her feet, though it was 31 degrees outside and the
w ind was whipping.
I stood at the counter, deliberating how I would prepare a
head of cauliflow er w ithout using w ater.

I

“Well, what are you doing? What are you looking at?”
my daughter demanded, waking me from my musings.
“I was just thinking about dinner,” I said, feeling dreamy,
trying to find the correct piece to fit into this puzzle of our con
versation.
“Ugh. Why do you always have to be thinking about
food?” she snorted. The tap-tap-tapping on her keyboard, it was
hard to imagine it was real thoughts and real words being tran
scribed into some sort of important assignment. But she looked
intent. The kitchen was virtually throbbing with the music and
enlarged photographs all over the place; Electra was an art and
photography major and used all her own original photos for her
assignments. It reminded me of the days, long ago, when I would
invite dinner guests and 1 would insist on making everything
from scratch, even the bread. Those days were long gone, I now
mused contentedly, along with the resentments that always went
with them. 1 didn’t even have to make dinner for my husband, 1
remembered just then; he had said he would fend for himself at
the office, working through dinner once again.
“Well?” Electra demanded. “I'm trying to get some work
done here! I have another take-home final to finish, so if you
don't have anything better to do...”
1 finished putting the vegetables into the fridge; it was
ironic since they were all for Electra, anyway, who was strictly
vegetarian. I knew it was pointless to try to convince her I need
ed to make dinner for either myself or for her. 1 swiped a choc
olate bar from the fridge and headed for the coat closet, where 1
grabbed my warmest winter coat and our dog’s leash. Though 1
would have liked to make a silent getaway, 1 had to call several
times for Sharon, our daschund, who, at age thirteen, was grow
ing slowly more and more hard of hearing. I finally had to go
down to the basement to wave the chain in front of her.
When I came back upstairs and Electra saw me all bun
dled up, I couldn’t help but notice a sly smile of victory on her
face. She would have the whole kitchen to herself, the whole
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house. The whole kit and caboodle, as it were. It was probably
all a plan.

*

*

*

The moon, unexpectedly, was full. It was important,
w ith the state I was in, to choose my route carefully. Strangely
enough, it was as if I had had the most satisfying dinner. The
large, bittersweet chocolate bar I was just finishing had totally hit
the spot, better than the fish and vegetables I had been planning
to prepare, which now sat, unused, in the fridge, presenting a
w hole new set of nuisances like w hen and who would be eating
a perfectly good dinner now that no one was hungry. And now,
out on the cold street, I would have to contend with all the noc
turnal demons, like the puddles and potholes, the cars speeding
around the bend, and Lizzie Taylor's house at the top of the hill.
Nowadays, Lizzie Taylor was the happiest woman I knew, and it
was driving me crazy.
I had been reading in this book that the downside of joy
was exultation. I wasn’t sure exactly what that meant, but it
sounded like it was some self-centered form of joy, when some
one acted that way, when the pitch of their voice got so dam high
and they looked like they were about to choke, or throw up on
you, all from their happiness. That’s the way I always felt w hen
Lizzie and I talked.
The wind whipped through me, and all I saw between
me and the moon was the inky black outlines of the bare trees,
shivering as if they, too, were about to crack. I was thinking
about Electra, taking roost at my seat at the kitchen counter, and
it made me so angry. There was no way I was able to celebrate
my daughter’s visit home. To the contrary, I was already wish
ing she would just pack up all her stuff and leave. It made me
feel more lonely than ever.

* * *
Usually, outside, especially in the dark, it was hard to feel
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like you were doing anything good for your insides, but after the
rain it was different. The air was clean and cold, like a frigid
air bath. I took a few deep breaths as 1 walked. And the road
really was full of potholes. As I passed the houses on our block,
it bothered me that they always looked the same, with the same
untended bushes, the same trees, as if, just because it had been
winter, nobody had to care. One house, which had once had a
colorful perennial garden each spring, had changed hands; now a
fallow lot spread beneath the long stretch along a wooden fence.
That would undoubtedly look the same all the coming spring too.
I stopped and let Sharon do her thing: sniff, pee, sniff some more.
I felt around for the plastic doggie bag. What was it, the two
biggest improvements in New Yorkers lives? One of them was
the pooper-scooper law. A box of filler peanuts put out for the
trash overturned in the wind, the white Styrofoam pieces blow
ing all over in our direction. Sharon merely glanced up at the
torrent and continued sniffing the street. There was absolutely
nothing 1 could do, like the feathers in the old fable about gossip,
words let loose, evil words about someone’s character, as likely
to be revoked as a pillow full of feathers let loose. I was glad 1
hadn't let go my thoughts like that.
Why did my life have to be so complicated, so intense?
What was I doing out at this hour? I was taking the dog
out because I’d been evicted. Evicted from my own kitchen,
where my daughter now held court, music blaring from the CD
player, her laptop spread out at my spot at the counter, her art
work all over the kitchen table like the display in a modem store
right about where 1 usually liked to lay out my placemat and eat
a peaceful meal.
It was hard to be forced into being happy for her and all
her hard work, but what choice did 1 have? I was trying my best
and not really succeeding. Here it was: The temperature was
dropping by the moment; it was way past dinnertime, and there
was barely a star in the sky, only me, Sharon, sniffing the wet
earth, and the few straggling cars whipping too quickly around
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the curved roads. We had to watch carefully for the potholes as
we went, but wasn’t that like life after all? There was always a
pothole when you least expected, waiting to catch your foot and
send you stumbling onto all fours. It had been a long time since
I had felt the raw burning of bruised palms, casualty of a good,
hard fall. I walked gingerly along a particularly sharp curve.
And then, there we were.

♦ * *
No one was out at Lizzie’s house, the lights blazing
brightly from the living room window, making it hard to discern
if anyone was home or not. The lawn was neat and tidy with a
few spotlights illuminating the young pear trees. It was so ap
propriate that her property should look like this. Nevertheless,
1 had to admit, 1 liked the way Lizzie looked when her hair was
all blown-out and how pleasant it was to be around someone
who wasn’t complaining. How effortless she made it seem to
be happy all the time. Maybe she was on antidepressants; these
days one could never be sure. Nevertheless, compared to her,
my life seemed unduly complicated and full of annoyances. All
her husband wanted, someone told me, was for her to look pretty.
Me, all my husband wanted was for me to be nice.
* * *
Just then, Sharon paused and took a crap on Lizzie’s lawn.
I knew I was supposed to stop and pick it up. But usually at that
hour, in the dark, I couldn’t even see what she had deposited on
some neighbor’s lawn anyway. I had come a long way. I used
to be the one calling people out. So help anyone if 1 caught their
dog so much as sniffing on my lawn. I was the oldest hypocrite
on the block, 1 was sure. Even my husband didn’t mind if stray
dogs took a piss in the front of our house.
I ignored the whole thing with Sharon. In my mind, as
soon as it was over, I forgot about it. The road was silent, and I
listened idly to the wind. As soon as she was done, we headed
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home. I felt the plastic bag, all crumply, in my coat pocket.
* * *
As I rounded the bend and saw my house at the end of the
road, I prepared myself. I wanted my husband back, the quiet
moments of having him all to myself had now entirely disap
peared. I could see the house vibrating from here, lights blazing
all crazy, the music pulsing, life returned after the long dry spell
of Electra's absence. The front door was wide open, Electra no
doubt having invited guests; I was never in the know until Jimmy
or Dobo would come through the front door since Electra always
ignored my questions.
Whenever her friends arrived, I tried to appear welcom
ing, but invariably the wrong name would pop out of my mouth,
and Electra would roll her eyes by way of making excuses for a
brain-dead mother. 1 didn’t want to bother saying good night
to my husband Marvin who, having returned home while I was
out, sat contentedly as he did every night, watching the evening
news, Hannity and Coombs, or whatever names or personalities
he was following these days, relaxing with a cup of frozen yogurt
or a bag of popcorn in the family den. Ever since he had been
taking dinner at the office, 1 had been relieved of one of my last
remaining responsibilities. 1 didn't have the heart to interrupt
him. Besides, I was too angry about being evicted. I hung up
the leash when 1 got inside, carefully put my coat into the closet.
Crept up to bed with nary a good night to anyone. I knew no one
would miss me anyway. Outside, it was a beautiful night, soon
to be filled with the pelting sound of rain on our rooftop, all night
long, the continuous pelting, washing the world and all the lawns
clean once again.
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LIVE FROM THE AIRBUS BELLY CAMERA
Donald Levering
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Through the scat-back screen
the silent seascape scrolls—
mammoth icebergs reduced
to thumbnail moons,
ships with their crews and freight
mere blips recalling news clips

of factories and bridges
disappearing in soundless puffs of our prior wars.
Weighing more than three blue whales,
our craft courses breakneck through the sky;
its shadow overtakes the coast of Iceland.
To background engine hum

fjords and forests roll under the belly cam.
Black chasms and glacier-cloaked volcanoes
pass; the drama below, obscured
by scattered cirrus scrim, presumed
to still include the polar bear and caribou
among the crunching snowmobiles.
Across the aisle a boy has slid
his window blind; his handheld toy
booms with ersatz war
intruding on our buzzing ambience
before earphones seal him in
w ith his detonating thumbs.
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Behind cramped trays of drinks and food,
we change the seat-back screen to news—
an air strike witness posts
pictures of a charred street car
and cycling paperboy caught fire.
In the liquor and lull of airplane thrum,
we cruise above and far removed.
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THE HUNGRY SKY
Maura Gage Cavell
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Goddess of the hungry sky
gazes over the land,
oceans, mountains,
church steeples, snow,
the pulled hair of the lovers
speaking languages
of sound without words.
She witnesses amulets in the trees,
the shells on the sands,
the listening sea,
the babies, rain, the hurt,
the lovely, the white sin,
the tracks, the treasures,
whatever’s melting, cold, hot, languishing.
Perhaps the goddess dances outside
of the circle of life;
maybe she draws close
and sprints over rock and water.
Perhaps she guides the sick
back into the hungry sky
with swift movements
on the back of Pegasus,
the hooves trembling the earth
before the flight, the wings,
the ribs, the lungs, its strength
lifting the sick with might,
its eyes headed towards the sky,
returns all to the vast and hungry sky.
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ENDING WAR
Scott Miller

Of course there are the legal consultations,
amici briefs, contract negotiations,
adjudicating bodies.
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There are the heads hung in glassy reverie,
the cumulative debris of conflict,
too many wounds to attend.
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is, like ending a relationship, a messy business.

ZJ

There are the terms and the conditions,
countless caveats and clarifications,
exchanges and compromises.
CD

But despite all planning and preparation,
the reams of strategic consultation,
the contingents of contingencies,
there w ill be loose ends:

5
w

the skeletal bridge left half-finished,
lasting foreign entanglements,
that precarious imbalance.

Someone will be overtaken, drowned
under bare arms as the last chopper lifts;
and someone will be the last
to leave.
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A WHOLE OTHER ANIMAL
Matthew J. Spireng
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“That’s a whole other animal,’’ he said of my argument
as we debated the point. And, on reflection, 1 had to
agree. It was a whole other animal. His was
a brontosaurus, huge and, for its size,
relatively slow, and, most importantly, extinct,
while mine was a whippet, sleek and fast
and relatively intelligent and, most importantly,
alive. So while if his animal were not extinct
it might crush mine with a step, mine could
run circles around his animal’s fossilized bones.
“You're right,” 1 said, “It is a whole other
animal,” and knew I had won the point.

John Danahy
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THE SEAT OF POWER

N
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oon was an apt time for the meeting, the outside Board
members of Angstrom Industries agreed, as it was shap
ing up as a showdown between John Smith, the Chair
man and Chief Executive Officer, and Arthur Bobeck, head of
the Audit Committee. Spirits and tensions were high as Smith
called the meeting to order. Smith felt strong, fortified, at his
peak. “Gentlemen,” he said in a forceful and carefully modulat
ed tone, “before we proceed, are there any questions concerning
last year’s results?” Deliberately ignoring the question forming
on Bobeck’s lips, Smith moved immediately on to review his
plan for the largest acquisition ever attempted in their industry.
John Smith, three of his lieutenants, and eight outside
directors sat in red leather chairs around a long, oval, mahog
any table. Each chair bore a Board member’s brass engraved
nameplate. The boardroom, carpeted in gray with a magenta
border, the walls covered with textured gray fabric, occupied the
southeast comer of the 28th floor of the glass and steel tower that
was Angstrom Industries’ worldwide headquarters. Oil portraits
of past CEOs hung at both ends of the room, as if overseeing the
proceedings. Large windows offered a commanding view of the
skyline and bathed the room in natural light. Despite the hour,
refreshments remained untouched at the back of the room. A
whiff of lemon polish hung in the air, a small part of the meticu
lous preparations for the meeting.
At his own insistence, Smith sat at the center of the table,
directly opposite Arthur Bobeck. Slightly over six feet tall and
of slender build, Smith’s tanned face exuded a ruddy look of
good health, and his thin lips, square-set jaw, and intense gaze
suggested strength of purpose and resolve. Tiny wrinkles lined
the comers of his slate-gray eyes, and deep furrows in his brow
joined above his smallish nose. Gray showed at the sides of his
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slightly receding hairline.
Arthur Bobeek's countenance was the opposite. Short,
rotund, bald, with a meaty face, except for the inexplicable
knurled hands of a longshoreman, he looked like the over-sixty
former professor he was. A sharp mind and a keen sense of his
own abilities honed by years in academics and public service
shone through his light, drooping eyes.
Smith noticed several Board members glancing around
the room and wondered if they were looking for a sign from
Bobcck. He and Bobeck had battled in the past, but Smith had
managed to neutralize any opposition he had raised. Smith had
called each of them during the past week to review the proposal
and to assess his support. The Board contained powerful men in
their own right, and except for Bobeck, Smith drew satisfaction
and pleasure from knowing he could dominate them and force
acceptance of his proposal.
Smith pressed a button on the console built into the table.
A projector and screen descended slowly from the ceiling, and
the windows darkened. Before proceeding with the presentation,
he surveyed the room, holding the gaze of each Board member,
challenging him, sizing up his reaction and his likely vote. Sev
eral Board members averted their eyes, but Arthur Bobeck stared
directly back. Bobeek’s hands were folded neatly in front of
him, and Smith noticed the middle two knuckles on his left hand
were skinned. Bobeek’s left cheek twitched and something in
his eyes startled Smith. He thought he saw scorn or contempt in
those eyes. As Smith assessed his opponent, his thoughts darted
back to childhood, when he had seen that same look in his fa
ther’s eyes.
“Mama’s boy,” his father had taunted at each opportu
nity. The sarcastic, derisive tone still echoed in Smith’s mind.
He remembered the unrelenting onslaught of his father’s words
as sharply as the pain when his father had squeezed his hand
or slapped his face. “Stop hiding behind your mother's skirts.”
“Stand up and take your punishment.” “Be a man, not a sniveling
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baby.” “You’ll never amount to anything.”
Powerless to cease the bombardment in his head, the fa
miliar fear of failure swept over Smith. Now, when he most
needed to be strong, commanding, his boyhood fear threatened
to erase the man he had worked so hard to become.
At the seat of power of Angstrom Industries, about to
present the most important proposal of his life, Smith's panic
deepened. Tiny beads of sweat trickled down his back. A bitter,
coppery taste lingered on his tongue, and he swallowed slow
ly. His knuckles whitened, and the furrow in his brow deep
ened. Surely Bobeck sensed his weakness. Smith knew he had
to speak quickly, but was sure the panic would suck the sound
from his mouth.
As suddenly as his father had invaded his concentration,
images came to Smith of late afternoons with his mother in her
garden. The sun still hot and high in the sky, the air filled with
birds and insects and pollen, her housedress seemed to glow in
the sun’s bright light. They picked beans and chard and lettuce
and talked of her father and her brother and her life as a young
girl.
Alone with his mother, sharing the memories of her
childhood. Smith had felt at the center of the universe, secure
and loved. In spite of his accomplishments, no matter how much
power he earned or grabbed, he couldn't seem to regain that feel
ing.
Bobeck’s eyes bore unrelentingly into his. Smith knew
he had to forge ahead with his proposal. The decisive vote must
be made now. Failing to move for the vote could give Bobeck
an opening, could cause the Board to question his proposal, and
perhaps challenge his power. In similar circumstances. Smith
had forced other key decisions, and his authority had yet to be
effectively challenged, even by Bobeck.
Smith cleared his throat and began. “Let’s go over the
business case for the acquisition,” he said evenly. His right in
dex finger twitched, although he hoped not noticeably.
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Bobeck unfolded his hands, spread them on the table, and
leaned forward. “An acquisition now may not make sense,” he
said.
Smith raised his voice and went on. “I have spent a good
deal of time analyzing this situation and am recommending we
proceed immediately with approval to tender an offer. Other
companies may counterbid if we do not strike quickly. It is im
perative for the future of our company that we move now.”
After several increasingly heated exchanges with Bo
beck, Smith decided to gamble everything and call for the vote.
The Board approved the acquisition, with Bobcck the lone dis
senter, giving Smith full authority to handle the remaining nego
tiations without further consultation with the Board.
A sense of giddiness and elation gripped Smith. Waves
of excitement pulsed through his body, turning his stomach over
and over. Without concealing his smile of satisfaction. Smith
said, “I am confident our decision today will position Angstrom
Industries for an extended period of unprecedented growth,
which will be a tribute to the leadership of this Board and its
contribution to our company. Thank you. The meeting is ad
journed.”
Sweat soaked Smith's shirt, and his stomach continued
its roller-coaster tumbling. Outwardly calm. Smith shook hands
with the Board as they stood to leave. Smith winced as Bobeck,
the last to stand, gripped his hand tightly and held it a long mo
ment.
“Another day, John,” Bobeck said, and left the room.
After the last Board member had been escorted to the
private elevator. Smith turned toward his office and suddenly
thought of his father. He passed his administrative assistant with
out a word or glance and quickly entered his private restroom.
John Smith closed and locked the door, then bent over the marble
sink and retched repeatedly.
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DISCRETION
George J. Searles
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a squadron of relentless flies buzzing around
when she asks what may or may not be
a rhetorical question. (It's actually a tough call.)
“Where do all these God-damned things come from?”
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Jo Anne (that flashy, forty-something secretary
from I.T.) is sitting in the lunch room
eating a ham sandwich while waving one hand
back and forth in a doomed attempt to ward off

Whole screenloads of possibilities surge to mind
as if Googled: "Some are responsible, upstanding,
native-born American patriots, living and working
here in New York, JoAnne, just like you and me.
“Others, though, are illegal aliens from torrid climes,
living under assumed names and appalling conditions.
A small percentage are creatures from Outer Space,
posing as flies while they study me studying you.

“A few arc from the Midwest, a couple more from Canada.
Those three over there, who won’t meet your eyes,
may well be terrorists, contaminating your food and drink
with vile chemical agents w hose effects you'll not detect

“until tomorrow or the day after, when it's too late....
Now there's something to think about, I guess.
Several more—God help them—are from New Jersey.
(At least they had the good sense to leave.)”
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But I decide not to share these observations.
She's always disliked me, and her friend Cheryl once said
JoAnne had been raised in Secaucus, so that bit about Jersey,
in particular, would just make matters worse.
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HAPPINESS
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Patrick Armstrong
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In the parking lot he always found
a spark of glass or thistle flower
some shard from the Beautiful

but he was content
for he was young
and married to his love

o
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and among the row s of cars he saw his car
and knew his life would be
Work without Cessation

■o

and blessed in all ways measurable
and he had prepared his death poem
and it was thank you

<D
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for the crow song was melodious to him
and in the gasoline puddle
he discerned the divine aesthetic

and when he inhaled
Everything filled him
and it was delicious
and he knew the wasp
was no demon
though it was not kind or edible
nor did the infinite and precise mechanisms of the Universe
disturb his revelry
nor did his bad ankle or dead mother
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but something did

no shadow engulfed him
no sickness infected him
happiness simply left him
while he was emptying the dishwasher
or watching the news

he did not know

when it went
but it went
for he had never learned
it had to be cared for
like a delicate plant

and so it went
to someone w ho would better tend to it
w ho would tend to it even in the cold months
when the sun was withheld
and for warmth
there was only the imagination.
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BY TRAIN
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Marlene S. Molinoff
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he caught Aaron’s eye as she and Daniel waited on the plat
form and acknowledged him with a business-like nod. It
was an awkward situation, but easily explained away as
a late- night dinner with coworkers, one of them being polite
enough to see her to her train. She urged Daniel to behave, as
they stood there. She was constantly reminding him to be dis
creet. “You never know who you'll run into,” she'd say. Case
in point, this evening's chance encounter. They’d left his apart
ment in a rush to make the train, the last one to Princeton for at
least an hour, and every nerve in her body was screaming. She
could smell Daniel, taste him, feel him without so much as a
touch. But they managed to stand there making small talk until
the train arrived, and he nodded goodbye, whispering call me
under his breath.
Aaron had saved her a seat in the first car, where they
always sat on their usual commute home from the city.
“Colleague?” he asked, as she slid in next to him. But
she could tell by the way he looked at her that he wasn’t buying
it.
“Yup. Client dinner. Did 1 mention recently how much I
hate the ad business? How about you? Why are you on the late
train?”
“I was working on a new investment model for the bank.
I'm playing catch-up ball. Too many years wasted in academia.
Time to make my killing on Wall Street.”
“Yeah, well, good luck with that.”
“Really. 1 figure I bring my company the right equity-ori
ented top-down model and I've got it made. They’ll be able to
read the global macro signals earlier and better than anyone else
on the Street.”
She wasn’t the least bit interested, but she made encour-
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aging noises. The more he talked about himself, the less likely
he was to ask her any compromising questions. Of all her com
muting buddies, Aaron was the one she trusted least.
There was something awkward about him. He came a
little too close and was far too free with his hands. “Sounds
fascinating!” she said. “I wish there were some way for me to
make a killing and get off this train.”
“Terrible rat race.
Especially nights like this.” He
paused, looking around at the almost empty train, the few ex
hausted passengers slumped in their seats, and they both listened
to the rush of noise outside, as the metal capsule shot through
the darkness. “It’s really tough knowing you have to turn right
around and be back on the five-forty a.m. train. 1 live for the
weekends.”
“Five-forty? That is tough. My usual’s the seven-twen
ty”
They were both silent as their car clattered over an un
even patch of track, then sirened at an approaching train. As
the two opposing trains met in parallel, trapping the mad rush of
air between them before shooting forward in contrary directions,
she asked, “What do you do on the weekends?”
“We dance. My wife and I,” he answered. “Ballroom
dancing. Been doing it for years. It’s a great way to act out your
fantasies. Sheila teases me that I fall in love with a new partner
every few months. She says she loves watching me on the floor
with other women.”
“I had no idea. Although, now that you mention it, there
is a kind of grace to the way you move.”
“And a kind of flirtatiousness to the way you talk. Come
on. Come clean. Who was that guy tonight, Marissa?”
She turned scarlet, wondering whether he’d seen some
thing on the nearly deserted platform before she’d noticed him.
In retrospect, it’d been a stupid idea to let Daniel bring her to the
station. “You wish!” she said, forcing a smile. “Wouldn’t you
love some juicy gossip to chew over with the boys tomorrow
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morning.”
“Let’s just call it instinct,” he said, challenging her with
his dark eyes.
Aaron was a rare commodity—a Syrian Jew—seriously
Sephardic to her quasi Spanish-Jewish ancestry on her mother's
side, far less assimilated than she was, with deep roots in the
ethnic community. They'd joked about their common ancestry,
though she thought he understood that while it was something
she paid lip service to, he was the one w ho was genuinely identi
fied. Still, they'd bonded over it, amused to make even this slight
connection. They'd ridden the train together for months, part of
a growing band of Princeton-New York commuting profession
als who paid a price w ith their time for the less-expensive-thanNew-York lifestyle of the Buck’s County suburbs. They rarely
socialized, other than on the train, and the result was that, for the
most part, they talked fairly freely about their lives. Not Marissa
though. She always flew as a straight arrow in public, keeping
her private life strictly private. So she smiled again and said,
"Thanks for the compliment. I'm glad you find me a woman of
the world.” And that seemed to settle it.
* * *
Marissa didn't see Aaron for almost a week after that.
He must've been working late on his get-rich-quick model, and
she was regularly on the five-twenty-nine, doing her best to avoid
Daniel at work and looking for signs that Aaron might have let
something slip to one of his morning buddies. But he hadn't
seemed to. Then, one night, there he was again, back on sched
ule, w ith a seat saved for her on an unusually crowded evening.
“Thanks!” she said, grateful she wouldn't have to stand.
“Don't mention it. Though 1 have to say, two more min
utes and it would’ve cost me an arm.” He winked at her. “Be
sides, 1 owe you.”
“What do you mean?”
“You've made me feel much better about myself. I've
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had a lover on the side for years. She lives two towns away from
me. I see her whenever I can—between errands, on fabricated
business trips—I'm sure you know the drill.”
"What are you talking about?” she said, “Are you out
of your mind?” Here it was again, that outright assumption of
complicity. It scared her the way he clung to it with dogged
assurance.
“Takes one to know one,” he said, ignoring her anger.
“Want to tell me your story? Or would you prefer to hear mine?”
“I don't think I need this seat that much,” she said, get
ting up, as the standing passengers looked on.
“Hey. You don't have to say a word,” Aaron reassured
her, gently pressing her back into the seat. “I’m just playing with
you. I’ll do the talking. You don’t even have to acknowledge
I'm right.”
She was wary, but she sat back down, and the people
around them settled in.
What should she do? Her instinct told her to keep him
talking about himself and to deny everything, w hatever he said.
Someone like him could be nutty enough for blackmail or w ho
knows w hat else. “Go on,” she said.
“Mine started about five years ago. She was one of my
dance partners. Sheila and I had already been married for ten
years—we were married right out of college—and w e’d had our
two kids. It was OK between us. Less romantic, but OK. Still
is. Anyway, this thing started as one of my crushes, right under
Sheila’s nose and with her full approval. Then, one night, Sheila
couldn't make it to a dance party and I went alone. Jordana—
that’s her name—was there. She and I danced all night, and it
seemed natural for me to offer her a ride home. She’d come by
cab, so I offered. Of course it happened that night. I’ve always
loved the silhouette of a woman’s belly beneath a chiffon dress.
All I could think of w hile we were dancing was that I wanted to
take it off.”
“Aaron, stop. You’re making me uncomfortable. I don't
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want to know so much about your personal life.”
“I'm telling you because I think we can help each other.
I've never talked to anyone about this cither. 1 think it'll help.”
Marissa sat there. Silenced for the moment. How could
Aaron have sensed her intimacy with Daniel? He'd seen them
for only a few minutes, and she was pretty sure she'd spotted
him first. He couldn't know. Or was he coming on to her? She'd
better shut it down fast. “Look,” she said, “I don't get what you
think you witnessed the other night. But it was totally innocent.
I'm happily married, and I don't fool around.”
“Not ready to talk yet? That's OK. It's probably harder
for you, being a woman. Guys are expected to be unfaithful.
Anyway, want to hear the rest of it?”
“Not really.”
For the remainder of the ride, they talked awkwardly—
about work, anything else—their occasional silences punctuated
by the loud release of air forced out from betw een passing trains
or the elongated sound of the horn. Then, as they were leaving
the train, he said, w ith his hand in the small of her back, “That's
part of the reason I'm working these long hours. Jordana's a
widow, with kids to support. I’ve been helping her out a little.”
*

*

*

After that Marissa decided to change her schedule just
enough to avoid Aaron. She wanted to put some distance be
tween them. So she explained to John and the kids that she
needed more time at work and sw itched to the six-twenty train.
This meant she wasn't getting home until eight, but, for the mo
ment, it seemed wise.
A week later, Aaron showed up on her new train. She
was deep into her work w hen a familiar voice interrupted.
“This seat taken?”
“No. Help yourself.” She noticed how drawn and tired
he looked. “How’ve you been?” She was trying to be casual,
in spite of her deep annoyance. For Christ sake, the guy was
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stalking her.
“I’ve been, let's see, how do I put it? Perplexed. Oh,
shit! What can I say? Sheila's on to me. She's confronted me
about Jordana. I don't know how she figured it out. Anyway,
she says I have to make a choice. Fast. Or she'll out me to the
kids and it’ll all be over. I came looking for you tonight. Heard
you had sw itched to this train, and I w anted to ask your advice.”
“Jeez, Aaron. I'm sorry. But I have no idea how I canhelp.”
“Okay. You haven't admitted it, but I think you’re in a
similar situation.”
She tried to interrupt, to protest, but he talked right over
her.
“Can you just listen for a minute? I don't know w hat to
do. What I want to know is, do you think I'm crazy or some
thing? Sheila's accusing me of bigamy. And I do feel married
to both of them. Of course Sheila was the first, and she's the
mother of my children. But I’ve fallen for Jordana too. Her
kids feel like my ow n. She’s come to depend on me. Oh, Jesus.
What do I do?”
There it was—the kind of stark exposure she'd worried
about, played out on the landscape of another person's life. How
could she have let herself drift into an affair? She should've
thought more about the impact it would have on John and the
kids. This was too close for comfort. She felt sorry for Aaron.
She really did. But the audacity of roping her in in this w ay was
unnerving. Keep him talking about himself, she thought. “Let's
get a drink,” she said.
They made their way to the bar car, grabbed a couple of
beers, and found a seat at the rear.
“Our people don't go for this kind of thing,” he said.
“We don't go for divorces. For a woman, it’s strictly verboten.
For a man, a little adultery on the side now and then, sure, but
you don't leave your w ife and kids for someone else. I'd be an
outcast in my own community.”
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Good god.
He was bringing up the Sephardic thing
again. She’d intended it as a joke, but he'd taken it and run
with it, off into this fantasy of their mutual identity. She felt no
likeness to him at all. In the crowd of commuters, he seemed
like the dark outsider. Unlike him, she fit in easily, her blond
hair and blue eyes, petite figure and tasteful designer clothes re
vealing nothing that would give her away as anything other than
w hat she appeared to be. So what if she’d slipped this once?
She'd set things right. For now, she'd listen to what Aaron had
to say, but she'd tell him nothing. And then, she'd break it off
with Daniel.

* *

*

Marissa had held firm to her decision that night on the
train. She'd told Aaron that she had no advice for him. That
in spite of what he thought, it was way out of her league, w hat
he was asking. She was freaked out by how desperate he was,
determined to learn from his mistakes. She'd let things go too
far w ith Daniel. They'd been thrown together on a new business
pitch, and in the heady excitement of a big win for the agency,
they'd gotten carried away.
At least that's what she'd told herself. But there'd been
office attractions before, and she'd never acted on one. She
was really falling for this guy. God, it was confusing. So
much more than she'd bargained for. She brooded about it for
days before calling him.
“Marissa! I’ve been worried. What's going on?”
“I've been really creeped out by this guy on the train.
Aaron. The one who saw us on the platform the other night.”
“Yeah. So?”
“So he told me his story. He somehow knows about us
and he thinks I can help him. It's really crazy.”
“What are you talking about? Did he threaten you?”
“No, no. Nothing like that. He told me he's having
an extramarital affair and that he's fallen in love with the other
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woman. With both women.”
“What’s your point, Marissa?”
“Well his wife found out. She’s threatening him and
he’s scared he’s about to lose his kids.”
“Calm down. This has got nothing to do with us.
Let’s talk about it. When can we meet?”
“You see that’s just it. 1 think we shouldn't see each
other anymore. I've got too much at stake. Too much to
lose.”
“No dice. Remember our promise when this got start
ed? That one of us wouldn't break it off over the phone. That
it had to be in person and by mutual consent. Convince me in
person. Okay?”

* * *

It had taken her a couple of weeks to work it out, but,
in the end, she'd finagled a late client call and arranged to meet
Daniel afterward at his uptown apartment for what she'd hoped
would be a quick, final conversation. She’d been determined
to end this thing. She’d promised John she’d be on the ten
o’clock train, home no later than eleven-fifteen, and she was on
it now, as promised. Well, almost as promised.
She was dozing off, lulled by the rocking movement of
the train, and replaying in her mind scenes from the evening in
Daniel's apartment. Things hadn't gone exactly as planned.
The lights had been dimmed when she arrived, and Billy Holiday
was crooning in the background. She could smell Daniel’s co
logne as she brushed past him, handing him her coat and taking
the glass of wine he offered her. It'd been a long day, and she
wanted to get this over with. She sat down on the couch and put
her wine glass on the table.
He’d sat down opposite her. “It’s your party,” he’d said.
She’d explained that she’d been doing a lot of thinking.
She’d acknowledged there was something pretty powerful going
on between them. Then she said it. “I’ve got too much at stake.
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Much more than you, Daniel. I’m committed to John and the
kids. It’s time you get on with your life, and I go back to mine.”
The rest of it was outside the script. “Hey, don’t lay it on
me, will you?” he’d responded. “I’m a big boy and I make my
own decisions. If this is something you want—to hang it up, I
mean—that's OK. And I understand. But it’s not what I want.”
Then he’d tried to move closer to her. It was a tight
space, his apartment, a small one-bedroom, cluttered with books
and other stuff. “Stay where you are!” she'd said, and he’d sat
back down. “What I'm trying to say is that I'm never leaving
Johnny, I’ve told you that. And this feels unfair to me. And too
risky.”
“Never say never,” he'd quipped.“Anyway, I’ll take my
chances.”
“You don’t understand,” she’d said. “Aaron’s story
scared me. I want to sleep at night. And 1 don't think I’m ready
to give up everything I have.”
What happened next was the part that got her. Over and
over, she could hear him say it. “You really think it’s that easy?
What we have doesn't come around all that often. People go
their whole lives without ever experiencing—not even once—
what you’re ready to toss out the window. You're a fool, you
know that? Tell you what, come over here.” She'd hesitated.
Then he'd stood up and said, “Yeah, that's it. Right here next to
me.” With her eyes closed, she could see herself moving toward
him and hear him say,“Now, kiss me goodbye and walk out.”
Marissa was swooning into that kiss when she was star
tled by a hand on her shoulder. She opened her eyes, barely able
to look at Aaron.
“What happened to you?” She examined his appearance,
taking in his blood-shot eyes, unknotted tie, and the dark stubble
shadowing his face. It was his shoulders that truly gave him
away.
“Life's the shits,” he said, drooping into the seat beside
her and handing her a beer. “A living hellhole. Sheila watches
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everything I do. She won't let me out of her sight when I’m
there, and keeps close tabs on me by phone when I'm not.”
“What about Jordana? How's she taking it?”
“All’s quiet on that front. It's as if she doesn't exist. But
I miss her. And I miss the kids. I feel like a total heel.”
“I’m sorry you’re going through this. But it had to end
sometime, didn't it?”
“I don’t know. I don’t see why. It wasn't hurting any
body. My relationship w ith Sheila was much better when I had
Jordana in my life. And I made Jordana's situation easier for her
to take. So my advice is. keep on doing w hat you’re doing if it
makes you happy.”
“I think the stakes are even higher in my case,” she said,
dropping the pretext of innocence. “John wouldn't be so forgiv
ing. But you know I really tried to break it off after you saw us
a few weeks ago. Ironically, my efforts seem to have had the
opposite effect. Things are getting more intense. If I had to
make a choice, I don't know which direction I'd go in.”
“You think so now. But when push comes to shove, you
follow the money. You and me, we've worked too hard to get
w here we are, and we’re not about to give it up. For love? Who
knows what that is anyway?” He slumped down in the seat and
closed his eyes.
She sat beside him as he slept, both of them moving in
tempo with the roll of the train. “Follow the money.” Isn't that
what he'd said? “When push comes to shove, you follow the
money.” She wouldn't have put it that way. For her, it was not
so much the money but the comfort of a settled life. A home she
could always return to and a husband and children who counted
on her. But somehow, lately, that hadn't been enough. She'd
chosen Daniel as much as he’d chosen her. Just like she'd cho
sen John years ago when he was a laid-back, athletic bachelorperfect Dad material, her Ohio farm-boy. And they’d built a
great life together. He'd taken to being a stay-at-home dad w ith
a computer business on the side like a duck to water, as he loved
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to put it. Francie and Ben adored him. She did too, although
more like a brother or a best Friend. At the eight-year mark, their
marriage had dulled to a blunt edge.
She woke Aaron when they arrived in Princeton Junc
tion, and they walked together through the dark commuter lot
where their cars were parked among the few strays still there.
She'd continue to think about what he'd said long into the night,
and for many nights to come. She knew that. But she also knew
she’d have to find her own answer, her ow n way.
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EARTH’S EXORCISM

“

Kevin Salvaggio
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Atop the globe, thawed deities sat, their joyful tears distilled
and oozing as dew on the blanketed grass. The occasion: Earth
and Sun wed on a Tuesday morning. Flora and fauna gathered
around to watch their union, staring at the horizon as Sun fused
his glistening lips with the ground. Maid of honor Dove passed
out rose blooms as party favors. A/r cosmic angel. You've em
blazed my heart and left me trembling Earth pronounced, Sun’s
cheeks flaring in delight. Chlorophyll drenched trees shrieked
while birds hummed their intestines out, eyes rinsed with nails.
The guests’ tender emotions were palpable. Gaia, my primordial
love, I adore thee Sun answered back, eyelashes curling. They
kissed and united like cross-pollination.

Night and Wind weren’t invited, much to their chagrin.

<
When wedding guests were dismissed, Earth and Sun began to
grow apart. HTj v are you leaving me? Earth asked. But Sun was
without words. Traveling closer to his zenith, Sun’s momen
tum expanded. This distance seemed indiscriminate, yet cursory.
Burst to your demise Sky whispered. She shredded Sun into
fragmented pieces of Night as clouds melted into pools of bones
on the bleeding asphalt.

®
w

Now Earth wept underneath the ashes. Night dressed the world
with his smothering coat, his hood empty. Embalmed in galax
ies, Sun was preserved as tinted stars, memorialized in the black
casket. As the funeral drew to a close, Earth hid until a new fire
crackled at dawn, shedding Night’s foreskin.
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AL MAR
Benjamin Wright
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Mar, y Mar. y Mar,
I wait where your waves lip
the shore, as far as they go,
nervous to take a swimming dip
Because at night, you're so cool
that when I surface for air. I'll quiver
and embarrass myself like a fool.
I'm waiting. I need help. But I'm ready:
I close my eyes so they won’t feel stung
and hold half a breath in each lung.
Mar, Mar, Mar, have your tide pull me in;
March, still, this night is young
"Yeah the school play is always in March;
we didn't want to go to tow n this year,"
the four of us came out to dinner instead,
and March, I'm glad we're here...
Our conversation moves from the musical,
to music, to band and marching
Josh says, "I’ll be the first to admit:
I didn't like the director. That’s w hy I quit.
He was so bossy: 'You have to march, march, march!’"
I say, “I stayed with it;
I just w ish the uniform had fit.”
We finish our pizza de Chicago Uno, Mar
and go to the comic book store.
They have robes for Doctor Who,
So you say, "Oo!
That one there
even matches my weird ginger hair!”
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And you show me a Spock hoodie.
And I say, “Oh goodie!”
Once, I went to a Star Trek convention in Chicago, though,
Leonard Nimoy had the nerve to not show,
and he (Spock) is the reason I wanted to go!
But this, March, you already know...
So I try on Spock's shirt for a laugh,
before I see the price!
I wish the uniform fit
under my budget
because I just bought the DVDs
for one of my favorite series:
Life on Mars
still, this night is young
and though I'm waiting at your shore,
for we're friends w ho need to know
for sure we're more,
w hat I like best about you is how
I simply enjoy these times we spend together,
so I guess I don't need to know for sure... for now...
So the four of us head back to your room
and watch my DVDs of Life on Mars

Mars, Mars, Mars, falling asleep,
your distant orbit is hard to keep.
Your low atmosphere, your red air
floats down and brushes my hair,
and I'm surprised it's there.
I hope you're awake and aware
that we’ve crossed a boundary,
like I've stepped into the sea...
Trying to see if you are.
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I say, “Hey, Mar,
Mars...
Look at those stars!”
But you don’t reply
to my lame exclamation of the night sky.
You’re tired; it’s late, March,
Mars, Mar, y Mar...
Now, Mars,
the night is old,
and I’m afraid
the water is cold.
But I'm not ready to go;
now, I need to know...
because

when I leave you,
it’s not a fun skipping race
across hot beach sand.
It’s a silent march, march, march
across the absolute zero of space
alone... without a band...
four planets from the sun, so
March, late March,
I’m at the door with my bag of DVDs
and you say, “Hey,
can you put that down a sec?”
And by gravity or tide,
you pull me in and under;
I’m so shocked that I wonder,
aloud, but what I try to say
into space and sea just
sounds like “el mar-!”
Mar, y Mar, y Mar...
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Anna Dumais
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Don’t look down, love, keep your eyes on my eyes.
The height doesn’t matter if you’re steady on your feet;
I’ve got roots, my child, holding tight to the bones of the earth.
Tie your gaze to mine and tie your fingers in my hair
and don’t be afraid of the steam rising from your feet;
it’s only your fear leaving your body.
I could spend years mapping the canyon edges of you,
the tiny pinpricks on your skin, tracing scenes in them,
more complex than spiderwebs;
with a few words and a season you can send my blood flying
through my veins
like doves through autumn air.
You of all people should know what words do to me;
you could kill me with poetry from the caverns in your chest
or from the scratches on my back from your fingernails.

co

Put your memories in my hands, love, let me feel their weight.
I want your blood on my skin; I want to observe a reaction.
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DIVORCE, LONG AGO
o

Words truly were frogs.
Trees whirled into shavings.
Into drenching rain,
glass guaranteed
not to shatter, shattered.
Hunted by, huddled near
mind-cracking thunder.

p o e try

Or the blank of no talking.
A mash of bees,
crushed.
Nerves. Too hard, I thought
each night as squirrels
screwed and w heezed in my attic,
me too near to guns.
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Edith Goldenhar
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Who to soothe but my son
in his bed. lamplit yellow?
Who watched as I—whooshmade my face a pansy of smiles.
Then quiet. Then trudging,
he and 1 across deep snow.
Now, your young heart cracked
open by new love, you squeeze
my shoulder from above,
happy giant in a sunny field.
Have you forgiven us
this folk tale?
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Lam a Pendell
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Last night I fell asleep
while reading
and dreamed 1 was
reading
a book of dreams
instead of the usual
barren cafeterias
and large halls
that people my dreams
this one with creatures
small masked feathered scaled
walking on their hands
flying the current
wet mouths
the translucent manuscript
an ether world
the sky filled with sparkles
turning cartwheels
bobbing flowered plants
wearing lipstick like floozies
gaudy and green
riding the calliope
that hummed that music
out of tune
and familiar
and me asking
how to get on
and stay.

LSD
Jane Lunin Perel
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Light Stinging Daggers Lava Surging Down Luscious Singing
Death. Rachel remembers taunting the hash dealer because his
stuff was too weak. He decided to give her a tab in her drink
strong enough to undo her. Had she already jumped from the
window or was she just thinking of it? Purple spiders drooled
down the walls. Were the gawkers people or chickens? Then
Paul placed a human skull in her hands supposedly swiped from
medical school. His intentions were diseased. His tattoos glid
ed over his body, snakes coiled to close in on her. Could she
talk her way of out his bedroom with the scalpels lined up on
the desk? The wrench and the crystal ball? Who would she be
when she left? She had a key in her pocket to a psych lab where
she bled rats. Check red for blood, black for urine when she
squeezed their bellies. Somehow she got Paul to drink more gin.
She crawled to the door w hile he snored. The light was chang
ing from crucifixional to predawn. Wolves snarled at her heel
already bloody from tearing over broken floor boards, smashed
shards. Turning the door knob was laser surgery. Her hands
shaking, her body a valley of red jello jumping on a pogo stick.
Hours or days later she showed up at the lab were a grad student
gave her coffee, suggested she go to the health services. She
got home to her apartment shared with four other women. She
lost her voice, knuckled her bed covers to keep from falling off.
Were these dreams or w ere tigers jumping through rings of fire?
Tulips engorging their reds and oranges in time lapse photogra
phy? Friends came to see her, she did not know them. Weeks
went by. She found herself weeping often. Then she cut her
long beat hair real short. Began to take walks, to feel the w ind
enflamc her skin. She quit the lab job. It took months to glue
someone together who could pass for her.
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BLUE MORNING GLORY
Sheryl L. Nelms
static
thunder
mango man
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cockatiel
papaya drizzled
with fresh
squeezed
lemon
coconut cream
pie slice

□
CD

flint arrowhead

<
CD

limestone
fence
post

w

barbed wire

asphalt
dinosaur eggs
antelope
elk

grizzly bear
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coyote
howl
fogged
in
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YOU WERE THERE,’ YOU SHOULD KNOW
Alexia Polachek
ou were there, you should know. ‘What went wrong?'
You remember thinking. You had looked at your empty
plate, know ing the answer. Your eyes had met David’s,
his frantic eyes waiting for your response. He reached for you
and you didn't reach back. He looked as if he was suffocat
ing. David looked behind him toward Billy's room. You didn't
want to wake him. You decided to tell your child about what
happened tomorrow w hen daddy inevitably did not show up for
breakfast. David placed a hand on his frantically beating heart.
In that moment, you were unsure whether or not he would sur
vive.
You remember your words from moments ago, “I w ant a
divorce.”
In that moment, you were unsure whether or not he
would survive. David placed a hand on his frantically beating
heart. You decided to tell your child about what happened tomorrow when daddy inevitably did not show up for breakfast.
You didn’t want to wake him. David looked behind him toward
Billy's room. He looked as if he was suffocating. He reached
for you and you didn’t reach back. Your eyes had met David's,
his frantic eyes waiting for your response. You had looked at
your empty plate, knowing the answer.
What went wrong?’
You remember thinking. You were there, you should know.
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THE BEAST THAT SITS BY MY BED
Holly Day

and metal gears are already circling overhead
blotting out the stars with their swooping
and flapping, noisy angels, I think
go away. I'm not going to die.

-o
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the creature holds me in its arms
tenderly, as though I'm some
three-headed mutant child
expected to die sadly but quietly
sometime during the night
in my sleep, angels with feathered wings

the creature offers me more tinned sardines
cooing nonsensically at my efforts to resist.
if one mouth won't take the stinky
desiccated thin strips of fish
there are two more heads to force-feed.
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Michelle Nogas

never knew that Christmas had an expiration date, that one
year the magic turned sour, until December 25, 1996. It
was my thirteenth Christmas and I slipped on the red wool
■<
dress that I had just opened from a flat box whose tag had "With
love from the North Pole” scribbled in my mother’s practically
illegible script. Facing my mirror, I scrunched up my nose at the
lumpy red blob that stood in front of me. Might as well be a ball
of Play-Doh.
“Alisa, Aunt Deb's car just pulled up. Come take her
coat!” Great. Guess that means Millie’s here too. Ignoring my
dad and my annual coat-checking duties, I snatched a black belt
from my closet and fastened it where I thought my waist should
□
be. Two balls of Play-Doh. At least you can tell I have a top
(d
and a bottom now. Rummaging in the bottom drawer of my
dresser, 1 grabbed the two oval-shaped pieces of spongy foam
hiding at the bottom. I shoved one oval into my training bra
where my right boob was missing and the other one where my
left boob was missing. They either made me look older or added
more lumps to the blob. Deciding they couldn't hurt, I plopped
down Indian-style onto the matted carpet.
“Alisa, hurry up and get your ass down here! If I have
to ask you again Santa’s gonna show up tonight and return all
the crap you got!” Knowing my dad was only serious when he
cursed, 1 shoved myself up off the floor, cringing at the clomping
noise my ugly Christmas shoes made. I'd ditch the clown shoes
later when the Eggnog That Is Only For Adults made my mom
forget about the dressing up for Christmas rule.
“Alisa! What a figure you're developing,” my great-aunt
Deb bellowed as I entered the kitchen. Her giant jelly arms,
slick with sweat like slimy octopus tentacles, pulled me in to
wards her medicine mouth. I stood still for four-seconds and

I
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then planned my exit.
“Can 1 take your coat for you?” I chirped as 1 stepped
free. Heading back upstairs to drop off Aunt Deb's gigantic
coat, 1 heard the creak of the front door that signaled the arriv
al of more members of the Sturburt family tree. I sped up to
avoid...
“Alisa, aren't you going to say hi to Millie?” Pressing my
lips together to halt my groan, I spread my lips into my best fake
smile. The nine-year-old grinned widely back at me, displaying
the metal squares pasted on her teeth.
“Hi Alisa! How was your Christmas what did Santa get
you 1 got a brownie maker and a sparkly purple tank top and a
doll bed and a doll chair and a doll car.” Millie’s wet owl eyes
blinked at me from behind thick glasses with one cracked lens.
“Ummm...hi Millie. I got this dress.” Seeing my mom
nod approvingly at me and turn around to compliment Aunt
Deb’s new lavender highlights, I climbed upstairs, lugging the
heavy winter coat.
“How many presents did Santa get you?” huffed the
small voice from behind me.
“Uh. ..I dunno, I didn't count.” A jingling noise was fol
lowing me up the stairs. Glancing over my shoulder, I asked
“Why are you jingling?”
“Isn't it awesome? Look at my new sweater! I picked it
out myself and my mom sewed the bells on herself so it’s even
awesomer! It's my favorite present!” Sure enough, her green
sweater sported tiny dancing elves with tiny elf shoes that had
tiny silver bells attached to the tip. “Don't you like it?”
“Sure. It’s...it looks like something you would wear.”
“Thanks! I got seventeen and three quarters presents.
Seventeen real presents and three pieces of chocolate. Those are
smaller so they only count for a quarter present. Want some?”
We had reached the top of the staircase. I looked at
her sweaty, stained fingers grasping a block of chocolate covered
with teeth marks.
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“That's ok.” Millie’s brown-smudged smile stayed on her
face but her obnoxiously large eyes clouded in confusion. I
watched a booger dangling from her right nostril spin in a tiny
pirouette every time she took a breath before I turned and headed
into my parents’ bedroom.
After tossing Aunt Deb's coat on the faded comforter, I
sat down at my mom's vanity. Aware those two big eyes were
tracking my movements, I dipped a makeup brush into pink
powder and carefully moved the brush in a circle over my cheek.
“Let me try,” sounded the shrill voice from behind me,
right on cue. Returning my tools to their spots so that my mom
wouldn’t yell at me for futzing with her stuff, I picked up a per
fume bottle and sprayed it all over my neck.
“My mom only lets me use this stuff. It’s a rule. Be
sides, you’re too young for makeup.” I'm already' on coat duty,
why do I have to he on Millie duty’ too? Hearing a shuffling
sound at the door, I plopped the bottle back on the vanity and
spun around with an excuse for my mother on my lips.
“Is that how you take people’s coats, Lissy?”
I blinked at him.
“Don’t you know me?”
“Am I supposed to?” 1 asked.
“I’ll give you a hint. The last time I saw you, you were
crying because you puked all over your party dress after I dared
you to eat six slices of pizza on your eighth birthday.”
I blinked at him again. “Jordan?”
He just kept looking at me. Pushing a hand through the
snarled blonde mess growing atop his head, he leaned against the
door frame.
“What happened to you? You disappeared.”
“We thought aliens must of ab..abdu... um, adopted you,”
chimed in Millie from her position perched on the edge of the
mattress.
Jordan’s head swiveled towards Millie as if he hadn’t
even known she was there. His eyes passed over her and then
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turned back to me. “I didn't know you were friends with the
Millster now. Guess things have changed, huh? C'mon. Lissy,
didn't your mom tell you w hat happened?”
“So what? Just cause your parents got divorced didn't
mean you had to stop talking to your favorite cousin.”
“Look, my mom wouldn't let me talk to my dad. I want
ed to talk to you, but I couldn’t.”
I stepped closer to Jordan. “Why are you here now? Is
your dad back with Aunt Cindy?”
Jordan snorted. “My mom sent me to live with my dad
for a w hile.”
“Why'd your mom send you to live with Uncle Darrell?
Did you do something bad? Is your mom in jail? My mom al
ways said it was only a matter of time before your mom ended up
there cause she likes Coke a lot. Too much soda is never good
for you,” Millie challenged. She's just jealous because Jordan
always liked me best and left her out.
This time Jordan didn't even look at the nine-year-old on
the bed. “Aren't you gonna take my coat, Lissy?” I stared back
at him, knowing that if I took his coat I'd be saying I forgave him
for leaving. Jordan watched me, his ocean eyes flashing up to
mine. “You really have grown up, haven't you Lissy?”
“Why can't you just put your own coat on the bed?”
whined Millie. “She doesn't have to do everything you tell her,
right Alisa?” Her wide round eyes fixed on me expectantly, her
irises a dead-leaf brown. I crossed the room to take Jordan's coat
and drop it on the bed. As it hit the mattress, a small white box
slid out of the pocket and bounced onto the floor. Millie sucked
in air sharply as she stared at the forbidden object. Bending over
to pick it up, I looked over at Jordan’s fifteen-year-old figure
outlined like a shadow in the doorframe by the light from the
hallway behind him. His eyes looked straight into mine, daring
me to say something. Instead I replaced the cigarette box in his
jacket pocket and shook my head forcefully when Millie opened
her mouth. She frowned but followed my lead, just like I knew
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she would.
“C’mon downstairs, Lissy. Your mom put out the ol
ives,” Jordan offered.
“1 hate olives,” Millie said. “So does Alisa.”
Jordan shrugged and turned to leave. “Suit yourself.”
My ugly shoes stomped over to Millie and my lips started
moving to form words without my brain telling them what to say.
“Jesus, Millie, would you just shut it sometimes? You. Never.
Shut. Up. How do you know I don’t like olives? What, do you
follow me and watch what I eat too? Do you have to be such
a stalker? You’re just like your mom; no one wants Aunt Deb
around either.” Her wet eyes got wetter behind the smudged
glass of her lenses. Don't feel bad for her, Alisa. Don't let
her sucker yon in. Seeing Jordan nod in my direction and then
slip out of the room, I squashed the twisty badness rising in my
stomach and followed him before 1 had to look at Millie’s pa
thetic doughy face again. As I reached the bottom stair, 1 heard
jingling start up from behind me.
For the next hour Jordan shoved olives into his mouth
by the handful. I ate a few when I had to, trying to swallow
them whole so they'd make as little contact with my taste buds
as possible, and mashed the rest of them into my napkin when he
looked away. Millie followed us like a dog and watched us eat
the slimy green balls that tasted like sour butts.
“Did you see Aunt Deb's new hair?” Jordan asked me
with his eyebrows raised.
“I know,” I groaned, “her head looks like a porcupine
now.”
“It makes her look like a beautiful fairy,” Millie added.
No one asked you. “It shows her personality.”
“I'm sure you think so.” Jordan jutted his chin out.
“What're you wearing?”
“It's a brand new sweater and my mom is so proud cause
she helped sew it and it’s
“Be right back,” Jordan said as he slipped into the kitch-
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cn. Millie stopped talking and stared after him, the skin between
her eyebrows wrinkling in puzzlement again. Typical.
“Can we go into the den and play dolls?” Millie asked
me, biting her lip hopefully. “I'll let you be Clara. She just got
a new sequin bikini and they can all go to the beach.”
I knew it was a big step for her to give up her favorite
doll. “Ok,” I replied, “I have a new doll you can be. Her name
is Victoria and she has curly red hair and
Jordan marched back into the room with his oversized
sweater awkwardly covering a football-sized bundle. “C’mon,
Lissy, let's go to the basement,” he muttered as he passed me and
continued out the door. I stared after him and looked back at
Millie's eager face.
"Ummm...” 1 began. Millie’s eyes started to widen. 1
looked down at the stupid elves on her sweater. “I'm gonna go
downstairs w ith Jordan. You stay up here, ok?” Without waiting
for an answer I tore my eyes away from the dancing elves and
skipped down the basement stairs.
1 walked over to Jordan sitting on the couch, stepping
over Sam and Austin wrestling each other. “What’re they do
ing?” I asked, pointing at the younger boys.
"Playing Uncle. Remember w hen we used to do that?”
Jordan looked directly at me.
My belly flipped.
I hated that game. “Um, yea, of
course.” Sam was bending Austin's wrist so far back that the
tendons were poking through his skin. Austin's face wrinkled in
pain but he didn't say anything. Rolling on top of Sam. Austin
grasped his fingers and pulled them back slowly. He pulled
them back farther. My eyes darted over to Jordan, noting his
ocean blue eyes fixed intently on the scrapping boys and his
small, satisfied smile.
“Agh, stop! Please, it hurts!” Sam cried out.
“Say it, say it! You have to say it!” Austin panted.
“Okay, okay! Uncle, Uncle, Uncle!” Austin dropped
Sam's arm, a proud grin stretching across his face. He looked
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up at Jordan, who gave him a slight nod like a sergeant showing
approval towards a private. Sam rolled onto his side, cradling
his wrist.
"Stop being such a damn cry baby,” Jordan muttered to
Sam in a bored tone. Sam stood up, his face clearly embarrassed
but proudly bearing no signs of tears. With other people Uncle
might be fun. W ith Jordan it s war.
"Rematch. I want a rematch,” Sam declared with his
chin tucked in but his eyes tightened and fixed on Jordan. This
was clearly Jordan's decision, not Austin's. Jordan started to
shake his head but stopped, his eyebrows rising.
“Ok, but not Uncle. You lost so just suck it up. The
next game is called Operation Barber. The first person to bring
me four pieces of Aunt Deb's purple hair w ins. But you can't
get caught. If you get in trouble, this was all your idea, got it?”
Sam and Austin moved their heads up and dow n in unison, their
faces serious. After they marched upstairs, Jordan pulled out
from behind the couch what he must have been hiding under
his sweater. “Look what I got for us, Lissy.” I looked down at
the large jar and looked back up the silent challenge on his face.
Jordan unscrewed the cap and sucked down the contents until
a stream of the off-white liquid escaped from the comer of his
mouth and dribbled down his chin like thick drool. Swiping the
back of his hand over the spilt Eggnog That Is Only For Adults,
Jordan handed me the jar.
"Won't they notice this is missing?”
“Your dad alw ays makes like ten bottles of this crap. Lis
sy. When we're done we'll bring it back upstairs and they'll
think my dad drank it or something.”
"Yea, but they'll kill us if they find us dow n here with this
stuff. I'll be grounded until the zombie apocalypse.”
"Stop worrying so much. You're starting to sound like
Millie. I didn't know you'd changed into such a suck-up when
I was gone.” Jordan's eyes held mine, the aqua ocean of them
shifting suddenly to a stormy gray. I lifted the jar and let the
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thick liquid creep into my mouth. The forbidden vanilla glue
slunk over my tongue and burned down my throat. Jordan
reached one arm around me and I passed him the full glass bottle
and we traded back and forth until a creak broke the silence of
the basement.
“The door, my, my moms...” I stuttered. Jordan grabbed
the bottle out of my hand and quickly covered it w ith his sweater.
A jingle started down the stairs.
“What’re you guys doing?” Millie asked.
My face
felt hot. I opened my mouth and then closed it when my brain
couldn't make words.
"Hav ing a drink. Want the rest?” Jordan offered, pushing
the half-full jar across the coffee table. Millie stared at it.
"I can't. That's not for kids.” she said stupidly.
"No, no, it's special shit that Lissy's dad made for us.
It's the kids' stuff, a kids’jar. He gave it to us himself. Honest.”
Hesitantly, Millie shifted her eyes from Jordan to me.
"Your dad made this for us?”
“Yea, sure, umm... I asked him to. And he did, you know,
he made...” My brain stopped working. Millie kept looking at
me and Jordan elbowed me in the side, hard. When 1 raised my
left hand to push my hair behind my ear. it shook. Confused, I
held it out in front of me and watched it tremble slightly. An
other elbow from Jordan started my brain again. "Yea, you-you
know, he made the stuff. It's Eggnog For Kids, you know. For
you and me and Jordan. I had some, it’s, it's good. You should,
too.”
“Ok. if you had it Alisa.” With that Millie knelt dow n on
the cold ground, picked up the jar and started to sip. It took her
about thirteen minutes to finish. It would've been easier if she'd
just drained the whole thing at once. But she took one careful
sip after another after another, her nose wrinkling at the sick
ly-sweet aftertaste. I said nothing but after the fifth sip I couldn't
watch her because it made my stomach twist, so 1 watched Jor
dan watching Millie instead. When no more eggnog tracked
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into her mouth, Millie clunked the jar onto the coffee table. A
strange rumbling started in my belly and came out of my mouth
as an uncontrollable string of giggles. Jordan reached for my
hand and I pushed back against him to knock him over. Instead
I fell straight back onto the couch cushions and rolled onto the
cement cellar floor, landing on my face. Surprised it didn’t hurt,
I felt the rumblings of a laugh start again. I opened my mouth
to let the laugh out and instead a burp escaped. Jordan doubled
over, his shoulders shaking, and sank to the floor with me.
“Don’t laugh at me,” 1 whined.
“What do you expect?” He looked down at me. “Let’s
play Uncle, like we used to.”
1 wrapped my lower lip up around my upper lip. “1 don’t
wanna,” came out of my mouth. I froze, shocked my body had
dared to say something like that to Jordan. His eyes narrowed.
“C’mon, Lissy. You’ll like it, I promise.” 1 wanted to
make his ocean eyes happy again. When I sat up and held out
my hands, he grasped them tightly in his. I locked eyes with
him as he started pushing against my hands. 1 pushed back but
his fifteen-year-old frame dwarfed mine and he bent my right
wrist all the way back so that my fingers were pointing directly
back at me. I clenched my teeth until I thought I’d crack one
of them and stared back at him, refusing to say it. He bent my
wrist further and 1 fell back, smacking my head against the ce
ment. As a light flashed behind my left eye, Jordan leaned down
over me, the muscles of his legs pushing against mine as he used
his strength. He brought my arm against my chest as he tried
to shift his weight and make me surrender, his forearm crushing
my foam oval boob. Distracted, I looked up at his face, hoping
he didn’t realize my boob was fake. His eyes looked back at
me in a new way I didn’t understand, but he didn't say anything.
Taking advantage of my distraction, he levered himself against
me and pushed my wrist back even further.
“Ah, stop it, Jordan. That hurts, please, please,” I begged
him.
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“What do you say?” He stared down at me and the sea of
his eyes blurred above me.
“1...Uncle, Uncle, Uncle!” I panted. Jordan held my
wrist back for five seconds longer than necessary and then let go,
collapsing on me.
“That was a good one. You're a tough girl, aren’t you?”
His vanilla breath slid across my cheek and started a shudder in
my chest that reached dow n to the bottom of my belly. Putting
one hand next to my head and the other on my chest to push him
self up, Jordan rose, his blue-green eyes looking into mine. I felt
the laugh start again and I let it take over my body. Jordan left.
I curled up into a ball like I used to do when I was little and sick.
1 forgot what was funny, but my belly kept laughing so I let it.
A rustle behind me made me roll over. 1 focused my
eyes on the small body lying on the ground and the larger shape
leaning over her. Millie must’ve fallen asleep. She’s so lame
and boring she can t even stay awake. Jordan reached into his
pocket, took out a small rectangle and flipped it open. Grasping
a small metal ball on Millie’s sweater with two fingers, Jordan
sliced w ith his pocket knife and plucked off the tiny bell. Mil
lie’s head rolled to face me, and 1 saw that her eyes were open
and confused. Her right hand lifted up ofl'the ground like it was
going to do something but then fell back down. Jordan reached
out with his knife again and grabbed hold of another silver ball.
The knife swooped dow n again and off w ent another bell. Mil
lie kept looking at me. Her mouth opened and closed but noth
ing came out. 1 couldn't look at her pathetic little face any more.
“Jordan...Jordan...you should stop,” I managed.
“Shhhh.. .it’s okay Lissy. Don't worry about it. I’m just
teaching Millie a little lesson. Don’t worry about it.” Jordan's
eyes flashed in my direction, holding mine for a few seconds. I
smiled, my face hotter than ever. Good, he’s done now. Feeling
sleepy, I closed my eyes. The earth moved. When 1 opened my
eyes again, I saw Jordan bending over Millie's chest. Snip.
“Heyyyy...” 1 pushed myself up off the ground and fell
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back down. Snip. Deciding against trying my feet again, I
crawled the ten feet to my cousins. I pushed against Jordan's
heavy body. “Stop.” He just shrugged me aside. Snip. “Hey. I
said stop,” 1 argued, pushing harder this time. Jordan grabbed
both my wrists and shoved me away from him.
“Jesus, Lissy, stop making such a big deal out of every
thing. It's funny. Relax, wouldya?” Snip.
“Stop! I said stop it!” Looking down at Millie’s confused
face, 1 felt the twisties in my belly start moving faster. “I. Said.
Stop.” I pushed Jordan hard. He didn’t stop. So I did the only
thing I could do. I curled my hand up into a fist, thumb on the
outside just like my dad taught me, and sw ung for his jaw w ith
all the strength in my thirteen-year-old body. I hit his nose in
stead, w hich was probably for the best since I heard a crack and
red started dripping out. His shocked eyes flew up to mine, and
suddenly he was on top of me again. But this time his body was
punching mine, kicking mine. Screaming, I reached up with
my hands and grabbed his face. His weight left me as sounds
flooded the basement and footsteps slammed on stairs and voices
yelled things and faces sw irled around me.
“Alisa! Alisa, what the hell happened? Alisa!" Beefy fin
gers bruised my ribcage as they shook me. I looked up at my
dad’s slightly dazed expression and saw my mom's twig-like fig
ure hovering over him. From a distance I heard Jordan's angry
voice.
“Millie gave us that eggnog! I wasn't gonna drink it but
she said that you guys said we could! So we drank it and she
started fighting Alisa and I pulled Millie off of her and she just
passed out. That’s it!”
“Alisa, Millie took the eggnog? She said you could drink
it?” asked my dad. Jordan nodded at me. I looked over at
Millie, her doughy face all scrunched up now. She won 't say
anything. Alisa, you know she won't. She won t get you in trou
ble. Aunt Deb's plump fingers grabbed her daughter by the armpits and shoved her into a seated position. Millie didn't jingle
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when she moved. My eyes caught on her sweater. I counted the
number of elves whose shoes didn't have any tiny silver balls
dangling off the tip. Six. Six elves missing bells. Only one elf
still had one bell on one of his stupid shoes. “Jesus, Alisa, it’s a
simple question.”
“I-I took the eggnog. I just, you know, wanted to try it.
Cause it’s not fair you get-get it and we don't. So I wanted to
try it and I told Millie and Jordan it was ok. Then Millie felt
weird and got mad at me and we had a fight but it-it’s not her
fault cause I told her it was okay t-to drink the eggnog.” 1 looked
up at my dad. He had put on his Disappointed Face. Crap, what
am I doing? Grounded till the Zombie Apocalypse for sure. “It
was my idea. Jordan was just trying t-to protect me. I'm sorry.
Daddy.”
They asked Jordan if it was true. Looking at me, he nod
ded and started crying and my mom hugged him and patted him
on the head.
“Barb? Let's get them into the car. 1 don’t like how pale
Millie is, I want to get them checked out.”
“Should we call 9-1-1?”
“With all the holiday emergencies? That'll take forever,
all the ambulances are too busy shipping around idiots who tried
to deep-fry turkeys for Christmas dinner. Eastborough Chil
dren’s Hospital is only ten minutes down 1-89.”
“Deb, I’m so sorry about this
“Yea, well maybe you should think what kinda example
you're giving your kid...”
My eyelids closed. Three and a half hours later the world
stopped moving and the nurse at the hospital pulled the IV needle
out of the back of my hand, but my dad made me wait for Millie
to get better since it was my fault she was there in the first place.
Two hours after that a wrinkled doctor wearing a Santa hat said
Millie could go home. Back at the house Aunt Deb didn’t wait
for my mom to heat up the untouched Christmas dinner and in
stead bundled Millie up and hurried her out the door. Millie
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wouldn’t look at me from under her purple wool hat and I knew
Easter would be different this year. Jordan lounged around for
the rest of the night, his dad facing the TV with a beer in hand
but all the other adults giving him food and water and telling him
w hat a shame it was that he had gotten tricked. When we were
alone, Jordan walked over to me.
“Hey...so, I dunno w hy you didn't let the Milister take the
fall, but, like, it was good of you not to blame me, y'know?” I
didn’t answer. “So, yea. Just wanted to say that, and like, make
sure that it’s gonna stay that way, right?”
“Mmm-hmm.”
“Good, good. I...I hafta go, but I’ll see you later. We'll
have a good time, Lissy. We always do.” His ocean eyes smiled
down at me.
“I'll go get your coat.”
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UNTITLED (5)
Alila Pirkopf
Z3

p h o to g ra p h y

Thoughts of falling, filling, not failing,
when marriages have left us—
separately—each—alone—and July
just begun exhibits black-edged flowers
in the valley, appear frivolous as spring
whose sweetness already time has passed.
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I do not see us standing again so close
for I would sway and fall to flowered banks
quickly before time wastes or death grows tasteful
before friendship demands long proving time.
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SNOW AND RAIN
David Sapp

p h o to g ra p h y
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In the frozen marrow of winter,
the snow comes mightily
from icy heavens, a lumbering
man in a coarse, woolen coat
wrapping thick arms around
the barren woods and sod
in a sloppy, stolid embrace,
his huffing breath, white and frigid,
heavy upon the neck.
In the slim space, the narrow
hips between winter and spring,
the snow comes timidly,
a shy, sweet boy
speaking in small gusts,
tossing flakes from the sky
w ith deft hands, each bit
melting soon after grazing
brow, leaf or petal.
In the tender place of summer,
the rain comes quietly,
lithely from a gossamer sky,
a girl in a diaphanous shift
whispering in warm, breathy splashes
mingled w ith sunlight and
caressing the smooth, flat belly of clay
w ith slender, ringed fingers.
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In the deep, implacable heat of August,
the rain heaves fiercely from
a black, stone firmament,
a buxom, zephyr woman
dragging her w'cighty, dousing gow n
ragged across rock and soil,
her squall a clamorous, ugly fist
beating about our heads.
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UNPROTECTED MOMENTS
Marilyn Ringer

p o e try

p h o to g ra p h y
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Twenty-five years gone,
and I have forgotten almost everything about her
except the myths, those skeleton stories
on which a life is hung. She never spoke
of the abandonment, the orphanage.
I never really knew her.

Will my son say the same
of me? What is there lasting
in what I do? Despite the comfortable dailiness
of our lives, and the deficits of distraction,
will he remember that occasionally
I laughed?

CD

When she was sick, before they told her,
we could make her laugh until she cried,
another symptom. Her speech, the first casualty,
then in slow increments, her ability to do for others,
then for herself. At 25, I was helpless.
I watched her die.

<
w

For my son and me it is not too late.
I can put photos in the albums.
There are stories to be told
while I butter toast, and squeeze
the Valencias for their last bit of juice.
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HEADSTONES

„

Scott Miller

o

The car they sit in
is an erect nipple

-o

asleep, in God's house.
The distance between them

is a spooky action:
worms struggling in the dark,
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on a hill of bodies.
Someone waits on them,

tulip bulbs sprouting,
the wild things of tomorrow.

They cannot see it happening;
their eyes are flawed.

The sound of smoke
is a hissing taste on his tongue—
on hers, fruit, ripened too long.
He says I
where he meant you.
She reads volumes—bands

in the glimmer of his digits—
counts the stars
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and excuses herself
to a place far from death
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HOW HE WRITES THOSE SERMONS
Holly Day

p h o to g ra p h y

there were memories born in the garage out back
that i wished dead, i could give or take them, too
if i could, except i couldn't take back those fingers
his hot breath on my neck, i could still smell his wreck
on my skin, i w iped myself dow n after he left
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he said he could take it or leave it, or maybe it was
some other trite cliche, laughing at me
as though i'd given him dogshit for his birthday
as though i was dogshit. i waited until church was over
before sneaking out past the rest of my family
i wanted to hide somewhere, i wanted to cry.

thought of his birthday, how now we w ere together
thought of his birthday and w hat i could give him
something else, something i hadn't given him already
i could take or leave that memory, too. “come,”
my mom said right aw ay, right when she came out
saw me red-faced and angry standing alone
her usual after-church socializing forgotten,
she was quiet all the way home.
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SLEEP

o
~

Donna Pucciani
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. .that knits up the raveled s leave of care...

—Shakespeare

p h o to g ra p h y

Cradled in the dark sea
of dreams, we taste a little death
each night. We cannot live

without this temporary coma,
a tentative excursion to the nether,
an orientation to starlessness,
a priv ate prev iew of nonexistence,
We dissolve in the fusty breath
of evening, awaken soon

u

<
to sparrowsong, pollendust,
lavender air, in the disappearing
arms of the moon.

«

The lark's song weds
the curlew’s cry at sunrise,
abandoning the studded sadness
of dreams. Sleep makes us whole
with each axial turning
around the sun’s incandescent orb.
We join again the cortege
of the living dead, chanting
our ghostly songs at dawn.
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IN PADUA- ST. ANTHONY’S TOMB
Elisabeth Murawski

that held, legend says,
the infant Christ.
Superstition, my dead
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cured, I think of the bones
within, the crook
of humerus, radius, and ulna
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Feeling trapped here
by crutches and canes,
snapshots of the smiling

friend George
would have said
of this shrine, this crowd
<6
g

of believers
expecting a miracle,
among them a young girl

w

chemo-thin, slumped
in a wheelchair.
Supplicants swarm the tomb,

press both hands
to the stone.
Not knowing
what's to become of it,
my body takes over.
I, too, lean into the stone.
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COVERING MY FEELINGS
Alita Pirkopf

p h o to g ra p h y
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I think of the shade you pulled
over my mother's slow dying,
and how, when you helped me
look up, there was still sky
and a large garden. Pinks
and blues and eucalyptus leaves.
I think of you,
when 1 don't dare look directly
at the turning to stone
I w itnessed from the chair
by my mother’s bed
in six days
of longest minutes.

The shade rolls up
and down now,
opens like an eye lid,
or shuts, and I
must look sometimes,
and place her cold close,
when I would have her young
and warm, holding my hand
in a field of daisies.

®
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The shade covers you now,
and I see only a silhouette,
in other mystery,
and a different kind of night.
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Kamaria Romeo
y eyes are half closed in a waking nap. Hearing a
faint sound, I look to see Karen holding a plastic fetus
1 didn’t know she had. From under hooded eyes, I
see her go over to the bookshelf and pick up the wide-eyed, eggshaped nesting doll that sits on top of it. She uncaps the doll,
splitting the doll’s round wooden belly in half. She does the
same to her daughter, then to her daughter’s daughter. She pulls
them apart, layer by layer, until she reaches the baby, which is
solid, and there is no pulling her apart.
From under the arm slung over my eyes, 1 can't see Kar
en’s eyes, just her profile, but there’s a stillness to her. I know,
because even as my body has lost feeling and I feel as if I’m part
of the bed, I fit into the air she’s displacing with her longing and
movements and it’s a stillness that I know. 1 see her set the baby
on the bookshelf next to her family. I know that the fetus’ arms
and legs look like folded wings. There’s a heat turning over in
my chest and it’s as though the fetus is sticking its legs down into
my chest. I’m careful not to move, not to draw her attention.
The pink plastic fetus is just that much bigger than the smooth
wooden doll, a dark weight that she fits carefully into the hollow
where the wooden baby was.
It’s all too much; my eyes are full and can hold no more.
The air inside the room rushes out and still I don’t move or speak.
But I must have, must have twitched or muttered some secret
sound, because she glances over her shoulder at me then. Either
I’ve bled into the colors of the bed or she’s satisfied that I’m still
asleep, because she soon turns and begins to fit the dolls slowly
back together.
When she approaches the bed I stop breathing. From her
shelf, the doll mother watches wordlessly as Karen slides a hand
under her pillow. Then, she leaves the room and soon I hear the
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shower curtain jerking open and the shower being turned on. I
release a long, ragged breath, moving the arm that's been over
my eyes, which is heavy and stiff. I feel weak and frightened.
Slowly, I turn, a darkness rising in me as I reach under the pillow
and retrieve the wooden baby. In my palm I see a smiling face
on that slip of the round mother, deep ellipses for eyes, just look
ing at me, measuring. I quickly shove it back under the pillow.
Early that morning, there had been a pale light in the sky.
We’d half-expected to be greeted by shouts and an angry mob
stirring the air with graphic placards. We’d been prepared for
that. But the protesters were peaceful, paltry in number. There
were six of them; four women and two men, standing right off of
the Planned Parenthood’s clinic parking lot. They held up signs
that read, “Pray to end abortion,” and “Abortion. God have
mercy on us all!”
When Karen and I opened our car doors, we could hear
them singing a hymn. Once we emerged from the car, the pro
testers bowed their heads and a strange murmuring, words we
couldn’t make out, came from them. As if casting a net, two
of the women put their hands into their pockets and produced a
handful of something which they scattered in the direction of the
car. We were hand in hand and we both jumped as the objects
bounced across the ground in front of us. Karen squeezed my
hand and I felt her stiffen. A few of them landed at our feet and
we could see that they were tiny pink plastic fetuses, skinned
birds, about an inch long. They had barely discernible eyes, just
buds really, and their limbs were curled into their little bodies as
if they were trying to make themselves small. We turned to look
back at the protesters and Karen’s mouth opened. For a moment
I thought she’d say something, lob words back at them, but she
stopped short, her mouth set. They just looked at us, looking
through us, humming now.
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As we were leaving, the day was brighter and the pro
testers were still there, one with red tape over her mouth and
the word “life” written on it. This time, Karen barely seemed
to notice them, or even me for that matter. I hugged her in the
waiting room and told her not to worry. There was reluctance as
she met my gaze, and I missed the almost childish openness that
she would look at me with. My palms were damp, and in the
parking lot 1 fumbled with the car’s keyless remote, pressing the
lock button when 1 should have pressed the unlock button.
Getting into the car, 1 noticed the plastic fetuses again.
Their eyes were still closed, they didn't have breath or hair. I'd
waited until getting into the car to pick one up. It fit into my
palm and felt nearly weightless. Tiny, but a good sized thing.
Just a moth. Perhaps this was when she’d picked up one herself,
fit it into her palm, felt it nearly weightless there, the soft rind
texture of it. Perhaps she'd retrieved it from the glove compart
ment where I’d tucked it away. Or maybe she’d had it all along.
1 don’t know.
I glanced at Karen. She sat in the passenger seat, her hair
a little wild, her face shadowed, staring straight in front of her.
She looked dull and if she noticed me picking up the fetus, she
didn't say.
“How are you feeling?”
A drawn sigh escapes her.a sound that was loud in the car.
“A little achy. I had cramps, but the doctor gave me a
couple painkillers,” she said looking in my direction. Groping
for words, sure that any would be too small for what she was
going through, I covered her hand with mine and felt the words
“I’m sorry” falling from my tongue.
At twenty-five she’s younger than 1 am by sixteen years,
with dark eyes and a winsome smile. She's sweet-tempered,
yet there’s a no-nonsense air about her. Even on the rare occa
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sions that I'd seen her angry or upset, her eyes burning fierce, she
wouldn't stay that way long, her eyes and mouth soon softening
at the comers. She has a way of cocking her head then dipping
her chin, her lips slightly separated, and as she did these things as
her face would soften, and the disarming sweetness would return
to her eyes.
There was no disarming smile today and I was aware
that 1 was the cause of her pain and sadness. I'd never wanted
anything that would hurt her. It felt strange to know that her
unguarded, compliant posture as 1 would gather her warm body
to mine matched her posture as her womb was emptied with a
wet sucking sound; that my gentle caresses had led to her being
anchored to an examining table by stirruped feet. She’d made
my blood rock and heat, yet had come to know the cold indiffer
ent touch of the doctor and his metal instruments. I'd led her, a
blood offering, to the altar.
“I feel like my feet aren't all the way on the ground,” she
said in a small voice, her eyes still on me. I watch her thinking
and it looks as if she’s not sure what to think.
"Well, at least it’s over,” she lowered her eyes and said
these last words so quietly I almost didn't hear her. The air
inside the car was cold and fragile as the car’s air conditioner
breathed into the empty space between us.
Before driving back to her apartment, we stopped at the
pharmacy to fill the doctor’s antibiotic prescription. At home,
she got into bed and 1 brought her a cup of tea, then a warm
washcloth that she held over her closed eyes for a headache. I
climbed into bed beside her and now we're lying on our sides
in her bed. Early afternoon light filters through the curtains,
scattering across us. Our backs are to the window. Her back is
pressed against my chest, and as I hug her we build a single body.
1 hug her like I did before, like there isn't a crack between us.
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climbed into bed beside her and now we’re lying on our sides
in her bed. Early afternoon light filters through the curtains,
scattering across us. Our backs are to the window. Her back is
pressed against my chest, and as I hug her we build a single body.
1 hug her like I did before, like there isn't a crack between us.
In her bedroom there’s a bookshelf next to the armchair
in the comer. On top of the bookshelf sits a lamp, a vase and a
Russian nesting doll. The round wooden Russian matryoshka
doll smiles at us sweetly and steadily. She is thick at the middle.
I'd once taken her apart and know that she has four daughters
sleeping inside her. The first two wear the same knotted-atthe-neck crimson shawl she did, the same red flowered ornate
design. The last daughter and the baby have no neck knots.
They all have varnished dark hair and save for her face, the baby
is red all over, as though she’s been swaddled in a red blanket.
The mother wears the same smile she'd worn when I’d touched
Karen softly, whispered nice things to her.
I have three children, three daughters with my ex-wife,
Laura. They all lived with her most of the time in the house 1
lived in with them. Perhaps what I felt for Karen wasn’t love,
or, if it was love, it wasn't tight enough. Perhaps my ex-wife
and daughters have gotten it all, and there was none left for Kar
en, because that wild joy I'd felt each time Laura was pregnant
hadn't appeared this time. It felt like just another chance to
watch it all fall apart. So, 1 chose. And my emptiness was con
suming both Karen and 1.
We lie there quiet as what was left of our baby, a smatter
ing of moth dust, spills out of her onto a pad. She cries softly,
sobbing in frayed inhalations; her eyes fill up and give birth to
soft, salty diamonds. She's been opened up and I feel that if 1
hold her too hard she'll shatter, but 1 hug her to me, stroke her
hair, whisper to her that it was okay. The strain goes out of us
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and we drift off. I fall into a restless sleep.
When I wake up, when she thinks that I 'm sleeping, I see
her dislodging that piece of the Russian mother and switching it
with her pink skinned fetus. It's a puzzle I'm working through;
I'm trying to fix in my mind what it means. Was that her way
of having a baby? Had she meant for me to see her? Watching
her gentle unhurried switch, her not seeing me even as 1 see her,
was like watching a ritual, some small magic. A prayer offered
for the dead. 1 think I’ve seen something precious, like I'm lying
where I have no business lying. I want to shrink my limbs, to fit
myself into a hollow wooden vessel, to rip my skin, to dissolve
to nothing.
Now, gently, I reach under her pillow. The solid doll is
smooth and seamless and limbless. Her face is round and her
mouth is a permanent red smile, like a pretty petal. Rubbing
her with my thumb, I can't bear watching her watch me. I put
her back, sit up in bed and swing my legs onto the floor. The
shower is still running; Karen is taking a long shower. 1 imagine
her in there, standing under the warm, rushing water, letting it
soothe her, letting the heat penetrate the chill from the day. My
voice has dried up; my throat needs something to drink, but I
can’t move to get it. The light from the window has dimmed
into sunset and somewhere there was flesh that would never see
the sun. There’s the sound of small wings, like gasps; a prayer
being chanted. I cannot speak, so I whimper and cry into the
silence of the room.
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THOUGHTS OF A POTATO-LOVER
Elisabeth Murawski

drowned, his arms flailing
like a live oak
in a storm. Her memory's
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into the river, a quick
study. Her brother died
one week after he nearly
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The old woman never learned
to swim. The man she married
could, thrown young

muddy. She had two daughters
whose soapy heads
she dunked under water.
CD

s
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Sputter. Shudder.
An unforgiving wind rocks
the pane. She’s always loved
the sound. Two daughters,
yes. Both could float
like a dead man.
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INTERRUPTION OF WATER
Doug Bolling
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The dead one came back from that
baptism of water that
pointed downward
not up.
Her hair still golden in that iron
gravity that never forgets
never sleeps.

No one knew her,
only the bare tom breast,
only the slender legs
that no longer
told their song.
Her brief face was the face of stone
fixed now in that single last moment
when sky withheld itself
deserting to the trees
or the moon
or a distant war.
Her saviors cradled her on the
lean boards that might as well
have been planking for a gallows
in some desert town.
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The eyes of the crowd became something
else, jumping back and forth
between that watery shroud
and the high ridges of the hills
as though in puzzlement
seeing something new
something else
in familiar curve of lake,
something that took away
more than it left.
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Again and again it's the paint
darkening from some shadow
that stops by, has her eyes

her forehead -this is the wall
where rotting trees appear
though on the ceiling
her breath thins out
as if it still longs for shoreline
-she won’t drown -with just a pail
you stand in front, empty it
and as the wall drifts in
lean over her, closer, closer

the way a sunset is disguised
as the beautiful night reaching down
with its tomorrow and its silence.
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The silence on edge in your throat
helps you breathe, warms your neck
the way all gravestones

look their best -you take air in
though it darkens, is filled
with moonlight then salt -what you hear
is your chest no longer pretending
it's a sky, has room, time
for the slow climbing turn

wider and wider, swallowing the Earth
till every afternoon overflows
with rivers that no longer turn back
-you still listen for pieces
as the sound a sea makes
in rocks coming by to grieve for you.
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THE BARONESS & THE SEA
Jonathan Greenhouse
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The baroness is consumed by her barrenness,
her egg-less ovaries
awash with tumors’ treacheries & an oft-maligned metastasis,
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this terminal disease staining her mansion's spotless marble
halls
all misaligned with servants standing ill-at-ease
like a choir kept quiet, confused before her useless pleas,
never knowing what to say

to her late-night calls conducted in her childless malaise.
CD

One day, death comes for her
as terns make couplings of cod within their beaks
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beckoning mates while pillaging schools beneath the sea’s sil
ver mirror;

& a sailor brings the baroness
to w here the sea-sprayed plumes offer an aqueous tomb,
a place where tumors stop multiplying in the secret of her womb.
Her lips turn grey,
day.

& her eyes forever close from the light of

She enters her new home
as waves bear the barren baroness’s lessened weight,
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the sailor covering his face
& praying to something somewhere no one else can see,
observing how terns drop the sea’s jewels upon her grave,
mimicking the stains
where mushrooms & lichen would've loomed in a land-locked
grave.

where hidden tumors might've played:
but instead the sea offers its mouth & takes the baroness away.
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MILLER’S ANGELS
Gabriel Schnell
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aps in the night are dangerous, but I'd found myself at
one anyhow. Almost thirty and Momma’s angels still
coming in at night when I slept, whispering until they
■<
felt time show their strength enough to leave. I was late to
up Harris for trick-or-treating, I knew that. 1 knew it when 1
crawled into the bed. The sound of children outside my window
woke me and wouldn’t let me back. Little high-pitched thickets
of joy. I thought 1 could hear the bundles of candies safe in their
plastic, tumbling around their jack-o-lantem baskets. It finally
stopped raining and had only been six months since the law let
me out, made me relocate, made me go around to my neighbors
and tell them who I was, what I done.
When 1 began to cry, there in my bed, I wasn’t sure I'd
ever get any of it to stop. That felt true. But I stood anyway and
pulled my pants back up and threw the tissues away. I had been
at it constantly. Some say god will take issue with that, a body
helping himself to himself. Some would tell you it’s impossible
to know. I knew better. Yes, some of us knew. Out the win
dow, the moon dangled heavy and full, glowing its milky glow.
That poor old moon, lonely out in the sky. That is where they
came from, feathered in black and white, careening down with a
cure. But we knew better, the moon and I. We knew better.
The lights in the living room were off, but there was
Momma, glasses gone white in the glow of the TV, looking beau
tiful there in the flickering and blue, her thick legs crossed in
front of the little table littered in soda cans and old bags of cheese
puffs. A couple leftover Xanax sat calmly at the comer. Even
in the dark you could see their baby white. A bag of cinnamon
hot bites sat in her lap, and one of her hands stuck into the front
of her sweatpants’ waistband. The sound of her spit washing the
candy around brought you into a mood. I went and kissed her
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cheek.
“How are you, Momma?”
But her eyes didn’t move so I said that name again, and
she looked up and smiled at me and touched my hand.

“Oh I’m just fine there, Miller,” she said and held my
hand at her shoulder and went back to the television.
1 touched her hair.
Instead of her usual televangelist, Frankenstein was on
the screen, emerging from the wilderness. He pushed back the
tall weeds and out to a pond where the little girl sat with her kitty,
throwing daisies in to see if they’d float. She asked Franken
stein to play and took his horrible finger and led him to the water
and placed a flower in his hand. He smelled it and smiled and
took to his knees with her. He touched her finger and tossed the
flower in, and when it did not sink, joy lit the monster from the
inside. My eyes couldn't hardly stand it, there in the dark. For
the first time in his life, he feels the world as he wants it to be
and takes the girl in his arms. She cries, but he lifts her like a
bride and tries the same with her, but it does not work the way
the flowers do and back into the weeds he goes, disgusted with
his hands.
“Aren’t you late to get Harris, dear?”
“Yes Momma.”
“Well then what’s keeping you?”
“You know I shouldn’t, Momma,” 1 said. “1 might not
make it home.”
“Now why not? Aren’t you going to bring me candy
like you used to? You’ve been so good. You’ve earned at
least one night, don’t you reckon? Yes, and when you get back,
we can stay up late, and you can sit right here,” she said and
touched the spot on the love seat next to her. “Doesn’t that
sound fine to you anymore?”
“It does, Momma. It does.”
She turned and smiled up at me.
“Still got your guardian angels, ain’t you?”
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I nodded and looked away.
“They won’t give up. and we ought be grateful. You just
started on the wrong foot somewhere, that's all. God knows
that. She won’t give up neither.”
“1 know. Momma,” I said, and she reached up to take the
tear off my face.
“You need to go out tonight. Harris and the world are
waiting for you,” she said and w iped her finger on my jeans.
They were dirty and loose, but they were the only pair I knew.
“We should pray.”
“You know 1 can't. Momma. You know I shouldn't.”
She shook her head and stuffed some of the red hots in
her mouth. “Never thought I'd see the day. A son of mine say
ing such a thing.”
She took to her plump knees and yanked at my hand and
I went with her.
“Please lord,” she prayed. “Please don't give up on my
boy. He does not mean to be as lonely as he is. Please do not
give up on him. Please do not let him turn away.”
She said the amen and must've opened her eyes, but you
couldn't tell. The TV's white was all over them. Her hands
were still on mine.
“Now, you will go and get Harris and have a good time,”
she said and lifted herself back into the couch. “Understand?”
she squeezed my fingers until they hurt. “And you bring home
some candy.”
“Well,” I said and looked out the big w indow. You could
hear the children like a wind chime. “Maybe just for a walk.”
“That’s my boy,” she said and gave my stomach, droop
ing out the bottom of my shirt, a pat.
A walk will feel good, I thought. Harris would make me
feel better. So I took to my room and into the closet. It would
take some of this out of my head, but just as the thought came,
I thought 1 might never move again. The apartment felt empty
and my heart hollowed out. Sweet Jimmy came to mind, and I
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knew I must never move. I couldn't. I must not. 1 took the box
marked "COSTUMES" down from the closet shelf and untucked

the flaps. Inside were shining fabrics and sparkled masks. Little
voices came to my ears, but 1 shooed them away, and the light
from the sparkles came stronger. Toward the bottom I reached
and pulled out a mask of glittered silver with oval spaces missing
so you could see plus one so you could talk, so you could talk
and breathe. It wasn’t much, but I knew if they could see me,
the tiny chocolate bars with the creamy innards and tiny packs
of multi-flavored jellybeans and peanut butter crisps and suckers
with chocolate centers would all be impossible.
At the door, 1 reconsidered. The knob was cold and gold
en, and I was upside down in the reflection. 1 could hardly hear
the TV. It would be cold out there. I felt the wind creeping
through the frame.
"I won't be gone long. Momma,” I said. "Just going for
a walk.”
“Take your time,” she said. "Bring me something good.”
The doorknob turned, and I stepped out into Chicago
proper. There were snails everywhere, coming up out of the
ground. The rain had made the earth too soft and too much for
them. Once, I stepped on one, cracked him open. The sound
kept me in bed for days.
* * *
At Harris' door I stopped. He lived upstairs and along
the steel guardrail hung orange and red Halloween lights glow
ing, tangled in fake cobwebs with tiny black dots for the horrible
creatures. You could almost feel them burning in through your
skin and down into all the secret spots with your inside lights
flashing, warning them off, pleading, but onward they'd go and
onward they went and my feet got heavy and the sidewalk be
hind me seemed impossible, so I knocked quickly at the door and
tried to keep my fingers in my pockets.
Harris’s mother appeared in her big, spray canned hair.
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She liked to keep her lips red so far as I knew, but tonight she’d
made them black. She and Harris weren’t here when I moved,
and 1 guess the news about me hadn’t quite made it to her.
She smiled and then frowned.
“Hi there, Miller. Well now, what’s the matter?” She
touched my face, and it was wet. I’d not noticed.
“Nothing ma’am,” 1 said and took the rest of the embar
rassment off with my sleeve. “Can Harris come out?”
“Well, of course. He’s been waiting for you. Thought
you might not show.”
“Oh, well,” I said and yanked at the hair on my neck.
“Think he’d still like to see me?”
“Of course he would. Why don’t you come inside, and
I’ll get him. Got a little wind out there tonight, don’t we?”
“Yes, ma’am,” I said and took one big step through the
door out of the lights.
Inside, you could smell the clean.
The walls were
strange combinations of colors. Maroon and gold, and then
cream against purple. No crucifix, nothing like that. The ta
bletops were smooth and a candle was lit inside of a pumpkin
with a face carved into it. The whole place smelled of caramel.
The television was off, and 1 could hear Harris’ mother knocking
Harris’ bedroom door. I’d never been in there. He’d asked me
in once, to show me his toys, but I told him while it sounded like
a very fine idea, that I’d better not.
“He’ll be out in just a sec,” she said. She spoke in a
sweet, South Carolina accent. It was nice on my ears, like hon
eysuckles and creek beds. They were the only other southerners
I’d met since the move. “He’s just putting his costume back on.”
“Thank you, ma’am.”
“Harris is just too pleased to have found a friend. He’s
got a little trouble making them, and the move was hard. You’ve
been so good to him, and I can’t thank you enough for taking
him out tonight. You’re about the only soul I’ve felt even the
slightest comfort for. Halloween’s his favorite. It’d kill him to
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miss, but I got to worrying he might. Thinking of him wandering
around here on his lonesome right out gives me the willies.”
“Yes, ma’am. My pleasure. It’s a favorite of mine too.”
“Good thing to have a man around watching over him.
Know what 1 mean?”
I nodded, and she stirred a bowl of candy with her fin
gers.
“Pagan holiday, Halloween,” she said. “Didn’t quite
used to be what it is today.”
“Ma'am?”
“You can call me Donna, Miller. Don’t you know that?
Aren’t we friends?” She touched my hand. A black plastic
spider ring hugged her ring finger. It was the only ring there.
She’d done a terrible job painting her nails.
“Yes ma’am,” I said. “Ms. Donna, rather.”
She smiled. “Sure. Halloween’s a religious holiday.
Least it used to be. Funny how the world turns for the kids,
passes it onto them.” 1 guess she could tell I was worrying, get
ting the buzz in my ears, and I let it out on my face. “But we
don’t worry about nothing like that in here,” she said and looked
me in the eyes, and 1 noticed that when 1 looked hard enough, in
between the greens and blues, down in the center of them, there
seemed to be tiny sparks going on and off down there. I knew 1
couldn’t trust her. “We try to leave all that behind us.”
“All that?”
“We just don’t put no stock making difference between
what god gave us before and what he give us now. All seems
about the same.”
When 1 didn’t speak, she smiled and said, “Don't you get
lonely down there spending all day with your mother?”
I looked at the lantern with the face lit up from within and
then down at the clean carpet.
“Yes, ma’am,” I said.
“Didn’t mean no harm,” she said softly and wiped my
cheek again. “Nothing to be ashamed of. We’ve all got tears.”
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I tried to speak but it wouldn't come. How could she
have ever known loneliness? She was dangerous. She'd made
Harris good, but at any moment, she could be gone with him
locked in her arms. “Well, you know, I don't know much about
this city. Maybe sometime we, you and 1, could, 1 dunno,” she
said and started to finish her sentence when Harris’ door opened,
and a boy emerged in a long w hite jacket with toy syringes and
vials in his pockets. He’d slicked his hair back and wrapped
large goggles around his face. For a moment, you could hardly
tell it was him at all, but when he spoke, there was no denying it
was Harris.
"Hey Miller!” he said and ran over. “Don’t you got a
costume? We can't be Halloween friends unless you got a cos
tume.”
“It's have, boy,” his mother said to him. "Have a cos
tume.”
He looked at her and then to me.
“Don't you?”
I took the mask out of my pocket and remembered I'd
have to go outside again. For a brief moment, the countless
silver sparkles threw light like a mirror ball, and 1 put it on.
“Better?”
“Oh yes,” he said. "Ready.”
"Don't the two of you just look great,” she said. “Wait
now, lets get a picture before you go.” She ran into her terri
ble bedroom and came back with a camera and pointed it at us.
“Come on now, get close.”
Harris shuffled over beside me and, w hen I didn't move,
put my hand around his shoulder. There were tiny, wonderful
bones under my fingers, under his jacket, under his skin.
“Say, ‘Halloween!’”
I w atched her there on the other side of the camera. When
the flash went off, for a moment the room was a blur, and 1 start
ed to sweat. I could hear her laughing and there was a tugging
at me and for a moment my feet felt good. There stood Harris,
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saying my name over and over. That sort of thing could save
someone, make you feel like there's someone besides just you
out there.
“Come on.” Harris said and yanked me out the door.
“Have fun boys. And Miller,” she said, and I stopped.
“You take care of him now. Watch they don’t stick nothing
wrong in his candy. You keep an eye on him.”
“Won't let you down ma'am,” I said, and she raised an
eyebrow. “Ms. Donna.”
She smiled and patted my shoulder and out we went into
the night.
* * *
We w alked beside the fence. The trees creaked and rat
tled in their sways, and out from behind them the moon shone
over our path. You could just barely see the w inged silhouettes
up there, circling, and the sway crept down into your chest.
“Hey,” a voice said, and there was Harris walking beside
me, slowing to my pace. He sizzled w ith energy.
“Hey yourself.”
“Can't you hear me? What were you looking at?”
“Nothing for you to worry over.”
I looked again, and there they were, hovering between
earth and moon. “Ready to get lots of candy?” I asked.
“I'm ready,” he said and walked carefully around the
snails. “You've been crying. When you were standing there
with mom. I'm not stupid.”
"We're going to have a great time,” I said.
“You won't let them bother you?”
I didn’t say anything for a minute. It's important to be
delicate. He talked like he understood, and he was right. He
had a good brain. But he did not understand it all. I wanted him
to stay my friend.
“Nope. Just candy. Tons. But only for you.”
“I know. I know. No candy for Miller.”
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I nodded. “Ever think about plucking the snails out and
just sucking on the shells? They look so smooth."
“You’d have to wash them out first," he said, and I nod
ded.
We came upon the break in the fence where an opening
lead out to a small lawn of brush and weeds down into the neigh
boring suburb. We stood and looked out through the opening.
“We'll never get enough to fill this bag staying in here,"
he said. “There aren’t enough kids."
1 stared out across the tall weeds over at the houses, white under
their black roofs, streetlights lit. You could hear the cries of
children running through the streets. You could even see some
of them, tiny in the distance, all dressed up. A metal cord ran
along the length of the fence, and it was there drooping between
the opening of the gate. It'd tripped me once before. 1 was just
going for a walk, just to the gas station up the road, but the cord
caught me at the shins and the ground took a bit of my face w ith
it.
“I don’t know,” 1 said and 1 didn’t.
“But... more candy."
“Well," I said and looked up at that terrible moon, then at
Harris. He’d turned to look at me so 1 could see his face there in
the moonlight, and I could tell I was trembling under my mask.
“Come on," he said and led me by the arm over the cord
and into the tall grass.
The weeds were up to my waist and brittle. Poor Harris
could hardly see, and he gripped my hand tighter and followed.
“Been praying?” Harris asked.
“No." 1 could hear the rustling surround us. The wind.
"Mom says you shouldn't. Says it'll make you sick.”
“Your Momma's never been lonely.”
“What?”
“Nothing,” 1 said and could see the edge of the brush. I
stopped there in the height of the weeds. The metal cord was
still within sight, and across the other way, the houses were
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lit and you could just start to make out the different creatures.
Doubt flooded my insides and for a moment, told me I'd have
to tumtail. but when I felt his tiny palms at mine, my knees bent
and brought me eye level with the boy. I could feel the grooves
in his hands trying to match up to mine. The low pulse of wings
beating made my ears pop.
I pressed and rolled his fingers
around in mine.
“It's cool in here,” I said. “Our little hide away.”
“I guess so.”
“When I was a boy in Tennessee,” I said and could see
him looking out of the weeds. “I had the blues. Seemed liked
nowhere felt good. I'd lie around the house for days, anywhere
that'd have me cry, get numb and start again. I guess Momma
got tired of that pretty quick, and one day, she took me up by the
arm and led me down the pasture a ways and into a small field
sorta like this one. There’d always be a small bag of candy in
her hands, and she'd take me to this little spot where the crops
wouldn't grow and we'd pray.” But I stopped there and thought.
I remembered Momma sitting there in her big sundress, all dirtied
from the ground, and she'd speak down toward her breast with
her eyes shut tight. When the prayer ended, she'd lean back and
smile and start slipping candies into my mouth. As she traveled
my fingers up the length of her thigh, she'd whisper the words
she heard in her heart, the things they told her to do. She put her
mouth so close to my ears, but my mind would start wandering,
staring up at the sky. That’s where I found them the very first
time, coming out of the blue, wingspans out in full. But I simply
could not say any of this to Harris. You had to be delicate, and
I looked at him trying to pay attention, his gaze lingering at the
trick-or-treaters, his palms damp in my hands, and I thought for
a moment that we would never move from that place where the
weeds bent under our bodies, but then I felt a feather brush my
face and I gave a small prayer. It was brief, but I couldn't help
it. “Please lord, not for Harris. There must be some other way,”
and then as I finished, something came into me like a finger at
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my side, like a great spirit of a bird begging desperately to carry
me onward with it.
“Hey,” I heard a voice say. “How do you feel? Should
we turn back?”
I looked through the ovals of my mask, said an amen
under my breath, and rose to my feet.
1 thought for a moment and felt the wind again come
through my clothes and up the throat of my mask.
“Let’s get some candy.”

* * *

When we were close we could see them easily, all of the
children, ghouls and beasts with their pillowcases full of candy,
wrapped in grace and sin. Some had already given in to shoving
chocolates into their mouths and had the beautiful, brown rem
nants still in the folds over their lips.
I was good, letting Harris run to the doors while I waited
at the sidewalk. 1 stared at my feet, at the pavement underneath,
but by the sixth house, 1 could hardly hear anything. I kept a
log in my head and tried to measure the children out by age. It
seemed ok. I was just looking. They were very close now, and
as I spied, I prayed under my mask and made sure to keep the
amens at the end so the lord could hear each one, and knew I was
at my best. And with each prayer I felt better. Drop by drop, I
could feel the lord’s blood filling my heart. There was nothing
wrong with looking, the whispers promised in my ears. There is
nothing wrong with that. By the tenth house a noticeable weight
had gathered at the bottom of Harris’ bag, and 1 could feel my
heart in my stomach. The tenth house was especially white with
a red door, and I asked very simply if Harris would mind my
coming up the driveway and porch steps with him.
He nodded and said of course not and led me by the hand.
You could feel the sparks spilling out of there. My shoes made
the steps sound hollow but by the time the door was in my face,
the flooring underneath felt strong and whole and I knew it would
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support me. 1 thanked the lord aloud and Harris turned to look,
but the door opened.
“Well hello boys!” the man at the door said to us. His
hairwas gray, and his fake vampire teeth had blood trickling out
over his chin. It was just marker, I knew that, but they told me
not to be so sure. It was a woman’s voice now, smooth as the
newest cream. The man reached and pulled out a bucket of var
ious chocolates and tarts and dumped two handfuls into Harris’
sack. I watched and he spoke and then he spoke to me. 1 could
see his mouth move, but I couldn’t make a sound.
“He’s just with me,” Harris said. “He’s supposed to be.”
The man nodded and pointed around the comer to a large
garage. Outside hung long black drapes over their driveway so
you couldn't see in, but you could hear the children’s voices in
there and their tiny sneakers squeaking forward through the line.
“Can we go?” I heard Harris say.
I thought for a moment, and from the shadows of the
lawns I could hear them gathering, howling with laughter and
song, and 1 prayed quickly and for guidance.
“I was just about to ask you the same,” 1 said and Harris
took my hand, and we walked through the black drapes and were
swallowed in the darkness.
There were voices all around. Some were adults posing
as monsters or dudgeon masters. Others came from children
with high squeals of pleasure and disgust when forced to touch
skinned grapes, oily noodles, or lumpy gelatin. Harris handed
me his bag so he could go ahead. The sack weighed heavi
ly in my hands, and I thought, just a peek. So I stretched the
top open, and inside the world glittered and reflected. The ter
rible holes of sweetness, the crinkling of plastic unwrapping. 1
dreamed of it all for a moment with all the heavenly breathing at
my neck, reached, and snuck a peanut butter chocolate disc into
my mouth. 1 cannot describe to you the glory of that sweetness.
My heart was more than half full now, swelling like an egg in a
hen. All the world turned different shade, though I could not see
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it change, I knew that it had. It must have. I could feel it shift
down in my toes. They were tingling with the earth as it decided
to open up again and let me in, into the hearts of others and them
into mine.
Harris was somewhere up ahead, making sounds like he
hated what he was touching, but there was joy in this sound and
those around him echoed it. I had been standing where I started
since entering the darkness of the haunted house and children
had been passing me by, bumping into me and continuing for
ward. Their tiny bodies wrapped up tight in their costumes. I
unwrapped another piece of candy w ith the smell of feather and
bone behind me. A cherry Jolly Rancher. Good god, I could
hardly take it.
1 stood there sucking the candy, letting the children bump
me, and I thought it had been some time since I'd felt my cheek.
1 reached under my mask, and it was dry under there. I could
feel the thumbprint of the lord growing stronger and brighter
w ith each child that passed, but my heart was only half full, so
I prayed that god might help me, that I might continue to turn
from my lonely ways, that 1 simply could not stand them any
more. Harris cried out again in the dark, but I knew the lord did
not have him in mind. She would never have him in mind for me
for I knew that whatever the lord gave to drown my lonelies she
would just as quickly snatch away. These were the ways of the
lord. The next child that passed, I followed toward the strange
voices of adults and said, “Hi, my name is Miller.” The boy told
me he was not to talk to strangers. We progressed forward in the
line, and 1 told him that I understood. My mother had told me
the same. I could not see what he was doing, but he stayed quiet,
waiting for more information.
“This is pretty spooky huh?” I asked.
“It’s not that scary,” he said. “I'm ten. I’ve been to real
haunted houses.”
“Well, you must be very brave then. Braver than I.”
“My dad told me I’m the bravest kid he’s ever seen.
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Someday I'll be a fireman.”
I swallowed the last bit of the cherry candy just then.
“They don't even give you candy at the end of this,” I
said.
“Yes huh.”
“They think this is all we need. But we need candy.
Don’t we need candy?”
“Hell, yes, we do,” he said.
His profanity startled me, but I liked it. I could feel the
words burning my own tongue.
“Listen, I have plenty of candy, but I’ve hidden it so the
others won't steal it. We could share.”
He cursed again and I took his hand and we snuck under
the black drapes and into the night. The wind had picked up,
throwing the trees everywhere with plastic bags caught in them,
rattling. Other trash, candy wrappers, toilet paper flew around
the neighborhood.
“Over there,” I told him and pointed to a dark comer be
tween the house and a fence.
When we arrived, I kneeled and turned and got my first
look at the boy. He had a pirate’s costume and a shining sword
in his belt. His skin was darker in the shadows, but you could tell
how white it was, white white white, and his hands were small
around the saber.
“Well,” he said. “Where?”
“It’s here,” I told him. “I buried it months ago. Forgive
me,” I said and began unbuckling my belt. “Too many sweets
already today.”
“This is weird,” he said.
“Don't you want your sack to be full?”
He nodded, and I took his hand.
“Well, you’ll have to do a favor for me,” I said. “Now
listen. No one else needs to know. They don't know how im
portant the candy is.”
“Ok, well let's hurry. I have to get back to my friends.”
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“Friends?”
“They're waiting.”
“Let them wait. They will be jealous. But you can't tell
them. You cannot tell them where it came from.”
When I touched his shoulder and commanded that he dig,
I couldn’t help but see sweet Jimmy our last night in the park.
He'd just been so endlessly lonely, and I had too and didn't know
what else there was. He laid there on the loose ground of the
woods behind the soccer field and promised me our friendship
would last and, as his hand moved over my stomach, I could
feel my heart swelling, and up through the branches between the
purple sky, the moonlight just poured all over us. His hand slid
under the band of my underwear, and with his fingers through the
coarse hair. I’ll never forget the singing that flooded in with the
moon like ten thousand smiling teeth crawling over our skin, and
I knew it was everything I ever needed. I too could have what I
wanted. There was no need to be lonely. Not there with the one
you need.
I looked down at the boy below me, into his face, his
saber on the grass, and I knew he was trembling but it was hard
to see, and I remembered Jimmy's mother there in the courtroom
her boiling eyes screaming that I must never sacrifice losing such
a love again, to never have any at all. But then I met Harris and
everything could be new again. I looked once more at the boy
beside me in the dark grass and found my hand locked around
his wrist. He was fighting against me and crying, but I couldn't
hear any of that. A thousand fingers prodded my sides, and the
smell of rotted feather buried my mouth, my nose, but I knew' I
must stay good. I must stay good for Harris. But when I looked
around, I couldn't find him. I took from my hiding to the side
walk and screamed. His little lab coat was gone, and I began
asking all of the children if they’d seen him, my friend, with
the potions and the goggles but nothing came and I screamed
his name and the world wouldn't stop, and the breath I needed
would not come over the smell of everything, the hum making
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everything constant. I stood there, letting all the children who'd
gathered see how it was, who I was and my heart hollow and my
ears empty and I thought I would never move again and I swore
I wouldn't and I let the neighborhood see me there with all that
over my hands, my pants undone and waited for someone to do
something about me.
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The lunatic is on the grass
o

p h o to g ra p h y

Earthy green and purple speckled incense is lit for worship. Just
one hit. The perfume, a spiced melange of low tide and freshly
cut grass, clings to your starving skin. You bask in it. Your hair
twists around the fingers of the wind, and the sea cries salty tears
that are pressed deep into your scalp, swirled with each massag
ing finger of breeze.
The lunatic is on the grass
Interminable rows of tiny twisted men fly past in a swoosh of
the grooviest AstroTurf-green. Contorted bodies of the crucified. stunted trees bear grapes and bleed wine, carrying fruit
like slaves mid-whip. You itch to lie among the grapes in silent
wrath, scratch your back against the posts that keep the trees
sturdy, and slowly roll your cracked, bejeweled knuckles into
their crooked etched limbs.

®

The lunatic is in the hall
A wispy reed of a woman is whispering in her dachshund’s flop
py silk ear. A bearded bespectacled man is licking the lid of his
coffee cup circularly, rotations dizzying you. Water spilled onto
the paint of the sky, and the color bleeds blood orange into mid
night blue. You feel the buzz gently tug at the peach fuzz on your
cheeks, hair by hair. Your lower lip kisses your bottom teeth ever
so delicately, and your hands need to be held.

The lunatics are in my hall
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The arches of your feet stick to the linoleum, sucking down like
a leech pulling out loud smacking kisses like the painfully sting
ing ones you dread to suffer from a distant ancient aunt. You
navigate through ink-splattered darkness like a mummy, arms
stiffened straight out, pupils the size of dimes. Tripping over
nothing in corridors you know all too well, you stumble over
sound, caressing clef notes, and pricking your fingers on each
cymbal crack, slurping the blood slowly down down down.

The lunatic is in my head
She never stops nibbling at your neck, blowing in your ear, or
tickling the softest tissue of your lobes. Imprisoned behind im
penetrable endoskeleton is your prisoner, constantly flicking
away at your flesh. She prods you at night, enough to unsettle
you and finally wake you. That’s all your prisoner wants; to pry
open your eyes, pluck you from your warm cocoon of covers
and splay you out to take in the sights, sounds, and wonder of the
dark side of the moon: inspiration. You breathe it in.
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JJIMJILBANG
Janna Cohen
etting in the car for our tenth annual trip to the spa, Jan,
Kookie, Laurel, and I devolve into one of those analyt
ical reasoning problems from the Graduate Record Ex
amination.
Every one must go in one car.
Kookie may not drive because her car is filthy from two
sons for whom she gave up working to stay at home, and her
husband is a teacher, so they are perennially broke.
Jan cannot sit next to Kookie because Jan—ever since
her bitter divorce—is resentful of the unstated rule that we split
the cost of Kookie's share of the spa when Kookie could choose
to work.
Kookie can't sit next to Laurel because Laurel double-plastic bags her groceries, and Kookie can't resist starting
an argument about the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, holding
Laurel directly responsible for the island of plastic flotsam the
size of Texas swirling in the North Pacific Gyre.
Laurel can't sit next to Kookie because when Kookie’s
husband put the kibosh on a third baby, Kookie bought herself
a pet store Chihuahua, which Laurel believes is financially irre
sponsible and stokes her own resentment that ive pay for Kookie
(also, the puppy’s skin condition diffuses an acrimonious funk
throughout the car as it shakes and whimpers in its inveterate,
breed-specific seizure). The Chihuahua is named Scott Baio.
/ am, Leah, a cultural anthropologist who teaches Wom
en s Studies at Vassar. Where do / sit?

G

I feel equidistant from each of my old friends, so I sit
where they tell me to sit, in the back next to Kookie and stinky,
convulsive Scott Baio. Jan rides shotgun, and Laurel drives her
Lexus SUV.
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* * *
“Maddie flushed a bar of soap down the toilet last week,”
says Jan as we enter the Lincoln Tunnel, “and while the plumber
was snaking it out, she tapped him on the shoulder and told him,
“My mother has hair on her pachina and I don't!’” We share a lit
tle laugh, for the moment all on the same page in joy and warmed
by the moxie of Jan's little Maddie.
“I love a girl who's not afraid to be specific, y'know?” 1
say.
“Then, then she asked him if he wanted to be her new
father,” Jan adds, and she keeps laughing, as one by one, we stop
and pat, there-there, and console her now that she’s turned it into
a proper Jan-story, w here “poor me” lurks in the comers.
Laurel, w ho in ten years has gone from Best Female Beer
Drinker at Dirty Nelly's Pub to CEO of her father’s venture cap
ital firm, confesses to buying her teenage stepdaughter’s love
with Gucci and Prada from the outlet stores. “I'd be ashamed
of myself, I swear, but I got the idea from Dakota’s own mother,
and I have to say, it works like a charm.” Laurel was the oppor
tunist in our group. At one time or another, directly or indirect
ly, we'd all taken advantage of her fearless insistence w herever
possible to manipulate “the system.” It was she who bribed the
cable guy to give us all the channels for free, tipped the hotel
clerks to upgrade our rooms on spring break, and made thou
sands of dollars every month of our junior and senior college
years by exploiting loopholes in marketing giveaways. When
Chemical Bank offered a free DVD player for new accounts over
$250, Laurel borrowed ten grand from her father, “hired” forty
students to open savings accounts with her as co-signer, sold the
DVD players on eBay for an average of $ 100 a piece, drained the
accounts, and paid everyone fifty bucks for their couple hours
of “work.” In one week. Laurel netted $1,800 after paying her
father back the ten thousand, along with his standard 2% interest.
“At least you get along with Alan's ex now,” Kookic says.
“Nope. She hates my fucking guts, but if Dakota likes
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me, then she’ll live with us in Scarsdale, which gives Star more
time to shop and get fat injected into her face.”
“Her name is Star?"
“You know that, Leah.”
“No. No,” 1 realize, “because you always referred to her
as ‘Ex-Bitch-Wad.’”
Kookie (nicknamed for her dedication to conspiracy the
ory, countless other eccentricities involving spiritual woo woo,
and erstwhile transgressions of coolness) gave birth to her first
child right after college and exhausted us on prior trips with tales
of co-sleeping, reusable diapers, and breastfeeding on demand.
Now, she matches each of Laurel and Jan’s parenting stories with
yams about Scott Baio and how her boys staked out his pet store
cage, how he uses his washable wee-wee pads like a good boy
and sleeps on a custom-made dog bed because, you know L.L.
Bean will replace it for life, and Scott Baio needs the memory
foam core, which thins over time.
Laurel’s car is littered with Poland Spring water bottles
abandoned in its manifold drink holders, and by the time we pull
up at Royal Queen Spa, a sparkling oasis at the end of a partic
ularly crusty outcropping of Weehawken, New Jersey, the two
have gone from “Why not a reusable water bottle?” to “I guess,
yeah, if the glass were wrapped in garbage bags in a landfill, it
wouldn't ever break down, but,” and ended on “Let’s agree to
disagree so we can enjoy the day? It’s Leah’s big three-oh!”

* * *
Inside Royal Queen Spa, Judy—an eighty-pound Korean
woman with a gray Bride of Frankenstein stripe in her black hair
(whose Korean name I ask every year, and every year I can only
remember Judy)—is in position at reception.
“Okay, okay, okay, you have appointy-mee?” she asks.
She doesn’t remember us either, which sparks in me a bit of gen
uine happiness.
“Yes, Kendra Jamison for four,” says Kookie.
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“Kend-jaymee-shee,” repeats Judy.
“And you said on the phone that you would keep my dog
behind the counter? He'll just sleep in his carry bag.” Kookie hands over a mesh and canvas satchel embroidered SCOTT
BAIO in flourishing cursive (L.L. Bean monograms free-withpurchase).
“Yeah. yeah, yeah.” Judy sets the bag on the floor behind
the counter, without convincing me she understands that it con
tains a live animal.
“Maybe they’ll make him into Bibambap,” says Laurel,
handing over her Amex.
Jan and I chuckle, but Kookie slaps her hand to her chest.
“Laurel, w hat the fuck?”
“What?” says Laurel when Jan pinches her upper arm.
Jan pinches people.
“Stop it. Laurel,” 1 say, elbowing her as we wind into the
locker room. “She’s sensitive. Don’t pick on her.
“Kookie,” I say, soothing, “she doesn’t mean it. You
know Laurel’s sense of humor.”
“Maybe I ought to repurpose your mink coat. Laurel.
Have they never heard of faux fur in Scarsdale?”
“Well, I called Shawandabelle,” says Laurel (Shawandabelle was Kookie's phone psychic in college). “She predicted it
wouldn't be warm or soft, and for once she was right.”
“You know what,” I hear myself almost shout, and I
think. We are about to soak in hot pools and cold pools and get
scrubbed and walked on by tiny, middle-aged women with un
usual balance and stamina, and we 'll sit in steam, and reminisce,
and get facials, and drink watermelon juice. We probably ha
ven 't done anything to deserve it any more than the women who
are about to provide it to us for less pay in a week than we make
in a day. We dine in their restaurant while they eat home-cooked
veggies and rice from a Tupperware during their ten-minute
lunch break on a ten-hour shift, and still, say they are lucky' to
be here in America, and I have no right to complain about PMS,
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and needing to lose five pounds, and sagging tits, and my reverse
commute from the Upper West side to Poughkeepsie in the cold
of winter, and how my mother doesni really know me, and the
lack of integrity in the current pond of men, and why / don t yet
have a husband or a child or even a pet, and why / don't wake
every day feeling more grateful and more passionately purpose
ful, andjust more fucking lucky' to be who / am rather than who
I might have been if I were born in another time and place...
“Leah?” Jan pats my lower back. Jan pats people.
“Huh?” I say, coming to.
"What were you gonna say?” she asks.
"Never mind.”
*

* *

Royal Queen Spa is a Jjimjilbang, which is Korean for
heated bath. It stays open twenty-four/seven, and has steam
rooms, hot and cold pools, tons of treatments, showers and dress
ing areas, juice bars, a restaurant, huge flat screens, massage
chairs, sleeping rooms, exercise rooms, hair and nail salons, and
several igloo-sized kiln saunas of varied degrees of heat and as
sociated energetic minerals like lapis and gold. The common
areas are slathered in five different kinds of clashing marble with
altars and fountains and glossy, complicated woodcarvings.
Junior year, I took a class called Sprawl: Low-Density
Development in America, taught by one of those professor ar
chetypes, braless w ith the peasant skirt and long tribal necklace,
who had recently published on the bathhouse and its role in hu
man history. She proposed that the Greeks, Romans, Asians,
Arabs, Europeans, all cultures communed (most still do) at their
bathhouses to discuss, do business, wash, and rest, and she asked
us, where are America’s baths? Determined to microcosmically
rebirth the baths in the culture of my peers, I dragged my NYU
roommates to Royal Queen Spa for my twenty-first birthday.
Some traditions undulate, permeate, and evolve over gen
erations, and some just sprout by accident, like potato chips and
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penicillin. Our tradition to Jjimjilbang every year on my birth
day was a hybrid. The second year, someone said. “We should
go back to the spa again for Leah’s birthday,” before anyone had
other plans. The third year, we made it the centerpiece of Jan's
bachelorette weekend, the fourth year, Kookie's bachelorette
weekend, the fifth year, to catch up after losing touch, and by
the sixth year, each of us encumbered by husbands, boyfriends,
jobs, pregnancies, and regular friends, showing up became an
obligatory exercise of loyalty and guilt, like Thanksgiving at my
mother’s condo. Every month of May hit the shelves shrinkwrapped with the challenge, “Who will be the one to bail so we
can scapegoat/thank her for putting a stop to something that has
run its course and move on with our separate lives?”
* * *
In the fluorescence of the locker room, 1 see that Kookic
wears no makeup, her olive skin and dark brown curls still look
teenaged, and she’s gained a few pounds, in a good way. Jan has
caramel highlights in her auburn hair, and she looks pretty, but
markedly thinner. Laurel is training for an Iron Woman triath
lon, and with her cropped, dirty-blond swimmer’s hair and mus
cled abdomen, she embodies her power. In the many mirrors,
1 see my own strawberry blond ponytail, pale lips and nipples,
medium-sized ass, collegiate jeans, and hiking sneakers. 1 look
the same.
When everyone is undressed, we grab our towels and en
ter what we call the naked room, a large, tiled expanse filled with
all ages and sizes of nude, primarily Korean women. I've never
loved my body, but my theory is that in the naked room, there is
so much damp pink, brow n, and yellow flesh, we all run together
into an impressionistic blur, there to be clarified of its impurities.
Kookie hastily transcends the Monet-esque, flesh-blur
theory. “Laurel, what happened to your pubies? You look like
an eleven-year old,” Kookie says.
“Laser hair removal, baby. 1 love it,” says Laurel as she
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finishes her shower and lowers herself into the hot pool.
“This is a funny trend,” I admit. “We all wanted that hair
so much, remember? When I was nine, Marci and I used to line
up in the mirror to see w ho had more hair... Jan, did you guys do
hair contests?” She nods and laughs, because we all did it. My
sister and I used to make a daily count.
“This Brazilian thing is not good for women, right,
Leah?” says Kookie.
“I find that the hair leads the pee downward. Without the
hair, doesn't it spray all over the place? And then there’s under
pant stickage.”
“Thank you, Margaret Mead,” Laurel says to me.
“That's not what I meant,” says Kookie. “I meant its
meaning for women. I thought you were a feminist. Laurel?”
“That is correct. I choose not to have kids. I choose to
work eighty hours most weeks, and I choose a hairless pussy.”
“I'm not suggesting you let it grapevine down your legs.
I just think, y'know, some hair there is what makes you a wom
an,” Kookie says, lifting her arms to twist and retie her bun and
flashing the soft brown tendrils that have graced her armpits
since she returned from a semester-at-sea in 2002. “A little help,
Leah?” Whenever they attack each other as women, I am the
tiebreaker.
“Sorry, Kooks, every woman has the right to choose.”
Our first year, we sat in the hot pool and talked about
village women overlapping in each other’s lives and how great it
would be if we all moved to the same town one day, helped raise
each other’s children, started a garage band, lent each other mon
ey when necessary, and shared meals. We boiled ourselves in
the hot pool until we were called to the wax-topped tables where
we lay naked, all in a row, and got scrubbed to within a millime
ter of our bones and massaged with long squirts of cheap baby
oil, until we met up again in the steam room, shiny, splotchy, and
tired as newborns.
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Back in the hot pool after daring each other into the cold
plunge. Laurel and Kookie move on to discuss dieting, celebri
ty gossip, stomach crunches, laissez-faire parenting—Laurel al
ways in the affirmative, Kookie taking the negative—until they
swing right back around to the environment and I know it's time
to intervene.
If I were here with my regular friends, we might discuss
art or politics, argue about a journal article, or fantasize about
summer travel. I'd be back in my rent-controlled apartment on
West 89th Street and sound asleep eons before we ever ran dry
enough to pontificate about my pubes or reality show cast mem
bers or how many Weight Watchers points are in a Milky Way.
I'm revving up to put a stop to Laurel and Kookie's insanity
w hen Jan beats me to the punch.
“Guys, I need to tell you something.” She takes a breath,
exhales. “I have cancer.” She says it simply, quietly.
We are stunned to silence for several seconds, until it
feels too much like a memorial, and I have to speak. “How,
Jan? I mean, are you sure?”
“When did you find out?” Laurel says over me.
“But you're twenty-nine," Kookie says over Laurel. “I
mean, why? I mean, not why...what kind?”
Jan swirls her feet in the hot water, lowers her chin to her
chest, looks dow n at her breasts.
She's known for three months. They thought it was a
“nothing” cyst. Not nothing, I think. Nothing is ever nothing.
Jan tells us this trip is her last hurrah before she goes in, day after
tomorrow, for a radical bilateral mastectomy and prophylactic
removal of her uterus and ovaries.
“I have the gene,” she says. Her aunt died of cervical
cancer sophomore year. We all sat w ith Jan at the funeral.
“Physiologically, my vagina is all I w ill have left to make
me a woman.” She states it like she's said it a million times, as if
it's a given, a mantra, a bad song stuck in her head.
“Don't think that, Jannie,” I say. “If you keep repeating
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that nonsense, you'll start to believe it.” I stroke her wet hair
because I can see she does.
When she recovers from the surgery, she'll need to take
a leave of absence from work for the months of chemo and radi
ation. More words Jan says: sixteen lymph nodes, stage three,
fifty-fifty chance. “And I'll lose all my hair.” She looks down.
"All my hair.”
Someone calls our massage numbers, but no one feels
up for it any longer, until Jan says, “We're doing it,” and we all
oblige, really agree, that we are happy to join her because she
wants to, and for nothing more.
* * *

On trip number eight, Jan's daughter Maddie was two,
Jan was an at-home mom and painter, and she sat in this same hot
pool when she told us that she and Vijay were getting a divorce,
that Maddie would go to daycare so Jan could take over as office
manager for her father's dental practice. She had to make a liv
ing.
On trip seven, same pool, Kookie admitted that she was
no longer happy with Steven. She loved him more than any
thing. but she no longer wanted him—ever—and fantasized
about kinky, illicit, lights-on sex with the barista from whom she
bought her daily soy latte. She confessed she planned to wait it
out until her children grew' up and left home.
On trip six. Laurel announced she was getting her tubes
tied. She was sure. She had a stepdaughter and saw that no
matter w hat you do as a parent, your kids will inevitably grow
up to hate you for something—Laurel hated her own father for
giving her his money rather than his time, though his intention
sprung from his own great love—and Laurel’s heart couldn't ac
commodate that level of personal failure. She planned to take
up triathlon, where the harder you work, the better you do, the
bigger the reward. In the hot pool, no one judged, not even
Kookic.
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On trip number ten, Jan said, “Cancer.”
On each of my birthdays, when my old friends grew and
shared and got real, I hugged, helped, volunteered to babysit,
cook, pick up and deliver food, kids, women 1 love from che
motherapy... At some point we stopped waxing philosophically
about the soft-focused future and got down and dirty about the
beautiful-wonderful, painful-awful filth lining the trenches of
this instant.
* * *
“Leah,” Jan says as we finish getting dressed, “if I die, 1
want you to raise Maddie.”
“Jannie, you are not going to die. Don't talk like that.
Don't think that.”
“No, I plan to live. Ido. But just in case I don't...you
are her godmother, and Vijay wants weekends and holidays, but,
y'know, this is why we split up in the first place.”
I'm afraid to ask, but I have to wonder if she's thought it
through. I am Jan’s “old” friend, but who is her best, her clos
est? We do this birthday thing, sure, and a dinner here and there,
but who was her first call? What friend was she crying to on her
way home from the doctor?
“I’m just...surprised.
Isn’t there someone you want
more? Someone w ho knows Maddie better than I do?”
She shakes her head. “Leah, you were in my kindergar
ten class, high school, college. No one can ever replace you.
You know the whole me. My other friends only know part.
And you study, teach, and protect women, and you have guts.
You have depth and space in your soul. You can learn Maddie.
It has to be you. Please, will you take her?”
Before this moment, godmother meant holding a silvery
relic and repeating prayers at a christening, sending birthday
cards, and saying “hi” on the phone, the kind of love that grows
out of pretending.
"Yes, Jan. Yes, of course," I say. “Of course I will take
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Maddie.” Only after I’ve said it and Jan buries her face in my
neck, weeping her relief, do I realize it is the truth.

* * *
We sit at the lunch table, gabbing away while rating each
little dish of unidentifiable spicy food. My old friends sing the
birthday song. My mouth on fire from the chili, I say, “Thank
you.”
After eating, we head to the front desk to settle up,
where, after finagling a ten percent discount. Laurel surprises
us by treating, in honor ofJannie. Judy leads us to a side room
w here three of her comrades sit, gathered round Scott Baio, w ho
is calmly wagging his tail. During our five hours of jjimjilbang,
they've slathered him in a magical salve and almost completely
alleviated his impetigo. He’s gone from smelling like week-old
tuna to something more like powdery lavender. Judy and her
friends take turns baby talking their Korean farewells as he licks
their hands and faces.
While the valet runs for the Lexus, Jan, Laurel, Kookie,
and I do a group hug under the outside awning and vow to re
turn—same time next year—w ith Jan cancer-free.
Laurel hops in the driver’s seat to take a call from Dako
ta, who wants her credit card number for a pair of shoes. Kookie
sets about feathering a car nest for Scott Baio, and Jan, fascinat
ed by the dog’s miraculous recovery, decides to join Kookie in
the back. I add a goal to my list for my thirty-first year: learn
Maddie.
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BENEATH THE ICE

o

Rebecca Harris

o

Carrying a secret from dusk until dawn
Like a first language
Rippling through the neurological pathways.

-o

It is a slow cautious progress
To tap the glass of ones heart
The tears, the salt - the wounds.
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There is the smell of the color blue
A soft form of survival between us
Inoculated within the small architecture of breaks.

A kind of prayer
An insoluble silence
Adrift beneath the ice.
CD
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LEFT, RIGHT OR LEFT
Maria SiSi Betances
ou want to think about the future but this one seems
ambiguous. Estas bien mal. You find yourself in the
apartment. Dark and yellow walls, that black sofa that
he loves, the TV with those silent Tele Novelas scenes, the din
ner table where he mocks you, the opaque lamp and the phone is
next to you.
You sit at the table and look left, right, left and right
again. Your right leg under your left leg that shakes tirelessly.
Your eyes blink hastily trying not to stare at the sharp silence.
You look towards the window; the city swallows the sun. You
breathe incoherently, calmate chica you repeat 10 times. Left,
right or left. Now you look down. That left leg is still shaking
and the rhythm synchronizes with your heartbeat when you stare
at your left hand. You see that pearl, in that finger. Three tears
fall from your eyes, the left one and the right one.
You get up now and walk on that wooden floor. You hear
your steps like his palm to your face. You run to the bathroom
and sit on the bathtub; you are dizzy. You let it all out and you
wipe your mouth as you stand up and flush. You go to the sink
and wash your face, you look at the mirror and you contemplate
that face, que desastre soy.
The phone rings and now you are nervous. You hands
are shaking uncontrollably. After three rings you decide that
it is best to pick up the phone. You wipe your tears with your
left hand and with your right you answer the phone. You cough
three times and talk with a false serenity.
Hola
Did you make dinner?
No mi amor, tell me what do you want?
Me cago en na ’mujer, 1 am hungry! It’s 6:31 in the
afternoon, what the hell have you been doing?!

Y

Si, of course mi amor, I will get right to it.
La mierda de mujer que tengopuheta, everything I do
for you, puta\
I am soYou could not say how sorry you were because you heard
the tone of ignorance.
You touch your belly and remember your destiny. Who
knows if he will agree with your husband one day. You ask your
self why, porque. And now you go to your room and you put
some make - up on because he loves w hen you hide your beauty.
You put his favorite lipstick on, you put your hair up and you put
the pearls that the destructor gave you. You change from white
to black; you wear the biggest dress you own so he won’t notice
your growing belly. Like that you walk to the kitchen, slowly,
thinking alw ays of your favorite phrase: que desastre soy.
Left, right and you look once again. The door is still in
tact. You close the curtains because the city can see you now.
You put on your red apron and begin to cook his dinner.
While the onions cook, you taste the rice. It is perfect.
You take out the meat and add that last ingredient your Mama
told you to add. She says that it is an old recipe that kills viruses
and infections in raw animal meat. You put the meat in the oven.
When the meat is ready you take it out of the oven. Next, you
head to the dinner table, light up the candles and you organize
the china plates that his mother gave you on your maldito wed
ding day. You hate them but he loves them.
After twenty minutes it's already 7:21. Now the great
man arrives, the big 5, el jefe, the one who believes to be Fidel
Castro himself, the great destructor of dreams. The one that
takes your humanity away. The one that you still love because
you want lofix him. The one that is just too drunk to understand.
The one that loves you differently. The one that ow ns you. The
one that leaves you thinking que desastre soy.
He opens the door and it resounds like the metal gates in
the prison cells. Your back looks at him and your face hides.
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Dinner is ready, you serv e his plate, you get the leftovers and you
sit down. He sits down at the table w ith mute words, he tastes
the meat, and he notieed the taste.
Left, right, left, right his routine before the downfall.
Left, right and even though you are usually surprised this time
you know w hat is coming. Your tears form again but you cannot
tell their emotion. Your head tilts down but your look pierces
his eyes. He starts screaming but this time you know what is
coming next. He punches the table, stands up and starts walking
towards you. You stay still because this time you know what is
coming next. His hand goes up in the air and before it can touch
your face you smile because this time you know what is coming
next. He is now on the floor.
Maldita pula
Your Mama was right.
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T'ou know better, but you still can't resist catching your
eye on that sharp, shimmering mirror. The room is baking in the heat thrown through the windows by the rising
sun; 5 AM, the alarm clock taunts you with its blinking dots.
You could easily fall asleep if you straddled your King size bed,
scaling the sides and diving under layers of the finest gold-em
broidered fabrics that were your twenty-fifth anniversary present
from his mother. You would be alone, you always insist that you
prefer it that way-he snores way too much, it's probably related
to his weight which is probably causing a heart problem (you
could only hope), and he will probably fall with a thud, dead
with a heart attack-and you know you easily could fall asleep
within five minutes. You can't afford the extra inhales, exhales,
or dreams. Dreams are irrelevant in the grander scheme of moth
erhood. But you do snag that glance in that damn mirror.
You look like a freakin' beanbag. Yes, a beanbag, lumpy
and asymmetrical in all of the wrong places, as though someone
squeezed you in the middle and you expand everywhere else.
You have expanded, no, exploded, in all the wrong directions.
You barely recognize yourself in that mirror; when the hell did
your body succumb to gravity? Your hair that was a lion's mane
teased to the highest of heavens, is now thin as the thread in your
sewing kit that his mother got you in hopes of teaching you some
housekeeping skill (the expansive kit of colors now features the
finest of dust, courtesy of being buried for decades under the
fancy towels in the linen closet), and just barely skims your chin,
dangling limply; you worry it will blow off, gone with the wind.
You cannot get over how Grinch-y your smile is, crawling up
your face, or how your eyes are now shaded by lid-flab (you
didn't even realize that was possible), and your skin sags, crum
bled like paper all over, just hanging around. And who knew
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YOU KNOW BETTER
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how deep your neck could wrinkle? You see your neck as a piece
of meat in the butcher’s store, tied tight with that waxy string that
cuts through the fat, obviously there. Your neck's waxy string is
invisible, but you can see it in that stupid mirror.
When your gaze reaches your chest, you hope your best
assets have survived the attack of age against your body, a battle
that has lasted fifty years-you remember all of the free Cranberry
Vodkas they'd get you, all the hungry gazes, the greedy glares
(and how your daughter would react if she knew any of these
stories)-but sure enough, they practically reach your knees when
you’re standing up straight. You definitely regret not wearing
a bra to bed all those nights. You scold yourself for your lazi
ness, just the same way you scold your kids about putting away
their shoes (you refer to your daughter as Imelda Marcos), then
you scan down your muffin top and love handles that receive no
love (thank you. C-Section for that flab that rises over the elas
tic-frayed waist of your baggy underwear like yeast), and finally
you hit your legs. What once captured light from the sun, glis
tening slick and a deep brown like a wet dolphin (your daughter
loved dolphins) are now pale and prickling with the dark thorns
of unwanted hair, a burden to all women who are too busy to
entertain the thought of shaving. You think of all the times you
would shave your legs to impress, to be presentable, or even for a
guy-when did you become so careless? Disappointment shooting
out of the hair follicles in your legs, you feel pained still standing
in front of that mirror, so with heavy heels you shuffle away;
you’re already five minutes too late waking your son up.
You know better than to just barge into your sixteen year
old son’s man cave to wake him up in the morning. You know
that anatomically, given his age, something might happen to stir
awake before he does, but you refuse to think of your son as
being anything more than your stubborn, chubby-legged baby
prince-it’s easier to avoid any thoughts of your son's capacities
for sex or perverseness. In fact, you've managed to survive eigh
teen and a half years without having to discuss any skin-craw ling
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taboo topics with your kids; your faith has been firmly invested
in the benefits of a public school education (complete with sexed). You remember the first sticky situation you ever squirmed
your way out of w ith your daughter; she was in third grade and
blossoming before all the other girls, and those damn Chilean
kids would jabber in Spanish about her “tetas”-you felt badly for
her, but you would never reveal sympathy. Instead, you handed
her some cliched Know-Your-Body book full of terrible cartoons
depictions of puberty, along with a flimsy light blue GAP train
ing bra. Yeah, you felt bad, but you just didn't know how to
approach such an uncomfortable topic with as strange a creature
as your poor daughter; there was something about her that you
feared.
Sure, she looked like you, but she was so unfamiliar, so
distant, so unique. You could never understand how she came
from you, and if you hadn't endured thirty-two hours of pushing
her out and being handed this open-eyed alien splattered in your
internal paints, you would never believe she was yours. Your
daughter was never yours. She would always scream when you
held her, hating the very vehicle that gave her life, and she pre
ferred her Daddy. You HATED that. He had your first child's
affection all to himself at no cost; you did all the work, you fed
her, you cleaned her, you dressed and changed her, yet she would
always reach for him. You know you shouldn't, but you can't
help it...you resent your daughter for not needing you, for not
being the ideal pretty in pink girly girl you had banked on; yes,
you cared for her, but you could never convey it...you spoke
two completely different languages and lived in two completely
different worlds.
As you watch your son shoo you away with the idea of
getting out of bed and dragging himself to the trenches of high
school, you can’t help but smile knowing he always belonged to
you; while your daughter was your husband's, you could confi
dently claim your son as your own, for, since his birth his attach
ment to you was one unchallenged by anyone else. He need155

ed you, every son needs his mother, but your son in particular
clung to you, lips latched onto your nipple, refusing to ever let
go. Even as a terrible two, he would always run back to you after
being scolded, wiping gooey snot and salty tears on your brand
new shirt, a strange gesture of apology seeking your tenderness.
You could feel his love; it did not have to be questioned like your
daughter's.
But since his body started elongating, since it started
caving in all the right places and solidifying, and since his skin
started pushing up bubbling volcanoes and kinky hairs, he has
started to look increasingly like your husband circa 1972 (minus
the 'fro, although your son has been begging for a perm recently
just to piss you off).
In fact, he loves pissing you off now, just like your hus
band. It’s always two against one, them against you, and they
love to intentionally irritate you like it’s their job. Everything
about your husband has pissed you off since your son was bom,
and you can’t remember the last time you’ve appreciated his
cheap, fat, piggy-ass (you have this mantra of his flaws commit
ted to memory, bitching it at any of your friends who will listen),
and you cringe any time you even imagine getting intimate with
him (you hate that your kids exist as proof of von and him even
touching each other).
Seeing your baby boy, your prince, adopting your hus
band's undesirable traits such as the casual nose pick and flick,
the crotch scratch, the "women belong in the kitchen” jokes, and
the laziness (they both park their asses on the couch in their worn
out, ass-indented spots for hours at a time watching that damn
46” plasma with that earth-shaking surround sound that they
"needed to get”) is painful. It’s hard enough being trapped in a
house and a marriage with a buffoon, but it’s even harder watch
ing your baby boy, the one who you cleaned off all of those days
with mud pies in the yard, who you let ruin your nicest clothes
without protest, who you drove everywhere and anywhere he
wanted to go, who you patiently waited in line at the deli counter
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for so that you could have his favorite brand of salami to care
fully create his lunch for him every morning, bagging chocolate
chip cookies and Pringles so that you know that no matter what
happens at school, he will have a great day.
Watching the child you knew, the one you sacrificed for,
the one you would take a bullet for, devolve into a caveman who
teams up against you with your husband makes you wish you
had tried harder with your daughter while she was still stuck in
this all too small town during high school.
You know better than to think about what she could pos
sibly be doing up there at college; you think about what you
did when you were her age-Studio 54, lines and lines, fake IDs,
sneaking out, rule breaking-your body shakes in fear of her be
coming what you were. So you text her every day, you call her,
badgering her until she responds with a “k,” kindly shutting you
up; you know it isn’t the ideal mother daughter bonding over the
college experience, but at least you know she is alive and func
tioning. She is busy, you reason with yourself, she has a lot to
do, she is on her own, the way she always preferred it, but your
maternal instinct, as weak as it might be with her, cannot help but
worry. She is a beautiful girl, and you’ve read People Magazine
and gossiped with the girls at work enough to know what hap
pens to beautiful girls: bad boys. Your daughter is beautiful, but
in an eerie way; she looks how you looked. Whenever anyone
tells her this though, she responds with an indignant scrunch of
her ski-slope nose and a crinkle of her flawless glowing fore
head.
The fact that she hates the thought of looking like you
doesn’t bother you so much as how smooth her skin is; your
bathroom cabinet is full of expensive anti-aging creams that
promise skin like hers, yet you look at yourself and see nothing
but crow’s feet and frown lines. When did this hourglass nymph
with the long mane of fruit-scented horsehair replace your obese
bowl cut sporting daughter? As the years passed by you lost any
concept of time or perception of her growth. All you know is
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that once that umbilical cord was snipped, she was just drifting
farther and farther away from you. You hate how she looks like
you, yet she is nothing like you and needs nothing from you;
you find this incredibly unfair, and some nights you even cry
over it in her empty room. She is a stranger, she always was.
But you could never worry about her; she never allowed you to
do anything but trust her. Her grades were impressive, her boy
friends mild-mannered, her friends wallflowers. There were no
red flags, so you couldn't pin her down; you had to let her free.
She earned it.
As your son is getting himself uniformed and ready to
battle the halls of high school, you wander into your daughter’s
abandoned room. The door opens with a creak, and you let the
crisp air of an untouched room flood your nostrils. You avoid
her room while she’s gone, you would feel too strange about
violating her sacred space. Especially now, you are scared of
what you could find in there, what she might have hidden away
with her tiny, skinny-fingered, always-polished hands. As you
take one step at a time, putting all the pressure of walking on
your toes, you feel your knees start to vibrate as though someone
hit the bone like a gong. Too weak to stand, you crash onto her
bed, a bag of flesh and bones being sucked into her blue duvet.
You hear your son a room over, gasping and thrashing like a fish
thrown onto a deck; he is done getting dressed, but it is not time
to go yet. The sound of fist hitting sheetrock makes you squeeze
your eyes shut; you can feel your son’s pain hit you square in the
chest. You feel his tears escape your own eyes, but they remain
shut as your hand feels all over her comforter; you are trying to
grab for her, but you know that is impossible. She is gone.
Your son’s sobs grow louder. You can smell his pain, his
anger, and his extreme sadness. He loved her. They spoke the
same language of windows-down car rides to the nearest 711,
music shattering her old Camry’s speakers, grainy static and
raspy voices of rock and roll gods slashing at their guitars. You
imagine the intimate conversations they must have had when
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you and your husband weren’t around. You could tell by the way
they looked at each other, the same symmetry reflected in each of
their faces, their eyebrow' raises and nods behind our backs, that
they completed each other in a way that most siblings couldn't.
You imagine her tiny hands clasped in yours. You regret not
holding them more, not trying harder to reach her. You can
not stop thinking about those tiny hands, or those cold eyes that
challenged you the last time you saw her. You remember the
coldness in her stare, but why didn't you worry? Those tiny
hands...you
cannot
shake
them.
It has been three months since you received the call. Your
son answered the phone, "Ma, something is wrong,” he kept re
peating, pacing and pulling at his hair, punching and pinching
himself as you heard the words being spoken from her room
mate, “Mrs. Miller,” she choked out, “last week Anna found
out she was pregnant...” You didn’t know what to say. You felt
so betrayed, so hurt, so angry with her, with yourself, with that
damn “Know Your Body” book, and the failure of your hundreds
of thousands of tax dollars in that godforsaken public school.
Then you wonder why she didn't call you herself...why was she,
the girl who never shied away from a challenge, cowering out
now? And why was her roommate crying? “Mrs. Miller...” she
continued, sounding like she just ran a marathon, “I wanted to
tell you first... I found her first...”
You open your eyes and look up at her buttercup yel
low ceiling and gaze at the glow in the dark stars your husband
helped her stick on it. He has been long gone since it happened,
drowning in the ocean of loss, living at your mother in law’s
moth ball-infested, gold-adorned apartment. He blamed him
self for not seeing the signs. He blamed you for not being the
mother goose you should have been. You imagine your child's
tiny hands unscrewing the childproof cap to the pills she bought
with all of her college savings fund. You imagine her counting
the pills, one by one, swallowing them-did she think of you? You
imagine her baby, your grandchild, and how you would have re159

acted if she had just told you. She didn't want to disappoint you.
She didn't need you. You could have surprised her up at school,
taken her on a girl’s shopping day or whatever mothers do with
their daughters. You could have mailed her letters or packages-you know how excited she would get when the mail came.
“There's just something so romantic about it,” she would say on
the rare occasion when she would share insights with you. You
could have learned to braid hair, just for her, so that you could
have combed through the thick knots and gossiped about school
and boys while she was in bed. You could have let her in, shared
your own memories with her, painted her toenails, and cried with
her over not having a date to a prom.
So many could haves. You look in her mirror, and you
hate youself just as much as before. You saw your youth in her
reflection, and now even that is gone. You get up and out of her
bed, smooth the covers, and grab your son, hugging him tight and
close...you will never let go. You hear faint baby coos, wails,
and giggles ringing in your ears. They haunt you: your baby, her
baby, so many babies and not a single mother.
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DISAPPEARANCE
Navdeep Kaur

a. Ma, you know Baapuji is bringing me a tractor today." Inder had been reminding his mother since dusk
that Jagtar Singh had gone to the city. The fire in
the round, earthen chulla was disappearing little by little, but
Preetam Kaur's dark eyes stared into it without a single notice.
"Ma, Ma, when's Baapuji coming?" This time, Inder nudged his
mother's shoulder with his delicate long hands.
"Your Baapuji will be home soon, now go, I think Baba Ji
is calling you." Sending Inder off, she blew gently at the embers,
letting the resulting smoke hide the fear in her waiting eyes. Her
hair was pulled back into a long braid w ith small tendrils traming her wheat-colored oval face. She shouldn't have let him
go today; since the ‘84 attacks in Amritsar ten years ago, every
turbaned man's life had become a game of cat and mouse. The
police roamed the streets looking for promotion opportunities.
Every' Sikh killed was a star of recognition and a generous bonus.
Preetam Kaur prayed for her husband, her son, and her father-inlaw.
Blow ing gently into the chulla again, she prayed w hisperingly. "Please Waheguru, protect him. You took my brother
already, don't take anyone else. But then again. You are su
preme. Gathering up her religious teachings for strength, she
recited w ith an unwavering, iron-like voice:
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Kartaa tu sabhna ka soee.
You are the Master of all.
If a powerful person strikes his equal.
Nothing is lost and nobody is hurt.
But if a dominant tiger attacks a flock of sheep and kills them.
Then the master must answer for it.
This priceless country has been defiled by dogs.
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The dead are ignored.
With another blow from her parched lips, the fire came
back to life and started refreshing the sugary smell of cooking
carrots. Preetam Kaur swung the end of her chunni over her
shoulder, keys clanking like ankle bells against her wiry back.
“Baba Ji,” she called her father-in-law. He was aged, but robust
and still very strong from all his years spent farming.
“What is it Puttar?” he asked.
“Baba Ji, should 1 start making roti? You and Inder can
eat, who knows when his father will come.” Her voice, although
controlled, hinted at her suppressed fear.
“Don’t worry Puttar, Jagtar is probably on his way home
right now, we’ll all eat together. Rest for now, you need it.” He
patted her head in reassurance and sat down on the worn-out
charpoy that adorned their courtyard. “But your fear is under
standable as well. After what happened to your brother, any
body would be afraid. Especially in the atmosphere that the
government has created. Daily fake encounters, disappearances
of young boys and men; the police is worse than the activists
they target. Those who these police officers call terrorists are at
least fighting for a cause. These police dogs have just made a
game of everything. Waheguru bless them.”
“Baba Ji, can 1 go on the roof? Maybe Baapuji’s com
ing?” Inder had climbed onto the charpoy with his grandfather
and seemed to be catching the contagious sense of fear and anx
iety from his mother and grandfather.
“Go Puttar, but come back down in a few minutes. Your
Ma's going to make roti soon, you like carrots don’t you?” Inder
seemed to hear only the words of permission. He went flying
up the cement ladder. Even though the bun on his head was
wrapped in a mini-turban, his dark brown hair peeked out play
fully from the bottom. Everybody in the village said that he was
a carbon copy of his father, minus the beards and mustache. His
six-year-old eyes however, were not like either of his parents.
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They were brightly brown and young of course, but they were
also oblivious to everything. It was with this obliviousness that
he looked out to the dirt road. Their house was at a slight dis
tance from the rest of the village; isolated, but still close enough
to other houses if anything were to happen.
A quarter of a mile down the path, Inder could see a figure
in a dirt-colored kurta-pajama, walking quickly, sack slung over
his shoulder, and face turning every now and then to check his
surroundings. Inder's mouth immediately turned into a beaming
smile, showing a set of perfect baby teeth. “Ma, Baba Ji,” he
called, “Baapuji is coming.”
Downstairs, Inder's mother and grandfather both let out
sighs of relief while Inder began calculating where in the sack
his tractor would be. Baapuji always brought home soap, oil,
salt, sugar, tea and other stuff for Ma to use in the kitchen. But
Inder knew that this time, his shiny new tractor would be on the
very top in his Baapuji's sack. Turning his face towards the
stairs, he called out again to tell his mother and grandfather that
his father was coming.
“Chai Puttar, go ahead and make roti now. We'll all
eat together.” Preetam Kaur nodded her head and resumed w ith
her rhythmic movements in the kitchen. She was relieved, but
there was still a fear tugging at her heart, w hich she kept block
ing from entering her mind. After worrying nonstop for twelve
hours, she was now forcing herself to stop.
“Ma,” she heard Inder scream. “Ma, there's a police
jeep.” Preetam Kaur’s hands froze and eyes opened up to the
fear she had been ignoring. Dropping the dough in her hand,
she rushed up the stairs, her father-in-law rushed out the door
immediately. She could see her husband running, w ith the Jeep
following behind at a faster speed. There was a cracking sound
and she saw her husband stumble down, sack falling out of his
hands. The jeep was now right behind him and stopped abrupt
ly as the police officers jumped out. There were three of them.
They circled Jagtar Singh and Preetam Kaur could no longer see
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what was happening. “Inder, you stay here. I’ll be back.” Bare
foot, she ran downstairs and out the same door her father-in-law
had just gone. As she ran, her chunni slipped from her head and
trailed behind her, keys weighing it down so that it still clung to
her body.
Her father-in-law had already reached the spot where
Jagtar Singh had fallen. “Where are they? Where is Inder’s
Baapuji?” she asked him, out-of-breath and panting.
“Go back home. I'm going to the police station.”
“Baba Ji,” she wanted to protest and ask him what hap
pened, but his glare cut her off. Without another word, he turned
around and walked off in the direction of the police station.
Seeing the sack and its contents scattered, Preetam Kaur
couldn’t control the tears she had stopped for so long. She
sobbed and let the tears roll down.
“Ma, why did the police take Baapuji?” Hearing her
son’s voice, Preetam Kaur quickly wiped her face before turning
around. “The police only takes bad people, Baapuji is good.”
There was a naivety in his questions that made her heart ache
even more.
“Don't you want to see what Baapuji brought for you?”
Absent-mindedly, she began looking through the groceries.
“Look Inder, here’s your tractor,” she said, holding out the toy
tractor her son had been asking for all year. She wanted to ask
God if this is a price a child must pay for a small toy. There
was a volcano of emotions building up in her that she wanted to
release, but there was also Inder to think about.
“Why did they take Baapuji?” She could see that he
would cry soon. “Tell me Ma. Is it because I was bad?”
“No Inder, you’re a good child, a beeba bacha."
“Is it because of the tractor? I promise I don’t want it
anymore. I'll tell the police man that I don't want the tractor.
I’ll be good. Ma, I promise I won’t ask for anything never ever
again.” He was crying now, refusing to even bring his hands
near the tractor.
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“No Puttar, you’re good. Your Baapuji didn’t do any
thing, nobody did. Now, don't cry, Baba Ji went to bring Baapuji
back. They’ll be back before you know it.” She wiped his face
with a trembling hand and tried to give the tractor to Inder with
the other hand. With terror and anger on his face, he slapped the
tractor out of Preetam Kaur’s hand and began running towards
where Baba Ji had gone.
“Inder, stop!”
“No, I'm going to tell them to take me. I asked for the
tractor. Baapuji didn’t do anything.” He was screaming, cry
ing, and running quickly away from his mother. Preetam Kaur
chased after him.
Finally getting a hold of Inder, she picks him up and his
screams get even louder. Hugging him tight, she hopes that his
tender body will make her pain bearable, but it only increases
with each step she takes towards home.
Each thorn and pebble on the dirt road makes its presence
felt now, when Preetam Kaur’s feet are more naked and unstable
than they’ve ever been.
* * *
Baba Ji comes home that night after making rounds of
the various police stations in the area, without any luck. Each
police officer he’s met throughout the day seemed to have been
there only to put salt on his wounds. The next morning, he
takes his brother's son with him to the city police station. Not
finding Jagtar Singh there, they go to next city and the villages
surrounding it. No report gets written anywhere, no information
is revealed, instead, they are referred to a bigger police station in
a bigger city.
The house's quiet is no longer calm, but a deafening feel
ing of betrayal. Inder is silent, Baba Ji is constantly looking for
news of his son, and Preetam Kaur holds everything together.
She and her husband had done this job together before, but now
she is a loose thread of a run-down quilt.
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* * *
“Inder, go back to college, you have to start thinking about
your future. You'll have your own family one day, how will
you feed them?” Preetam Kaur has started the never-concluding
argument with her son again. “You're twenty-three now; you
need to get serious about life. Is this what your Baapuji would
have wanted?”
“Ma, I don't know what Baapuji would have wanted.
But my destiny is somewhere else, I know it.”
“Your destiny is to work like this all your life? Fourteen
hours of work and a minimum wage check? That fate is for
people like me, not you Inder, not you.” Inder doesn't argue and
Preetam Kaur knows that he won’t say anything for a while. He
wants to go back to India, alone, permanently. She feels her
own desperation, but at the same time, she can understand the
desperation that is in her son.
Her face has gained several wrinkles over the years and
gray highlights outnumber the original black hair she once had.
Inder is taller now, has a young, raven-black beard surrounding
his face, just like his father. And there's a frown that refuses to
leave even when he smiles.
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GOOD FRIDAY: 4:03PM,
CONVERSATION IN THE GYM
Scott Service
Don’t let him tell you

I

What made it more chilling, after 20 minutes - you both came
back. This time he was in front. I tried very hard to look away.

p h o to g ra p h y

Yes, it was awkward, chilling. Especially with that song on.
used to hate that song. Hate's too much, actually.

p o e try

What happened up there was a big deal.
it wasn't. I was there.
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Picture a farmer crying.
He wears Wellington boots,
a woolen cap and gloves,
a coat against the wind.
He holds a spade. His breath
surrounds his face
in an aura of whitish death.
He has just uncovered
another lamb.
The newspaper reports
thirty-five-foot drifts
in the Highlands, where
newborn lambs have frozen
in mounds, small corpses
limp and scarcely distinguishable
from the ever-falling white.

Windblown dunes sift
among the rills, the downs
w here ewes have birthed
then scattered shivering
into grottos.
Where is
the Lamb of God
that haunts these hills at Easter,
sacrificial but tidy in the prayer-books?
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The Good Shepherd has left
his flock, his staff and rod
back at the Psalms. David,
a shepherd-boy turned
giant-killer and king,
never knew such sorrow

as that of the fanner
who swallows tears
as he shovels, who cradles
in his arms the tender lumps
of life, frozen hard as little
statues carved in ice.
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SURVIVAL SKILLS
Beth Escott Newcomer
ou rarely see a corpse in the woods, but it happens now'
and then.
One evening, a couple of months after I'd come to live
in the canyon, I was hurrying along an unfamiliar path at dusk.
As I rounded a bend in the trail, my eyes on my shoes, a voice in
my head said, “look up," and when I did, I was just one step short
of plummeting headfirst into a steep, rocky ravine.
I gripped onto a nearby sapling to catch my breath and
my balance, and then peered over the edge to see just how' far the
fall would have been. There, some twenty feet below; lay the
broken body of a young buck, his rack of antlers half-grow n and
velvety, his dead eye open and dull. How was it this creature—
the very symbol of effortless grace—would come to take such a
clumsy misstep and plunge to his death? How terrified he must
have been to forget himself like that.
In those days my know ledge of predators was limited.
At the time I asked myself, if it had been a pack of coyotes that
chased it, why was the carcass left uneaten, intact in a w ild place
where nothing is wasted? But now, having lived in the wild for
the last couple of years. I suspect it was a mountain lion that
scared the poor thing off the cliff and that I had stumbled onto the
scene moments before a feast. No doubt, the cougar had heard
me a mile away—hidden in plain sight nearby, maybe draped on
the branch of a live oak. 1 was lucky to be so unskilled, to an
nounce myself so noisily. It gave the great cat time to grant me
some grace, as 1, the interloper, cut an inelegant path through the
chaparral.
* * *

Living in the woods up Malibu Creek is not as rough as
you might think. At the beginning I was afraid of the canyon
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creatures, but now that I’ve learned their code, I feel protected by
wood rats, coyotes, lizards, and ravens. We all abide by an in
terlocking schedules and system of sacrifice and survival. Ever
notice how rabbits hang out with the quail? It’s for protection:
Quail are little watch-birds. Their nervous systems are tuned in
to pending danger just a nanosecond sooner than the rabbit.
When I lived in the city, I was anxious as a quail with
none of their survival skills.
Out here alone in the woods, you learn what it means to
stay silent, to watch and to listen for signs, to pay attention, but
most importantly to blend into your environment.
One time I heard some local kids down at the Shell sta
tion on Pacific Coast Highway call me the Creek Man. They
weren’t talking to me; they were talking about me. I don't blame
them—they probably didn't notice me standing by the newspa
per machine just a few feet away. Not that I look like I belong
in with the local population—quite the opposite. My humble
appearance does not w arrant their attention. It's a form of invis
ibility that provides me the freedom to travel unseen among the
denizens of Malibu's elite, to make my barefoot commute back
and forth along Cross Creek Road between civilization and the
cozy cave way back in the woods: the place I call home.
Likely I'm not the first person to live in the covered out
cropping in the hill above the Fisher mansion. In the old days
the Chumash knew every notch and crack in these boulders—
and this spot is a real prize. You may not be able to stand up
straight inside the place—it's only about five feet from floor to
ceiling—but the nice wide overhang keeps me dry when it rains,
out of the wind, and hidden on clear days. I have about eight
feet of floor space, covered with soft sand, and a perfect view of
the trail in both directions.
From my stony ledge I can watch the people on horse
back and the weekenders with their dogs trudging along the main
path, staying to the right where it makes a Y and follow ing it two
more miles to the place where it ends at a deep green pool lined
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with boulders. But what they don't know (and what I shouldn't
tell) is if you take a left at the Y and go past where the trail seems
to disappear at the water's edge, then wade a few hundred yards
up the creek, you come to the wide meadow that borders the
eastern boundary of the Fishers' property. Keep your eyes open
you’ll see where the fence ends and the path resumes at the base
of some big boulders. From there, climb straight up and you’ll
find my home sweet cave.
* * *

People around here throw away more stuff than they
use—it's pretty easy to find clean food in the dumpsters behind
the mansions and the restaurants, once you know where to look
and have learned the kitchen schedules. I've picked up some
pants and shirts and other things out of the piles of castoffs left
by the neighbors outside the town’s only secondhand shop. I
keep the few possessions I’ve accumulated hidden around in the
chaparral: a Carhart jacket, a couple of blankets, an old pair of
binoculars, a machete, and a rusted metal ammo box with a few
first aid items. Keeping clean can be a challenge, but the Shell
station manager looks the other way when I slip into the men’s
room to wash up and rinse out a few things.
This life can get a little lonely, and for a while, that was
a problem. It would not suit my situation to be conversing with
anyone face-to-face—such an encounter would surely shred my
cloak of invisibility. Someone might become upset by my rustic
appearance, mistake me for a vagrant. The authorities might
come and roust me from my home, and then what would I do?
Stand in a doorway in downtown Santa Monica, begging for
quarters, pissing where I sleep? No, sir. I would not last a day.
*

* *

One lazy afternoon I was up on the cliffs on the other side
of the creek, watching the Fishers' place, as was my habit. 1
was lonesome—it had been months since I'd had a conversation
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with anyone—and I felt an overwhelming urge to reach out to
someone. I suppose I wasn’t thinking much about the conse
quences when I transmitted a good clear telepathic “Yoo-hoo!”
toward the silver-haired woman weeding seedlings in the Fisher
greenhouse. Almost immediately, I heard a female voice reply
deep in my mind, a faint yet distinct “Hello?” I saw her turn from
her work and squint in my direction. It was alarming. I’d been
so careful to avoid contact with my neighbors—especially the
Fishers.
But there was definitely a connection between the two of
us. And it felt safe.
This wasn’t the first time I’d seen her. She’d arrived in
Malibu a few months before, and I’d watched her unpack and
arrange her plain, Ohio things in the spacious glassed-in south
wing of her son’s enormous mansion. Soon after moving in, I
noticed she began to spend most of her time in the greenhouse.
And then she took over the once-empty caretaker’s cottage near
by—she brought in a couple of boxes of vinyl LPs and set up an
old hi-fi in there and listens to jazz in the afternoon sometimes.
Perhaps she does not care for the sterile opulence of her
son’s house. Perhaps she distrusts it. Maybe like me, she can
see how the vast wealth of this town—the way it seems to come
from nowhere, seems to float in the air without a foundation—
makes its citizens behave as if tomorrow will be the day the bot
tom will fall out, makes them feel they must grip on tightly to
every possession. As if a fast car or a house or a racehorse or a
diamond ring was all the meaning they had in their lives.
I learned her name was Vivian and that she’d moved here
from Columbus in article I read about her son in an issue of Us
magazine. (I get most of my news about the outside world, from
the newspapers and magazines left behind on the tables outside
Starbucks.) I began referring to her by name in our silent salu
tations which, over time, became a daily occurrence—1 would
be prowling around on the cliffs doing my afternoon rounds;
she would be puttering around in the greenhouse; I’d transmit a
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“Hello, Vivian,” and a moment later her reply would come bub
bling up from my subconscious in a voice increasingly distinct
and recognizable. 1 admit I wondered if 1 was imagining this:
Maybe 1 could read Vivian’s thoughts, but to her 1 was probably
nothing more substantial than a bit of Tule fog clinging to the
tips of the Manzanita bushes. A ghost in the woods.
But then came the matter of the sandwich.
I was on my way to the Fishers’ dumpster one evening
at an hour when I was sure I wouldn’t be seen. All ten mem
bers of the household staff were crowded in the kitchen having
dinner like the boisterous Central American family they were. I
cut across the meadow and was making my way past the stable,
when I spotted it—wrapped in a clean white linen napkin on one
of the stone benches near the caretaker’s cottage. You might
think this was mere chance, that someone had left it there at the
end of an alfresco lunch. Except for the way it was wrapped, as
if Vivian was serving it to me. Like a person leaves out bread
crusts for a songbird to convince him to stick around. So I took
the sandwich and in its place left a plum-sized moonstone sitting
neatly on the napkin.
Since then, though we have never met face-to-face, we’ve
grown close. Some afternoons she plays me Chet Baker re
cords, the creamy sound of his trumpet winding its way through
the oaks, pulling me out of my hiding places. We share our psy
chic scrapbooks: She transmits mental pictures of her husband
who died young in the Korean war, the high school graduation
portrait of her fatherless son, baby pictures of her motherless
grandson. I show her telepathic home movies of my childhood,
flat lands with rows of com as far as the eye can see; me as a
blond boy growing up with my grandparents on their farm; im
ages of how I looked before 1 came here, before I became a creek
man. Handsome? Maybe, but isn’t everyone when they are 26.
I don’t bother looking my reflection anymore—does a raccoon
care what he looks like?
This is how it is with us—we care for each other. Viv-
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ian leaves me sandwiches and sometimes a piece of fruit or a
candy bar on the stone bench wrapped in white napkins. I leave
her moonstones and bunches of miner’s lettuce, and bouquets of
clarkia, lupine, and phacelia, sometimes unbroken robin’s eggs
when I find them on the ground. So a couple of days ago, she
asked if I would keep an eye on the place during the big party,
how could I refuse?
* * *

I’m a natural—it's what I do. After all this time, living
among the wild things, I can sense the danger others don’t—a
quail among rabbits.
The three full-time guards Fisher employs don’t even
know about our deal—the one where I stay invisible and they
remain unobservant. I guess they can get away with that: This
whole neighborhood is swarming with security. If someone
wanted to steal from the Fishers, first they'd have to get past the
main gate at PCH. past the deputy sheriff snoozing in the black
and white, past the dogs—everyone has at least one, past the
private gate, the guards, the electronic surveillance, the alarm
system, the live-in help, and for what? For a snapshot, that’s
what.
It’s the photographers who risk their lives, not burglars.
One compromising picture of Fisher’s new-and-improved-former-soap-opera-star wife could bring $10,000 or even $100,000
to an enterprising young paparazzo. Seven days a week you’ll
find them lined up outside the front gate in their black SUVs w ith
the tinted windows, like a funeral motorcade, waiting for the shot
that will send their kid through college.
Last night the ante was way up and there were twice as
many lying in wait. It was Grammy night, and the best party in
a town full of parties was at Fisher’s house.
* * *
You've seen the place on television and in magazines.
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It’s the one with Spanish-tiled terraces off the Spanish-tiled ter
races, w hole wings made of glass. A multilayered birthday cake
of a mansion surrounded by a vast manicured lawn, butting up
against the last bit of untamed nature in the Santa Monica Moun
tains conservancy.
And last night, the whole compound was lit up all the
way—every light bulb, candle, and torch ablaze. All decked
out—a Southern Californian fairy tale with waiters floating
through the golden light serving champagne and exotic hors
d'oeuvres to the well-dressed Beauties and Princes Charming,
and bodyguards in plain clothes ready to discreetly escort from
the premises any wicked witch, evil dwarf or interloper without
an invitation.
I'd settled in early and found myself a spot with a perfect
panoramic view of the lawn, draped on a branch high up in a
live oak tree, above the boulders, not far from my cave. From
there 1 could see the band setting up, w ith roadies doing sound
checks and unwinding miles of black cable; bartenders in red
vests hauling buckets of ice and wheeling dollies stacked with
cases of champagne; platoons of party-planners unfurling white
tablecloths like so many flags of surrender.
And up in the house, 1 watched the members of the Fisher
family prepare for the evening, each in their own private wing,
floor or turret.
Vivian's son, Peter Fisher, is some kind of producer, a
star-maker. He started out in the business selling records out of
his rusty station wagon, back in Columbus—I saw a photo of him
in Rolling Stone from those early days, grinning behind a wild
hippie beard in a tie-dyed dashiki. Quite a change to become the
man I saw before the party, standing on his balcony, frowning in
the elegant drab-colored casual clothes and manicured stubble.
He looks dissatisfied, as if everything disappoints him. From
his position he could see a long line of tint-windowed limos. Es
calades, and Porsche SUVs pulling up and idling on the cobble
stone driveway that sweeps around the front of the place, dis200

gorging well-dressed guests. From my position he looked like
he was dreading the whole affair.
Charise is Peter's third wife—the model who became an
actress who got killed off on a popular daytime drama. Now
she’s a couple of years older—she'd probably do almost any
thing just to stay in the business. Last night I could see her
standing in an elegant designer dress, sobbing in front of a fulllength mirror. Gossip magazines report she came to a party at
the Fishers' once and made it her singular goal to live there one
day. Now her job is to stay young and supple, a perfect size
0. When she eats, it's raw. She sw ims hundreds of laps in the
pool. T rainers arrive in shifts to contort her in the latest Pilates
positions and coach her while she lifts weights in the glassed-in
gazebo. I’ve seen her cry in the mirror before.
Fisher Jr. was smoking a joint on his balcony. He's 15
and pale, even in the golden hour of sunset. His mother—Fish
er's first wife—died when Junior was only four. Since then, he's
probably had everyone telling him he's a special boy, but 1 don't
think he will be following in his father's Italian leather footsteps.
He's shy and always by himself. Well, not always. Last sum
mer he made friends with a Salvadoran boy who worked at the
horse farm over on Mariposa. One time I watched them take a
couple of horses up the trails along the creek to the old dam to
eat a sack lunch, then ride back for a sw im in the Fishers' pool.
When they were lying there in the sun with their shirts off. Ju
nior rolled over and lightly touched the other boy's chest, who in
turn jumped to his feet and fled. Junior panicked and called his
friend a Mexican fag! in a voice that carried throughout the halls
of the Fisher household and echoed off the canyon walls—the
voice of a boy hoping everyone would now know, once and for
all, he himself was not gay. His is the only room in the house
with an ocean view, but he doesn't notice w hat he has; only w hat
he hasn’t got.
And then there was Vivian. If only you could have seen
how beautiful she looked last night; her silver hair done up in
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an old-fashioned French Twist, in the classic pale blue evening
dress she'd chosen to wear—my God. how elegant she is in ev
ery setting! She was as graceful as a puma as she made her way
down the long. S-shaped staircase that curls down the side of the
house, reviewing the party preparations as she floated along to
ward the greenhouse. When she arrived, she paused at the stone
bench and peered up into the darkness toward me. “All ready,”
said her voice in my head. As if on cue, the band began their
first number and the party was underway. 1 straightened up and
scanned the perimeter, the entrances, and the opposite hillside
with my binoculars. So far, so good.
* * *
I sensed him before I heard the first twig break, the hairs
on the back of my neck prickling, but I decided to stay put. I
guess I hoped I was wrong about someone else in the woods. I
could see the w hite dot of a penlight dancing against the brush
just a few feet away from the base of the tree w here I w as sitting.
1 tried to calm myself, to breathe more quietly, more shallowly,
pressing myself flat against the trunk of the tree. A moment later
there he was, crashing through the chaparral, clumsily, noisily,
like a drunk in church. He stopped below the ridgeline and
crouched down. He held up the long lens of his camera with
one hand, took his cell phone from his pocket w ith the other, and
dialed it with his thumb. After a moment he began talking in a
low voice. I could hear every word:
“Yeah. 1 got perfect spot right across the creek from the
house. A clear shot. You wouldn't believe what / had to go
through to get here. My shoes are ruined, but / can get all you
want of whoever you want at the main party' on the lawn. That's
if he just wants the basic who s-wearing-who shit. But if I use
the 300 telephoto, I can get in through the windows. Like right
now, I can almost make out the fag kid in his room jerking off to
gay porn... ”
He kept talking while he did a slow scan of the property.
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"Wowzah. Check this out: Fisher’s has-been twat of a
wife is out behind the gazebo, getting groped by that show run
ner guy with the big chop sideburns. / always forget that guy's
name. Anyway, looks like / could really make a shitload tonight.
A little Us Magazine, a little TMZ...and just think of the nice
steady paycheck I could shake out of Moneybags Fisher to keep
his son out of the public eye. Jus kidding. But who knows ?
Maybe Grandma has something to hide... OK... Got it... Just tell
him I got it covered, whatever he wants. Yeah...right-o...see ya
later. ”
He hung up and 1 watched as he pointed the long lens
toward the gazebo where a man in tinted aviator glasses lowered
Charise's spaghetti straps. The paparazzo murmured, "Yeah,
baby, go on, show him what you d do for a television series, for
a comeback... " The whirring sound of the electronic shutter was
louder than the music, as dozens of pictures at a time were re
corded in throbbing waves. Periodically, he refined his focus
and continued, "Yeah, baby. Show him. Show me... Let's have
a wardrobe malfunction. " He liked that old joke and he giggled
like a girl, in this high tittering way. Without a tinge of guilt, he
would destroy Fisher's family, such as it was. Even Vivian! I
could contain myself no longer:
“HEY, YOU. STOP IT!”
My voice, long out of use, was much louder and more
powerful than I expected when 1 shouted from the branch just
above where he was crouching.
The next scene unfolded as if in slow motion. The star
tled man’s foot slipped off the edge, and he tipped forw ard over
the cliff, going over headfirst, his cameras and cell phones and
slippery-soled shoes close behind. There was a crunch and a
thud but no groan or call for help. No sound at all but the music
from the party.
I didn't know what to do, so I just stayed where I was,
watching the guests make their exits, the waiters pull off the ta
blecloths, and the roadies coil up the wires, amazed at the way
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everyone below behaved as if nothing had happened.
The party was over by the time I came down out of the
tree and made my way into the ravine where the photographer
lay dead. His camera was still around his neck, but was smashed
and open. The full moon lit up the scene of the accident. With
the point of my knife, I carefully pried out the tiny disk w ith the
damning pictures on it and put it in my pocket. After that, I
walked to the beach and waited for the sun to come up.

*

*

*

Once the fog bums off, it’s going to be another beautiful
day in Malibu. I can see a dozen or so surfers in their wetsuits
bobbing around in the waves, looking like sea lions. It's nice
to sleep on the beach when you can get away w ith it. I wasn't
worried about being rousted last night. The police were pretty
busy—too busy to bother w ith vagrancy—what with all the partiers coming and going, DUI checkpoints, motorcycle escorts,
limo traffic jams, and the like. Just before daw n, I heard a cho
rus of sirens screaming up PCH.
In a little while, 1 think I'll pick a couple of muffins from
the Dumpster behind Starbucks and head home to my cave. I’ll
watch the Sunday hikers make their way along the beaten track,
their dogs splashing through the creek. I'll make myself com
fortable under my stone overhang and take the rest of the day off,
the same as if I were lying in hammock on the backyard of some
house on a tree-lined street in Ohio. Later on, maybe Vivian will
make a sandw ich for me and lay it on the stone bench. If she
does, when I'm done. I'll leave her the little disk I’ve got here
in my pocket. I'll lay it on top of a neatly folded w hite linen
napkin. She'll know what to do.
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SALT STONES
Donald Levering

They want me to say names and places
Among cloud trees blooming
over the school's rocky' soccer field
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Sprinkling salt on boulders
for the sheep to lick
How smooth those stones become

p o e try

Where I am can not be told
so I am elsewhere

They offer names to betray
CD

The blame is to be found within
<D

€

I ask to speak to a lawyer
Laughter — "Where do you think you are?”

/ lie down to hide from my brother
/ listen to the blurry call for prayers

The rubber disc is smacked on my scrotum
A wire leads to the power
How did they get my daughter's picture

A doctor is brought in —
“On a scale from one to ten...”
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Thousands of bees buzzing
in the poppy field

They seize my scripture
They piss on it
/ want to bite off their pricks

One asks the other to help
fasten me to u aterboard
Raindrops bounce off boulders

The other bends to help tighten
Their hands lightly brush each other’s skin

How / love to rub my hands
over those tongue-smoothed stones
then through oilv wool
They demand to know who and w here
They can not be told

The sheep are known by a handful of names
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LEFT

o

Charlotte McCaffrey

o
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The light circled the bed,
haloed his old bald head,
round and hard
and polished as agate.

-o
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The ones who remained
circled the bed:
two of the three children,
a grandson,
two daughters-in-law.

His mouth was a ropy O
as small breaths
entered and left.
And left.
And didn't enter again.

The nurse passed a hand
over his face,
closed his round, blue eyes.
And we were the ones
who were left.
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FAREWELL, SOCKS
Holty Hcndin

p h o to g ra p h y
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Farewell, socks, you served not my feet
And in not serving where was I?
Alabaster and not a single goddamned drop.
Where w ere we supposed to go, my moth?
If we stay w here the trees lay their saplings
And hands sap-strung like a Christmas night
I'd drape the lights on my body but you are
Instead watching them ice-skate off a cliff
And each one is a tragedy for the marks they
Never made on your body except like
Beads of w ater off the blades they slide
Dow n your fingers until I can’t see green
Anymore through the mist in the forest
It clings to your naked breath and under
The fallen drifts your hands are cold so cold
I died so long ago under those blades, water
At your hands and so we never met.

NIGHT FOR DAY

o

Erik Bendix

o

p h o to g ra p h y

In fact, we sleep tonight
over plains that broil up
sticky tar from rock cracks
under dusty bluffs on which
scavengers perch to peer down
on what might have caught
in the bubbling fissures
and fought to break free.
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Fluorescent lights
gloat their icy glare
over marble sinks and
plush gaudy bath towels,
as if by visiting this motel
we had molted into museum
butterflies mounted inside
cubicles of glass.

People swarm here to
get stuck in communal tar,
driving on asphalt outpourings
of the earth’s black reeking traps,
designed less for speed or
space to breathe any air
than for entangling motion
until it comes to a full halt.
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This is a dangerous
arid landscape that has
been mocked up to look
easy and comfortable, while
its snakes and poisonous lizards
lurk under flickering nightmares
that are hawked out to a gullible
and more verdant world.
People pour into the dry valleys
from nations all over the world,
searching through jagged canyons,
billboard shreds, and broken bottles
for w hat they thought they had seen,
easy prey to gathering dusty fumes
of a heavy and darkening sky,
easy butterflies to skewer
and mount for display.
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HIDE-AND-SEEK
Matthew J. Spireng

where she couldn't see or wouldn't look.

p o e tr/

While she covered her eyes and turned her back,
we ran, counting on places our bodies could fit
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The dusty old barn held all manner of dark recesses

a body could curl in, from grain bins to spaces
between bales. And those who ran hard and long

were never found, hiding in the woods until it seemed
it was time to return. But I learned quickly to climb a tree
near the house and keep the whole long search in view
from above, sought never to hide too well, too far.
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SOUND CONFESSIONAL BOOTH
Jim Daniels
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I love when a guitar struts down the street
and the boogaloo steps up to the plate
and licks that plate clean and mojo
punches in for the midnight shift
and all hell breaks loose and no one
bothers to recapture it because if still
waters run deep then you don't want
to drop a live wire into them, oh, the soul
goes one octave deeper, digging for the blue
heartbreak voice and singing and slinging
the tears into funky sudsy joy-calls
for overtime and response, and repetition
stretched into sexual taffy action verb
verb verb and reverb. I love w hen
I'm not sorry.

GOOD OLD ME
Hotly Day

homosexual, came out soon after our son
was bom) here’s the first page of a
hospital diary (with baby struggling for life because
he didn’t know he would just end up coming
home with me) who
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ramblings, all of them! (Here’s one more faded scrap.)The first
five minutes
of a story about my favorite cat (she died
painfully of lung cancer when I was four) here’s
something about husband #1 (closet
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the memories are scrawled in books, scattered
all around my house, as if left by some drunk-

=5

is this person leaving these things
lying around for just anybody to read?
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WEEDS
Samantha Westmoreland
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My mother taught me that there is a difference between
flowers and weeds. Meticulously patting the soil around her
freshly planted red and yellow perennials, “Flowers make the
yard beautiful,” she placed them so that no two of the same shade
sat next to one another. “Weeds do not,” she spat, as she instruct
ed me to dispose of the unwelcome, leafy stems sprouting from
the ground like the stray gray hairs on my grandmother’s chin.
Yet I could not bring myself to remove the lone dandeli
on, standing tall and distinct among the blending rows of red and
yellow. Its round and fuzzy head was like an infant’s, pure as the
first fallen snowflakes of the season, soft to the touch. 1 kneeled
down before it, closing my eyes and folding my hands in prayer,
thinking about the month of May as a warm breeze sprang forth,
embracing me with the tender palms of my grandma’s hands.
The wafted smell of freshly rooted perennials tangled in my
nose like the mess of floral arrangements at a funeral. My mother’s hand outstretched towards mine three May’s ago, as I stood
shaken at the altar, finally granted the honor to read a eulogy - to
fulfill life’s role of Granddaughter. My eyes shot open, and the
white buds of the dandelion were baby’s breath, connecting the
vines of red and yellow roses standing stiff next to the casket,
wearing a satin sash reading “Beloved -“
Instinctively I blew air from my pouted lips, sending the
puff of white petals far, far away, to land as pillows for sleeping
ladybugs and families of ants. Standing up, I saw the dandelion
for the first time, a naked weed I plucked and threw away.

FLOATING COWS AND ZOMBIES
Victoria Provazza
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My mom was yelling at the blood on the window shield.
She tried to use the wipers, but it just smeared the glops around,
turning the window into night vision goggles. The outside world
was red. I got out of the car to look at the cow w e hit. It w as big,
lying on its side, blood trickling from its stomach like a leaky
faucet. I wanted to pet it. “Get in the car honey,” my mom said,
but I couldn't not look. The cow looked like any other cow,
but its eyes were blank. I looked harder but still saw nothing.
“Where did it go?” I wondered.
I remember that empty cow at my great uncle Tom's fu
neral. I walk up to the casket with my parents on both sides
of me, pushing me towards him. My mom is crying and my
dad is squeezing my shoulder too tightly. There is no blood. I
wonder w hy no one w ants me to wait in the car this time. Uncle
Tom looks like a well-dressed zombie; he is wearing a grey suit
but his skin is hard and a light yellow ish color like egg salad. I
imagine him jumping out and trying to eat everyone. His eyes
are dark and swollen. He is empty too. “Where do they go?” I
ask. My dad sniffles and points to the sky.
It is cloudy and looks like it is going to rain. I wonder if
Uncle Tom and the cow are cold.

o
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DRAINED CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Meghan Kelly
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After the shock, take the sympathy cards away and return
the paper to the trees. Let the ink fall like dirt to the earth and
take the burdened bread off the counter. Bring the flour back
to the wheat bushels, the milk to the cows and the eggs to the
mother hen. Drain the chrysanthemums of their perfume and
send the remains to shelter the ants. Empty the wine from its
bottle and let the glass nestle into the blanketed sand under the
w aves. Soon the house w ill be rid of death and you must look to
the night. Cut the strings to the moon and place this new button
in the sewing drawer. Pour out the ocean and unplug the stars, let
them mourn. But when the night gives way to the sun, place two
rays in your shirt pocket to warm your heart. For now, let death
dream. But wake to my face in the sun.

p h o to g ra p h y
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MARDI GRAS
Laura Pendell
Today is that anniversary you never got to celebrate,
as important as a birthday, eleven years now
since you passed on, passed over,
died. I mark it every year, wondering

I hope that wherever you are
the breezes are gentle and steady
like they are at Diamond Head
or along any beach filled with shells
small enough to collect in the rolled-up
bottom of your shirt and bring home

u
°
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if you reside in some astral layer?
if you inhabit a new body?
are you in transit?
do you watch over us? over me?

D

(Z)
I hope you are dancing
a fox-trot or tango
in glam high heels with fishnet stockings
and a skirt made of iridescent chiffon
I hope your luxurious hair
is piled high in some kind of tw ist
and fastened in place
with combs of gold and silver
I hope that your lipstick and nail polish
are that deep copper color and
you are smiling the big smile you always
flashed when the camera was on you.
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And that you've found peace
or at least Mardi Gras
hibiscus blossoms tucked in your hair
and a Rob Roy held high to the world
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HOLDING DOWN THE FORT
Jim Daniels
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The fort wanted to get up. I wrestled
the fort to the ground. I got
the fort in a full nelson. I said to
the fort, where do ya think you're goin’, ya lousy
fort? It had those spikey things sticking up like
forts often do. Ouch, I said, ouch. If all
forts were held down, we would have no war.
The forts would be turned into tacky tourist
forts where they shoot off the cannon daily and
the fort t-shirts would sell like hotcakes because
the fort would have no actual hotcakes. We'd be so busy holding
down
the fort, we'd have no time to kill each other. We'd be saying,
hey help me hold down this fort, will ya? And you'd say, sure,
and together we’d put
the fort in the sleeper hold, or the half nelson, or just land on
the fort like pancakes on top of each other and start holding
something else.
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THIS TOO SHALL PASS
Yvonne Higgins Leach
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Every work day spent under the same
pulsing florescent lights,
our faces pale like sickness.
We leave energy behind
in windowless conference rooms,

p h o to g ra p h y

head back to our computers,
bloated with information
that somehow transfixes us —
our intent to fuse our skills
to a bottom-line result.
We gesture, converse, advise.
We digest, produce, spit out.
We move goods and provide services
at the right time, where they are needed.
The transaction is the reward.
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By day's end, the day hangs heavy
on our lids, and our brains flailing
for the right words. We welcome
the drive home, under changing weather,
on a road that asks nothing of us.
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YOU KNOW THEM
Sheryl L. Nelms

tree
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don’t
fork
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INTERVIEW WITH
BLANCHE McCRARY BOYD
Elizabeth O 'Neill, Tommy O Brien, Daniel Murphy

p h o to g ra p h y

Blanche McCrary Boyd is an English professor at Connecticut
College who specializes in feminist fiction and creative writing.
Boyd is also Connecticut College's w riter-inresidence. Current
ly on sabbatical, she took time to answer questions prepared by
three Providence College students, Francis “Tommy” O’Brien,
Elizabeth O'Neill, and Dan Murphy.
NOVEMBER 26, 2013 She wrote: “hi elizabeth, tommy and

dan..... I hate writing w ith punctuation, but microsoft word will
add some....... sorry for the inconsistency.........
I can’t believe I said I'd answer these questions!.... like many
writers, I hate writing..... and being obsessively careful with lan
guage in print makes me extremely cautious, sometimes para
lyzed, answering even letters.....

That said, I don't know what it is about your approach that made
me say yes, but I know that’s about you and not my cautious,
entangled self..... ”
TOMMY O’BRIEN: You chose the name. The Redneck Way of

Knowledge, for your collection of essays. This is a courageous
title, as it conveys almost a feeling of contempt for the Southern
lifestyle. How did your friends and family from home react to
the title?
BLANCHE MCCRARY BOYD: The use of the term redneck

in 1980 was much more extreme than it seems now..... i've been
outdone by my old friend Dorothy Allison, who titled her essay
collection “trash”..... in any case, at the time my friends in the
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north thought I was clever and brave..... my family, that is, my
mother, who was the only one who would bother to comment
on anything as esoteric as an essay collection - I never thought
of them as essays, I thought of them as “pieces’, like pieces of
music - said, but we're not rednecks, honey’....and I said, well,
we're not aristocrats, and trash doesn't seem to fit because we’re
too middle-class.....
TO: You have said that you hypnotized students in high school

and college, and Ellen similarly practices hypnosis in The Rev
olution of Little Girls. Hypnosis is not what one would typically
refer to as your average hobby; what sparked your interest in
hypnosis, and is there anything you have discovered through us
ing it that has affected your writing?
BMB: I figured out how to hypnotize people when I was about

15 years old, and the power went out at our house....... I’d been
watching a B movie about an evil hypnotist on television..... I
was a smoker then, and I was sitting with a cousin who was 11
or 12, and I held the cigarette in front of her eyes in the dark and
began to intone, look only at the cigarette, your eyes are getting
heavy....... my experience was like ellen’s: that most people are
dying to be put into a trance....so, yes, writing from the imagi
nation is very much like a trance state..... i’m about the finish the
final book of the trilogy..... revolution of little girls and terminal
velocity are the first two, and the final one is called children of
nod, which will also be the title of the trilogy........ anyway, I've
always been easily distracted and drifty..... i think the essays in
redneck make into a virtue the way my mind jumps around by
demonstrating for instance, that kundalini yoga and stock car
racing can be linked..... over and over in the essays I explore
links that are not obvious........ baseball and Catholicism, sex and
god, a hurricane and magical thinking etc etc etc..... and I think
that's why the book was successful and still is of interest.....
because by linking things that seemed (maybe) crazy, people
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followed me just fine..... i once asked my editor quite seriously,
after I'd turned in the title piece, whether she thought I was cra
zy....... she thought for an uncomfortable number of seconds and
said, carefully, I don’t know if you're crazy, blanche, but 1 follow
everything you say.........i made a c in freshman English at Duke,
and I always had trouble with essays....... it always seemed to me
that what did not fit into the frame was what made the frame in
teresting....... this is a long way from the “five paragraph essay”
way of writing that is currently being inflicted on my twins, who
are now in the eighth grade.........working for the village voice
was great, because they just threw me the ball and said run as
fast as you can.........anyway, back to hypnosis, yes, I think un
derstanding (or not understanding) hypnosis helps me to be com
fortable letting my imagination run....... the side of the brain that
imagines, that sees images, is not the language side of the brain,
so to write you have to switch back and forth over and over....... I
think my understanding of this and ease about it is one of the
reasons I have been a powerful writing teacher.........i’m not
afraid of trance states, and I'm not afraid to live with my imag
ination....... an example: 1 often forget where I'm going........ one
morning when I was driving my son to school, he said, oh, mom,
1 wanted to see if you could drive me to school ten days in a row
without making a mistake, but today is only seven, and you just
missed the turn........ or my wife will say, you're not listening,
and 1 might say, oops, just drifted off into a cave in new mexico....... (there are scenes in the new novel in a cave in new mexico, so it’s not quite as random as it sounds)........

You received a Guggenheim Fellowship, a distinct hon
or, in 1993. This honor provides the recipient with a substantial
amount of capital to use in the advancement of his/her work.
How did this financial grant allow you to grow as a writer?

TO:

BMB: Yes, 1 got a Guggenheim and an NEA grant and both

helped me not only financially but to overcome self-doubt..... i
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still struggle with chronic self-doubt..... i suspect anyone who's
any good does..... my first and most important break was to re
ceive a Wallace Stegner fellowship in creative writing at Stanford
in 1967, the year I graduated from college....... the Stegners are
a really big deal, bigger than I understood until I got there.........i
was the youngest recipient that year, the only woman, and the
only one who was not published, and 1 kept thinking they were
going to ask for their money back..... there were many years in
which I could not close the difficult gap between being talented
and being good (which at that time I thought meant being pub
lished) but I could always say to myself, I won a Wallace Stegner
fellowship when I was only 22 years old, and that would keep
me going.........
ELIZABETH O’NEILL: You have been open about your past
struggle with addiction, your personal sexual revolution, your
“radical” young lifestyle, and your conventional Southern up
bringing. In The Revolution of Little Girls and Terminal Velocity,
protagonist Ellen Bums has similar formative experiences. To
what extent is Ellen an extension or reflection of yourself?

BMB: Ellen is a mask I wear....... I'm not ellen, but I'm proba

bly more like her than anyone else could be....... in a way, ellen
is who I wish I was........ her history is similar to mine, but she is
a fully formed personality who exists several inches in front of
me, like a mask....... I can wear ellen, but I'm not ellen, though i
admire her very much........
EO: You were bom and raised in South Carolina, and your iden

tification as a Southerner is reflected in much of your writing.
That said, you have lived in New England teaching at Connecti
cut College since 1982. How has your writing changed, if at all,
with your increased exposure to Northern influences?
BMB: I don't quite know the answer to this one.....joan didion
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said you have to go to a place to write nonfiction about it, and
you have to leave a place to write fiction about it....... 1 think
she’s right........ i doubt 1 would have lived through my teens
or my twenties or even my early thirties if I'd stayed in south
Carolina.........coming into alcoholics anonymous when I was 35
(1981) is like a line drawn across my life..... on one side of that
line I was one person, and on the other side of it I’ve become
someone else... I like to joke that 1 changed in one day from be
ing dangerous to being picturesque..... AA saved my life, and,
eventually, allowed me not only to be a much better human be
ing, but a much better writer....i wrote two novels in the seven
ties that are mercifully out of print..... but the three books you
ask me about, and that people still know. I'm proud of........ i
think redneck and revolution and terminal velocity will be good
even if no one ever reads them again........ w hich means that at
least with those books I’ve done what I set out to do.....
EO: Your most recent publications have been essays, but a sig

nificant portion of your writing career has involved literary fic
tion. What creative writing tools have you adapted for use in
your essays?
BMB: I teach a course called narrative nonfiction which directly

involves the use of fiction techniques in nonfiction writing... the
answer to your question is way too long to address here....... I
will add, though, that history itself is a story.........
DANIEL MURPHY: Early on in life, you classified yourself as

a radical feminist who wrote about controversial topics. Do you
regret any of the decisions you made in your w riting? Have your
children read the works you wrote during this part of your life,
and if so, how have they reacted?
BMB: I don’t regret anything I’ve written, though I'm glad a
reference to masturbation was taken out of “aunt jenny at the
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rockettes”....my editor convinced me that it was tasteless, even
for me..... do I worry about my children reading my work? You
bet I do. I never thought I’d have children. I was 54 when they
were bom. They are the biggest miracle of my life, a joy I had no
conception of before they arrived........ i comfort myself with the
knowledge that most children of writers don’t read their parents’
work....my children, like all children, think that the world began
when they were bom, and their parents are merely cardboard
cut-outs, backdrops on the very important drama of their own
lives...I dunno
my children and I will get to it when we get
to it..... but I don’t think that the bravery and honesty and sexual
frankness of my writing is anything to be ashamed of........
DM: Literature has evolved immensely since the beginning of

your writing career. Certain topics that you wrote about aren’t
as controversial today as they were when you first published.
Now that you have a steady job and a family, how do you plan
on continuing your career in literature?
BMB: ...yup, my wife and I are now poster lesbians with good
jobs, the perfect twins, the big house, the mortgage, the min
ivan..... and the usual events and problems...... we got married
when it became legal..... I now hold an endowed chair, I'm a se
nior professor, so yikes, 1 tell my students, if 1 have become one
of the people in charge, ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN!............but
here’s the answer to your question about whether my ‘normal’
life will affect my future work...my new novel, children of nod,
is the last book I intend to write, and 1 hope it is so intense that it
will blister your fingers to read it........ thanks for convincing me
to answer your questions.........i talk to my students a great deal
about writing, but I’ve never written about writing so frankly,
that 1 can remember..........i'll put a copy of this somewhere for
my children, for when and if they need or want to read it..... my
son once asked me if I'd still be alive when he’s forty, and I said I
hope so, son, but I’ll be 94, so I probably won’t be much fun.......
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INTERVIEW WITH
ELLEN LITMAN

J
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Victoria Ingalls, Kathleen Leavenworth, Jacquelyn Kelley
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VI / KL / JK: Parts of Masha's background mirror your own in

that she immigrates to Pittsburgh from Russia in the 1990s. How
closely does Masha's story reflect your ow n experiences?

p h o to g ra p h y

EL: There are definitely some similarities. I immigrated w ith my

family in 1992, at the age of nineteen, which is to say I was a bit
older than Masha and had finished two years of college back in
Russia. What I w anted to do in Masha stories, though, is recreate
what those early years in America felt like - the tensions within
one’s family, the alienation in college, the mutual incomprehen
sion of the American Jewish community, the attempts to find a
way to fit in and all the small humiliations along the way. I've
experienced all of these things.

<
VI / KL / JK: Why did you choose to construct The Last Chick-

*

en in America as a collection of twelve stories? Does the number
12 have any significance?
EL: No, 1' m afraid there’s no significance. The number of sto

ries varied as I worked on various drafts of the book. Some earli
er stories didn't make it in. Others were added later on.
VI / KL / JK: What inspired you to write a story about a young

girl struggling with the emotional and physical stresses of scoli
osis, (not a common subject in contemporary fiction) as depicted
in your newest book. Mannequin Girl?

1 wanted to write about Russia in the mid-to-late eight
ies, specifically about the perestroika years, and I thought the
strangeness of the scoliosis school might work well with the
EL:
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strangeness of the time I wanted to address. Then again, there's
an autobiographical element here, too. I grew up with scoliosis,
wore a brace for most of my childhood/adolescence, and attend
ed a school very similar to the one depicted in the novel.
VI / KL / JK: How do you go about naming your characters?

Do the names show something about the characters in any way,
or are they randomly chosen?
EL: For the most part, the names aren't meant to communicate

anything specific about the characters. They are mostly Russian
names, of course - since most of the characters are Russian. I
think we all have very subjective feelings/associations about
names, so 1 let these feelings guide me. The names had to fit the
image of the characters I had in my head.

In Mannequin Girl, the names are a lot more important. A couple
of main characters Anglicize their names and one uses a French
version of his. In part it's a trick to make the novel “easier” for
the English-speaking readers. But it’s not a random trick. The
names and nicknames are tied to the various ways the characters
perceive themselves and others around them.
VI / KL / JK: You include humor frequently in The Last Chick

en in America. Did you find it hard to add comic relief to the im
migrant struggle, seeing that it was so real and relatable for you?
EL: I didn't plan it that way, though 1 very much like wry/dry

humor. To be honest, I don't think The Last Chicken in America
is a funny book; it just has some humorous moments. Jewish
people and Jewish characters (whether East European or Amer
ican) are known for using humor to deal with adversity. There’s
definitely a strong tradition of that kind of writing. On a more
technical level, I think these humorous moments appeared out
of my need not to sink in the sea of sentimentality. Yes, immi229

grant experience could be very tough, but it wasn't the end of the
world. Nor was it all a Greek tragedy. We must be able to laugh
at ourselves.
VI / KL / JK: Sometimes titles are what draw us in to a particu

lar work. What is your strategy for coming up with an intriguing
title?
Titles are fun. My strategy for finding a good title is to
look within the text itself. Look for things that are unexpect
ed or arresting and see what might fit. I’ve learned this from a
wonderful writer Steve Almond, who once upon a time was a
teacher of mine. He was the one w ho saw the first draft of “The
Last Chicken in America" (the title story), which at the time was
titled “How to Survive in the USA” (an inferior title, to be sure).
He pulled the real title from a scene tow ard the end of the story.
I followed his advice and never looked back.
EL:

You hold a Bachelor's Degree in Information
Science and worked in the software development field for six
years before choosing to study writing. What inspired you to
transition to creative writing and earn an M.F.A.? Furthermore,
does your experience in such an analytical field like Information
Science ever impact your process of w riting in any way?
VI / KL / JK:

EL: I was 12 when I first knew that I wanted to write. But back
then I lived in the Soviet Union, and for a person like myself
writing could never become a profession. So instead 1 did what
most people in Russia did — went on to study math, physics, en
gineering, computer programming. Then I came to the US, and
at first 1 was convinced that I'd never be able to write in English.
But in college (at the University of Pittsburgh) I discovered that I
did exceptionally well in all the classes that involved writing pa
pers. And I had fun doing that. 1 began to realize that though my
knowledge of English was shaky, I still had the ability and need
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to tell stories. Still, for a long time I wasn't sure I could do it. It
took me years to gather enough courage to sign up for a creative
writing class. By then I was already working in IT. For a while
I thought that 1 would continue to work as a computer program
mer and write on the side. But gradually the balance between my
day job and writing began to shift, which is to say, the writing
felt more and more important and the day job (writing software
for the financial industry) less and less meaningful. I desperately
wanted (and needed) more time to write, so I applied to MFA
programs. At the time 1 thought I was just buying some time for
myself and that after I get my MFA, I'd go back to supporting
myself as a programmer. But things w orked out differently.
As for the connection between analytical skills and writing, I
guess sometimes analytical skills help a bit. I like to diagram my
stories. On the other hand, sometimes I wish I thought and w rote
in a less “organized" manner.
VI / KL / JK: As a professor of creative w riting at the Univer

sity of Connecticut, w hat is your number one tip for the aspiring
writers that you teach?
EL: I tell my students that if they're serious about writing, they

have to find a w ay to make it a priority, a part of their lives, and
then do it regularly, every day. Even if it’s just 15 minutes a day.
VI / KL / JK: In your collection of intertwining stories in The
Last Chicken ofAmerica, some of the adolescent Russian immi
grants struggle to fit into the social scene while others seem to fit
in more naturally and form friendships more easily. What was
your experience like as an immigrant to Pittsburgh? Did you
find it easy to make connections w ith people?
EL: I found it incredibly difficult, not unlike Masha in the sto
ries. As long as I lived with my family in Pittsburgh, I didn't
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seem to fit anywhere. Once I finished college and moved away, I
started to assimilate, make friends, learn what I wanted to be and
how I wanted to live.
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EDITORS

KATHERINE BACINO is a Senior pursuing degrees in Global Stud
ies and Spanish with a concentration in global communication. She
was published last spring in El Pais' section of the International Her
ald Tribune and maintains a blog where she shares her passion for
travel, yoga and sustainable living.
AMANDA CENTRELLA is a fourth year student of English at Prov
idence College. She is published in the 2011 and 2013 editions of
The Alembic, Folio, and the August 2012 issue of Today's Equestrian
Magazine. Through her study of language and cultural narratives, she
has come to see storytelling as an act of bravery.

COLLEEN G. GARDNER is currently pursuing an English major
and Economics minor at Providence College. Recent distinctions in
clude the 2013 Delasanta Award and a creative writing showcase with
the Shoreline Arts Alliance. Originally from Deep River, Connecticut,
she devotes much of her time to hiking, coffee shops, and the New York
Times crossword puzzle.

JILL MARIE LYNCH is a Senior Creative Writing Major and Busi
ness Minor at Providence College. Her previous publications include
a short story published in the 2010 anthology of w inners of the Scho
lastic Art & Writing Awards, and two poems published in the 2013
edition of The Alembic. Her prose poem, “How to Make a Radio From
a Dragon", won first place in the 2013 Providence College Poetry
and Fiction Contest. Jill is originally from Mansfield, Massachusetts.
When she is not writing or editing, she can be found reading Harry
Potter, designing jew elry, and re-watching her favorite Disney movies.
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COLIN SHEEHY is a Senior English major at Providence College.
His poem Dragons Breathing was published in the 2012 edition of The
Alembic. He loves and appreciates all literary and visual artistic ex
pressions, but has a true love for music. He plans to go to graduate
school for English studies and eventually pursue a doctorate and career
in the literary arts.

LEAH FLANIGAN is a Sophomore pursuing a Marketing major and
an English minor at Providence College. Though she works primarily
as a multimedia artist, Leah's passion for the visual arts has recently
led her to print publishing, an area in which she hopes to continue. A
native of Ashland, Massachusetts, Leah is a lover of Fenway Park,
country music, and California Pizza Kitchen.
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CONTRIBUTORS

HARLEY APRIL is a writer of short stories and creative non-fiction
pieces. She received a B.A. in English from Barnard College where
she completed a concentration in creative writing. Her work has ap
peared in The Westchester Review and Wild Violet. She lives in West
chester, New York.

PATRICK ARMSTRONG has published poems in Quarterly West,
The Providence Journal Bulletin, Persephone, Stride UK, and the
Longman/Pearson Literature Anthology'. He is currently teaching
Composition at Providence College.

ERIK BENDIX: A student of movement arts from Tai Chi and Alex
ander Technique to dervish whirling and village dance, Erik Bendix
listens to how cadence resonates in the body. He has translated Rilke's
complete Duino Elegies and Sonnets to Orpheus. His work has ap
peared in the Asheville Poetry' Review, Monarch Review, Word Riot, St.
Annes Review, Forge, Poetry' East and Euphony.
DOUG BOLLING's poetry has appeared widely in literary reviews
including Geoz^eZoun Review, Italian Americana, Connecticut River
Review, Blue Unicorn, The Inflectionist Review, Illuminations, Ba
salt and Wallace Stevens Journal, most recently online in The Miss
ing Slate with Poet of the Month and Interv iew among others. He has
received five Pushcart nominations and currently lives in Flossmoor,
Illinois, part of the greater Chicago area. He is a graduate of William
& Mary and holds an MA and PhD from Iowa.

RACHEL BURKE is a junior at Wilbur Cross High School and the
Educational Center for the Arts in New Haven, CT. Although her artis
tic study focuses primarily on theatre arts, she also enjoys visual arts
and photography.
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MAURA GAGE CAVELL is a Professor of English and Director of
the Honors Program at Louisiana State University Eunice. She resides
in Crowley, LA, with her family. She has recently published in jour
nals and magazines including Abbey, Louisiana Literature, Carnival
Magazine, Clark Street Review, and Westward Quarterly.

JANNA BROOKE COHEN lives on a farm in New York's Hudson
Valley. She has a BA in Education from The University of Florida and
an MA in Counseling Psychology from New York University. Amidst
children, chickens, dogs and crops, she is working on her first novel
and a collection of short stories. Her short stories have been featured
or are upcoming in Amarillo Bay, upstreet, and AWAre.

MEGAN COSTELLO is a Brooklyn-based portrait and adventure
photographer. To view more of her work, check out:
www.avalanchevocals.com.

JOHN DANAHY resides in New Hampshire. He enjoys writing,
reading, photography, and travels with his wife, and family. His work
has appeared or is forthcoming in Aim Magazine, Amarillo Bay, Art
Times, Desert Voices, Forge, Haight Ashbury' Literary Journal, The
MacGuffin, North Atlantic Review, RiversEdge, Salt River Review and
The Griffin.

JIM DANIELS new book of poems. Birth Marks, was published by
BOA Editions in 2013. His next book of short fiction, Eight Mile High,
will be published by Michigan State University Press in 2014. A na
tive of Detroit, Daniels teaches at Carnegie Mellon University in Pitts
burgh.

HOLLY DAY was bom in Hereford, Texas, also known as “The Town
Without a Toothache.” She and her family currently live in Minneapo
lis, Minnesota, where she teaches at the Loft Literary Center. Her pub
lished books include Music Theory' for Dummies, Music Composition
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for Dummies, and Guitar All-in-Onefor Dummies.

JAMES DOYLE s most recent book, “The Long View Just Keeps
Treading Water", was published in 2012 by Accents Publishing.

ANNA DUMAIS is a sophomore from Burrillville, RI studying En
glish at Providence College. She is a lover of running, reading, and
Bruce Springsteen. She would like to thank Nate, Betsy, and Dan for
listening and for inspiring.

ISABEL BROME GADDIS graduated from MIT and worked as a
geophysicist at Shell, then as a writer at Microsoft. She holds four
certificates in embroidery and design from City and Guilds of London.
1 ler work w as featured or is forthcoming in decomP, Forge, Grey Spar
row, New Ohio Review, and OnTheBus.

EDITH GOLDENHAR lives and writes in Jackson Heights, Queens,
NY. Her articles and papers on issues of progressive social change ap
pear in various publications. But she is most passionate about poems.
Recent work has appeared or is forthcoming in The Laurel Review and
decomP' and performed by the acting troupe. Emotive Fruition.
JONATHAN GREENHAUSE won Prism Review's 2012-2013 Poet
ry Prize and was a finalist for this year's Gearhart Poetry Contest from
The Southeast Review. He has received two Pushcart nominations,
is the author of a chapbook (Sebastians Relativity, Anobium Books,
2011), and his poetry has recently appeared or is forthcoming in Artful
Dodge, Crannog (IRE), The Malahat Review (CAN), Rabbit (AUS),
Sugar House Review, and elsew here.

MATT GRIECI lives on Cape Cod and is a graduate of Emmanuel
College with a B.A. in Writing and English Literature. He works a
mildly interesting nine-to-five to support his passion for writing prose,
and always has a camera close at hand.
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ANNA HALBERSTADT is a finalist in the 2013 Mudfish poetry
contest and her creative work has been published by Amarillo Bay,
Bluestem, Cimarron Review, Forge, Good Men Project, Mudfish. St.
Petersburg Review, and Tiferet, and translations of her poems in the
Lithuanian journals Literatura !r Menas and Siaures Atenai.

REBECCA HARRIS is an artist, poet and musician living in En
gland. 'In darkness the light, in chaos a cosmos’.
HOLLY HENDIN is a psychiatrist working in Phoenix. In her poetry
she tries to catch and elaborate on those moments that otherwise would
slip by quietly, expanding upon the spaces between the stitches. Her
poetry can be found or is forthcoming in The Front Range Review,
Summerset Review, The George Washington Review, ginosko, Crack
the Spine, Crack the Spine Summer 2013 Anthology', Schuylkill Valiev
Journal, The Write Room, Wild Violet, Red Ochre LiT, Midway, and
The Tower

NAVDEEP KAUR is a nonfiction and fiction writer who entered San
Jose State University's MFA Program after earning her BS in Market
ing in 2010. Her writing gains inspiration from her childhood spent in
Punjab, India and her experiences in the San Francisco Bay Area. See
more of her work at:
http://aarsi-reflections.blogspot.com/

MEGHAN KELLY is an English major at Providence College. She
finds her happiest moments dedicating her time to teaching her stu
dents yoga at Providence College , and writing for her creative writing
courses. She aspires to become a published writer, and teach lessons
of peace and healing to the world, children specifically, through her
writing.

YVONNE HIGGINS LEACH is the author of Another Autumn forth
coming in June from WordTech Editions. Her poems have appeared
in South Dakota Review, South Carolina Review, Spoon River Poetry'
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Review', Cimarron Review, and Wisconsin Review, among others. She
earned a Master of Fine Arts from Eastern Washington University in
1986. She splits her time living in Snohomish and Spokane, Washing
ton.

ELEANORE LEE has been writing poetry and fiction for many years
in addition to her regular job as a legislative analyst for the University
of California system. She is a graduate of Barnard College. Her po
etry and fiction have been published in such journals as The Atlanta
Review, CQ (California Quarterly), Clackamas Literaty Review, Com
pass Rose, The Distillery, Meridian Anthology of Contemporary Po
etry', The Portland Review, The Rambler, and River Oak Review. She
was selected as an International Merit Award Winner in The Atlanta
Review's 2008 International Poetry Competition and won first place in
the November 2009 California State Poetry Society contest.

DONALD LEVERING: Past NEA Fellow Donald Levering's most
recent honors are Semi-Finalist for the 2014 Tucson Festival of Books
Literary Awards, Runner-Up for the Georgetown Review Literary
Prize in 2013, and Finalist for the Janet B. McCabe Poetry Prize in
2013. A species conservation and human rights activist, he has worked
as a groundskeeper in Oregon, teacher in the Dine (Navajo) Nation,
and human services administrator in New Mexico. He is the father of
a son and daughter and lives in Santa Fe with his wife, the artist Jane
Shoenfeld. “Live from the Airbus Belly Camera" and “Salt Stones" are
included in his 12lhbook, The Water Leveling With Us, forthcoming in
2014 from Red Mountain Press.
MARIA SISI BETANCES LOPEZ is a Senior at Providence Col
lege. She is very passionate about French, English and Spanish liter
ature. She is a French Major hoping to become a professor one day.

AMY STODDARD LUKE is an upstate New York native who enjoys
basking in sunshine, running through forests, consuming real food, and
studying phenomenology. A philosophy major and photography minor
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at Providence College, she hopes to pursue a career in photojournalism
related to conservation and human rights issues.

NICOLE MAZZA is a Creative Writing major and Film minor at Prov
idence College. She speaks both English and sarcasm fluently, and she
aspires to make it big as a screenwriter in Hollywood.

CHARLOTTE MCCAFFREY was bom in Mobile, Alabama and
moved to California after two decades in the Midwest. She is a grad
uate of Washington University in St. Louis. Her work has appeared in
Hampden-Sydney Poetry' Review, Poetry' International, Poet Lore, So
journer, Women s Studies Quarterly, and many others. McCaffrey is a
former chef, bartender, convent worker, and special education teacher.
Currently, she lives and writes in the San Francisco Bay area.

ELIZABETH MCQUEENEY is a junior at Providence College
studying Global Studies and Mathematics. She is passionate about
photography, teaching special education, spending time with family
and friends, volunteering for nonprofits, and traveling. She hopes to
one day be a graphic designer and photographer for an NGO, a travel
agent, or a special education teacher.

NEAL F. MERCIER is from South Kingstown, RI, and a member
of the Providence College Class of 2015. A mathematics major and
self-diagnosed cinephile, he has a passion for making films and creat
ing art out of nothingness.

SCOTT M. MILLER holds a B.S. in Mathematics from MIT and an
M.F.A. from Antioch University Los Angeles. His work has appeared
in Barrow Street, Raintown Review, Barefoot Muse and other journals.
He lives and writes in Los Angeles.

MARLENE S. MOLINOFF is a former university literature teacher
and marketing strategist. She lives in Philadelphia, where she is work
ing on a short story collection about the transitions we make in life, ei241

ther by will or by chance. An avid traveler, she has trekked to Everest
Base Camp, dived with sharks, photographed animals in Kenya and
the Galapagos and people and their cultures in India, Cambodia, and
Bhutan. She has previously been published in The 2010 Iowa Summer
Writing Festival Anthology and the Summer 2013 issue of Forge.

ELISABETH MURAWSKI: Author of Zorba's Daughter winner of
the 2010 May Swenson Poetry Award, Moon and Mercury, and two
chapbooks: Troubled bv an Angel and Out-patients. Hawthomden fel
low, 2008. Publications include: The Yale Review, The Southern Re
view, FIELD, et al. A native of Chicago, she currently resides in Alex
andria, VA.
WILLIAM NAWROCKI is from Farmington, CT and an alumni of
Providence College. While working a regular job at a startup television
network, he can always find the time to write poetry, take photos, and
make short films.

SHERYL L. NELMS is from Marysville, Kansas and graduated from
South Dakota State University. She has had over 5,000 articles, stories
and poems published, including fourteen individual collections of her
poems. She is the fiction/nonfiction editor of The Pen Woman Maga
zine, the National League of American Pen Women publication, a con
tributing editor for Dime Of Singing, A Magazine Of Christian Poetry'
and a three time Pushcart Prize nominee.

BETH ESCOTT NEWCOMER'S fiction has appeared or is forth
coming in Bluestem, Diverse Voices Quarterly, Paterson Literary Re
view, poeticdiversity, Sand Hill Review, and Tulane Review. Her story,
“Tightrope" was nominated for a 2013 Pushcart Prize; Newcomer's
“All She Wanted" was nominated for the 2013 Best of the Net Web
Anthology. Her work also earned me a spot as one of six finalists in
the Seventh Annual Emerging Voices group show of the New Short
Fiction series in Los Angeles, and her nonfiction has been featured in
Whole Life Times. Newcomer grew up in Normal, Illinois, but now
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lives in Fallbrook, California. To support her writing habit, she manag
es the Southern California-based graphic design firm she founded, and
helps promote her family’s cacti and succulent nursery.

MICHELLE NOGAS is a Providence College senior with a Spanish
major and a Writing minor. She is fascinated by language and com
munication, and she is attending graduate school for communication
disorders in the fall.

LAURA PENDELL grew up in Manhattan but made her escape to
Northern California about 15 years ago. She received her MFA from
Mills College and divides her time between writing poems and making
Artist's Books. She and her husband raise Ponderosa Pine, Oak and
Manzanita on a very untamed 12 acres. Her poems can be found in
Jelly Bucket, Limestone, Crack the Spine, Talking River, The Tulane
Review' as well as several online sites. She posts occasionally at
www.womanrisingbooks.blogspot.com.

SIMON PERCHIK is an attorney whose poems have appeared in Par
tisan Review, The Nation, Poetry, The New Yorker, and elsewhere. His
most recent collection is Almost Rain, published by River Otter Press
(2013). For more information, including free e-books, and his essay
titled “Magic, Illusion and Other Realities" please visit his website at
www.simonperchik.com.

JANE LUNIN PEREL is a Professor of English and Women’s Stud
ies at Providence College. Her book of prose poetry. Red Radio Heart
was published by White Pine Press in October, 2012.

ALITA PIRKOPF graduated from Middlebury College. She received
a master’s degree in English Literature from the University of Den
ver. Eventually she took a poetry seminar at the University of Denver
taught by the poet Bin Ramke and poetry became her long-term focus
and obsession.
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ALEXIA POLACHEK is a Senior at Providence College. Although
she intends to pursue entertainment marketing upon graduation, she
plans on dedicating a portion of her time to writing and publishing her
short stories and novels.

VICTORIA PROVAZZA graduated from Providence College in 2013
with a BA in English and Creative Writing. Victoria wrote “Floating
Cows and Zombies" for a prose poetry workshop at PC. She currently
works at a publishing company in Boston, Massachusetts.

DONNA PUCCIANI, a Chicago-based poet, has published poetry in
the U.S., Europe, Australia and Asia in such diverse journals as Inter
national Poetry' Review, The Pedestal, Shi Chao Poetry', Spoon River
Poetry', Journal of the American Medical Association, Gradiva, and
Christianity' and Literature. Her work has been translated into Italian,
Chinese and Japanese. Her books include The Other Side of Thunder,
Jumping Off the Train, Chasing the Saints, To Sip Darjeeling at Dawn,
and Hanging Like Hope on the Equinox. In addition to five Pushcart
nominations, she has won awards from the Illinois Arts Council, The
National Federation of State Poetry Societies, and Poetry on the Lake.

MARILYN RINGER: Oklahoman by birth, Californian by nature,
Marilyn Ringer's poems have been published in over 50 journals and
online publications including: Natural Bridge; Nimrod; Drum Voices;
Red Wheelbarrow; Sanskrit; The Evansville Review; DecomP; ellip
sis; The MacGuffin; Poet Lore; Stickman Review; Quiddity' Literary'
Journal; Wild Violet; Crack the Spine; and The Art of Monhegan Island-DownEast Books 2004. Her chapbook. Island Aubade, was pub
lished by Finishing Line Press in 2012.

KAMARIA ROMEO lives in New York and graduated from Brooklyn
College's B.F.A. in Creative Writing. While she went on to pursue a
Masters in Legal Studies, and is currently working toward the com
pletion of her paralegal studies degree, she is never happier than w hen
she's penning fiction stories.
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KEVIN SALVAGGIO is a senior at Providence College majoring in
Creative Writing. He has a strong passion for contemporary poetry and
seeks to experience and write about new creative endeavors everyday.

DAVID SAPP is a writer and artist living near Lake Erie. He teaches
at Firelands College in Huron, Ohio. His poems have appeared in
The Alembic, The Chattahoochee Review, The Cape Rock, The Licking
River Review, The Hurricane Review, The Bad Henry Review, Meat
Whistle Quarterly, Red Cedar Review, RiverSedge and elsewhere. Ad
ditional publications include articles in the Journal of Creative Behav
ior; chapbooks, Close to Home and 7vvo Buddha; and his novel, Flying
Over Erie.

GABRIEL SCHNELL is an MFA candidate at Texas-State University
in San Marcos, TX. He is a Memphis, TN native living in Austin, TX
with his girlfriend and cat. His deepest thanks go to Debra Monroe and
her ark of wisdom.

GEORGE J. SEARLES has published many poems in literary mag
azines, along with three volumes of literary criticism from university
presses and six editions of a widely used writing textbook. He teaches
English and Latin at Mohawk Valley Community College and has also
taught creative writing on Pratt Institute's upstate campus, as well as
graduate courses in workplace communications for The New School.
In 2002 the Carnegie Foundation named him New York State's "Pro
fessor of the Year."

SCOTT SERVICE is a native of San Jose, California currently work
ing there with a great group of adults with autism. He graduated with
an English degree from the University of Wyoming and will be starting
an MFA Poetry program (somewhere) in the fall. His favorite authors
include Salinger and Fitzgerald. His favorite puppy is Josephine...

SAUDAMINI SIEGRIST was bom in Montana and grew up in
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the West and Midwest. She earned a doctorate in English Literature
at NYU and a Master's in Poetry at Columbia, and has taught at St.
John's University and at Fordham University. In 2010, she coedited
Truth-Telling, Accountability and Reconciliation, a book on transition
al justice, with the Human Rights Program at Harvard Law School.
Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Forge, Free State Review,
The North Stone Review, Salamander, Studio One, The Worcester Re
view, Zone 3, and Al-Raida Journal and received a nomination for the
Pushcart Prize. Currently she lives in New York City.

TERRY SOSNOWSKI: The infant in “Between the Pines" lives on a
small farm in Western Michigan and is a mother herself. She raises her
ow n chickens and puts up apple sauce.

MATTHEW J. SPIRENG's book What Focus Is was published in
2011 by Word Press. His book Out of Body won the 2004 Bluestem
Poetry Award and was published by Bluestem Press at Emporia State
University. His chapbooks are: Clear Cut; Young Farmer; Encoun
ters; Inspiration Point, w inner of the 2000 Bright Hill Press Poetry
Chapbook Competition; and Just This. He holds an M.A. in Creative
Writing from Hollins College. Matt Gillick is a Junior at Providence
College and is currently studying abroad in Dublin.
ASHER STABLER is a first year student at the University of Hart
ford in West Hartford, Connecticut. He has been published thrice be
fore in her high school's literary magazine, Folio; two of those three
times she took the cover photo, “i still don't know w hat a kbae' is" and
“fratriarchy" w ere both taken in Aruba w hile “wipe off that face mask,
the mayor's in town" was taken at the Westfield Armory in New Jer
sey and “w holesome twosomes stoop some more" w as taken at Baxter
State Park in Maine.

DIANA VLAVIANOS is just another human at Providence College
hoping to have her words be read, felt, and heard. This is her first note-
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worthy publication, and hopefully not her last.

SAMANTHA WESTMORELAND is a sophomore at Providence
College. She wrote “Weeds” for her mother and grandmother. She
is an English/Creative Writing major and hopes to pursue a career in
Publishing.

BEN WRIGHT is a mathematics student. His life motto is: “Share
what you love,” and his favorite place in the universe is the trampoline
in his backyard.

JOAN WYETH is a first-year student studying for a BFA in photog
raphy at Pratt Institute.
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